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FORWAMD

The Army Mathematics Steering Committee irtiaited the present series

of conferences in October 1955. It is the intent of this Committee that
these Design Conferences afford an opportunity to statiticaI design upe.-

cialists and Army research, development and testing personnel to get to-

gether and exchange views and experiences in this raptdly growing field.

It is also the Intent that through Invited aeddrsses and special panel dis-

cussions many of the new devbIopments in the theory of Statistical Design

and Analysis of Experiments be brought to the attention of k-r-y scientists;

they can thei make use of these new theories to help solve sorne of their
complicated design problems.

It is of interest to note that the host of fkd Confmonxe, the Nlltstic

Research lAboratories, has for many years recognised the Importance of

mathematical statistics and actively applied the methods in Amy rpearch
and development. In 1926 Dr. L. 8. Dederick derived in an unpublished
manuscript the probability distribution al the sample range. In 1936

General (than Captain L aoh* 3. Simon form" within the Ballistic Research

LAboratories a group essentially ceonsmed with socientific sma .,ng. At
about this same time, he, with Wolonel N. N. Smr4q, publt.hed a ;*per

entitled *The Propsed 1ysm of kreillan of A r bMaerye Ammunition.
Among the many MM mrpsts in th field ed msnets two papers by ft. H.
Kent, one Issued in 1933 an "The Most -- mAoI bNple 81Re and the

other in 1940 on *The Estimation of the Probble Rmn *am &Woessive Dif-
ferenoes" are represetative of early wark and oared to stimulat additiona l
research in this field. Other ealy Otdmenoe oontribmtions tngke the
Ordnance ampling Inspection Tbs. Thme were very mpwmw.nt &wing
World War 1U and were the finorumiers of the tables tnduduAid by the

Departme- f Defnse as MIUiy mandmd 1OSA. Ifth-matiel Statistics
has been, and is, playing an important role in the montinuing rsomah, devel-
opment and testing activities at the Aberdeen Proving Gowvnd, and the above-
mentioned papers are but a few of the many contributions that have been made,
and are being made, to this field by the scientists at the bilemtic Research
Laboratories.

The five invited hour addresses at the Sixth Design Conference were
-,livered by F. J. Anscombe, W. S. Conner, J. R. Duffett, ]. E. Jackson,
aid W. J. Youden. Residuals, experimental designs, reliability, and multi-
- !iate analysis were the topics discussed by the first four of these snr-Mkers
W J. I uden, the banquet speaker, talked on "The Enduring Values'. A
;-,•,n ' ., -ussion on "Common Pitfalls in the Dezcign and Analysi'- ot Ex"rn -

f,;" was nrganized and chairmanned by G. E. P. Box. The member- . .

Best Available Copy
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his panel were C. Daniel, J.S. Hunter, W. J~Yoddaza,*nd M. Zelen.
In addition to these addresses, ton papers were presented inl the Clinioal
Sessions, fifteen in the Technical Sessions, and eight by title. Special-
tsts in the Clinical Sessions were asked to discuss experimental designs
in the areas of tolerance and calibration problems, optics, bomb salvos,
fatigue limits, missile safety, and multivariate analysis. In the Technical
Sessions, personnel management, simulat~ion, trajectory analysis, aerosol
chamber data, nerve gas experiments, reliability of w.~epon system is, and
response surface analysis were but a few of the topics that were con-
sidered.

The Sixth Conference was attended by US5 registrants and p.4-Tici-
pants from 58 organisations outside of the ballistic Research Labora -
tories. In addition, 71 staff memabers, and other personnel of the hoAt
organization were present. Speakers and panelists come from Bcoz,
Allen Applied Research, Inc.,* Canadian Arm Opmta~ioal Research
Es tabli shmen~t, Cornel~l Universty, Defsbnae Research Medical La bors
tories (Canada), Eastman Kodak Company, Oemeal Analysis Corporation,
Hercules Powder Company, National Bureau of Standards, Princeton
University, Research mhangle Institute, Space Techniology Lakboratories.
Inc., University of Calffonia, University of Chicao", University of
Georgia, University of Maryland, University of Michigan, University of
Wisconsin, Virginia Polyte-,%nic Institute, and 15 kAry facilities.

The members of the Army MatheMatcs Steering Committee take this
opportunity to express their thanks to the many speakers and other re-
search workers who participated in the Cond&rence tok dier Gonru
John H. Weber, the Commanding General of the Aberdeen Provina Ground,
and Colonel 7. P. Hamill, Directo of the OUistic Resarch Laboratories,
for making such excellent facilities mavaiblo for the C.onjerece &nd
to Dr. Frank E. Grubbs who served as Chairman on Local Arrangements.
Thanks are due many other at the Laboratories for the tiwe and the
help they gave theprarticipants. (X these, Mdr. 0. P. Bruno and Major
Joseph E. Sow* deserve special mentign. They handled many of the
lecal details for Dr. Grubbs and orgnized the interesting tour of the
Local facilities.

Best Available Copy



F~inally, the Cha1rnnt w'ishes to express 'ýis appreciation to the Ad-- ,. ~visory Committee; G. B. P. Box, F. G. Dressel (Secretary), Frank E. .
Gruibbs, Boyd lirsbarý;r. Clifford J. Malonrey, J. S. Hunter, and'

. Marvin, Z1.cn fer thrŽr belp in organizing the pro'ram of the Conference,
and epvc-,11y tc Dr. D-.5sel for coordinbtinT Phe Conferenice pgroqmm,
and steering theseFo cYead1ir.9 through publication.

Professor of Mathematics
Princefon Uni~versity :..



PROGRAM

SIXTH CONFERENCE 011 MV,=3t lSGTZ Or- WY1MENTff n4 ARIw
RESE.ARCH, DEVEWPM &=W ADTESTG

19 -214 October 1960

* Wednesdip. 19 Oc-tober

REgIST1ATTON: 0845 - 0945 (Ea~stern- Daylight Saving TflmeY

Theater No.. 1, Aberdeen Proving Ground

GENtERAL -SESSION 1: 0945 -.1215 -Theater, No. I-

'Cai~ing of Conference to order:

Dr. r. z. crubbg, Local Cbairnian

2: - We lcome:

Brigadier General 1. IH. Weber, Commanding General, Aberdeen
Proving Ground

Introduction:

*fColonel 1.P. Hamill, Director-of the Ballistic Research laboratories

Chairman:

Professor S. S. Wilks, Princeton University

Invited Papers:

Relia bilitty

Dr. James R. Duffett, Space Technology 'Laborutorles, Ina.

Examination of Reosiduals ~
Professor IN I. Anscombe, Princeton University

At 1215 buses leave Theater No. I for the Chesapeake



A vfLedrtesday Afernoon ~ ~

There will be three Technical Sessions and one Clinical Seu~uion con-
ducted Wednesday afternoon. Technical Sessions Iland ll will hie hold
concurrently from 1400 to 1500. From 1515 to 16.4S Tevhntcal Sessiton III and
Clinical Se.ssion A will, be running concurrently. The security classification
of the first paper in Technical Session III is SECRET.- No clearances are
requir.~d for the other papers given on Wednesday.

TECHNICAL SESSION b: 1400 - 1500.,7 Chesapeake - Room A

Chairman: Joseph Weinstein, U, ff. Army Signal'Research and.
~ Development laboratory

A Simulation Error-Model for an Airborne Target Location Systema -
E. Biser andi John Beckmann, U. 8. Army Signal Research and
Dev~elopment Laboratory

Analysis of Some Trajectory Measuring Instrumentation Systems -

0. L.. Kingsley, Range Instrumentation Division,' White Sands
Missile Range

TECHNICAL SESSION 1i; 1400 - 1500 - Chesapeake - Room

Chairman: Clifford J. Maloney, U3. S. Army Biological Warfar

Laboratories
A TriAlI Comparing Certain Side Ef fects of 7Twou Nerve Ga s Antidotes,
Using Human Subjects - C. A. de Candole, Defence Research
Medical Laboratories, Downsview, Ontario, and B. A. Richardson,
Canadian Army Opbrattonal Research Establishment, Ottawa, Canada¶

An Application of the Exponential Hazard Model to Aerosol Chamber
Trial Data - Theodore W. Homner, Booz, Allen Applied Research, Inc~.

COFFEE: 1500 - 1515 - Chesapeake



* *..nr,-.C¶?,I-.n SEg A- ISIS' - 164Z5 -.fheyapeal.ih-*eW - • *.A,.

Chairmen: Ralph E. Brown. Frankford Ar l

Panelists:. G.E.P. Box, The University of Wis'consin

A. C. Cohen,. Jr.. The University of GeorgAa

W, S. Connor, The Research Triangle Institute

B ~H. A. David, Virginia Polytechnic: Institute

J. R...Duffett, Space Technology Laboratories, Inc

Callibration of- a Zinc -Sulfide Particle Detector - John 9. Malligo.
Methods Research Section, MR & AE Branch, Technical Evaluati 04

"Division, Chemical Corps Biological Laboratories . :

Effects of Aiming Point Patterns on Bomb Salvo Target Coverage -
D. D. Donor4 Systems Analysis Laboratory, OML Division, A•''

".1 .4 Rocket end Guided Missile Agency, Redstone Arsenal

The Tolerance Structure of Complex Systems - William S. Age.,
Flight Simulation Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range

TECHN1IA1, SESSION 111: 1515 - 1645

The first paper in this session carries, a security classificetion o4
SECRET and will be held in Room 259, BRL Bldg. 328. Transportation '...
the Chesapeake to BRL Bldg. 328 will be provided at 1505 hours.

The second paper will be given in Room B, the Chesapeake, beginm•it.
at 1610 hours. Transportation from BRL Bldg. 328 back to the Chesapea'
will be provided at 1600 hours. k --- A

Chairman: F. Howard Forsyth. Office, Chief of Ordnance. Depertn•-
of the Army

A Bide. 3281

Allocation of Resources end Military Worth - Walter E. CusbeM.,
Operations Resiearch Office. The Johns Hopkins University

.... 2.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 2-:



--- - ---f--- -t-

TECHNICAL SESSION III (Cont'd)

Room B, Cheso2D2ke

An Experiment in Personnel Management Evaluation - Richard R.
Blough, Statistical Research Center, The University of Chicago

Wednesday Evening- The cocktail lounges at the Chesapeake and th'
Main Club Lre open from 1630 to 2300 hours. The dining room at th,Ž MaLn
Club is open from 1800 to 2000 hours.

Buses will take conferees to motels or Main Club.

Thursde.y 20 October

Clinical Sessioi B carries a security classification of SECRET. It and
Technical Sessiar rV will run from 0900 to 1015. Clinical Session C and
Technical Session V scheduled from 103') to 1230 complete the morning phase
of the program. In the aiternoon Technical Sessions VI and VII run concur-
rently from 1400 to 1440. General Session 11 will be a pinel discnsiton
and is timed from 1500 to 1645.

TECHNICAL SESSION IV: 0900 - 1015 - Chesapeake - Room A

Chairman: Gertrude Weintraub, Missile Warheed and Special Projects
Laboratory, Ploatinny Arsenal

Reliebility of Weapon Systems Estimated from Component Test Data
Alone - Henry DeCicco, U. S. Army Odrdlnoe Special Weapons-
Ammunition Command

Performance of Propellants Evalumted by Tensile and Bllistic Tests -
Niles White, Propellant Branch, Propellant LAboitcry, ARGMA, and
Boyd Harshberger, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

JLINICAL SESSION B: 0900 - 1015 - 13RL Bldg. 328, Room 259

?u,,•ty Classification - SECRET

Ž:'',Portation froren the Chesapeake to BRL Bldg. 328,,•i1 e avwabl:n
",1 h Bus frem BRL Bldg. 328 to Chesapceak st •.8 hu")

Best Available Copy



Q1ý,ICAL SESSION B.-[ (OontA

Chairman: Edward W. Chitterriden. D~iamond Ordnance ruze Laborcatories

panelists: R. -M. Eistner, Balliastic Research lAborstories

Wmlter Foster, U. S. Army Biological War-fare Labor-r.

* astories

J. R. 7ohnson, Ballistic Research Laboiratorloe.

Cllford 1. I4alorey, U3. S. Army Biological Warfare

Laboratories

WilwRnjbrtre.Operations Research Department

WiliamA. Robertn Emi H.chhobe, Th:el University o ihgn

Willo H. Run Daoavoies, Vperationi s Relytech Depatment

Jerzy Neymain, University of Cal~iwnga. Berkeley



Xp

CLIN1=1I 9ESSION C: Cont'd)-

Comptaton o Execte Reolution Improve ent Factor Chandler
Stewart, Mine Detection Branch, Engineering Research and
Development Laboratories-p

Panoramic Viewing Utilizing Hyperbolic Ellipsoidal Reflecting Optics-

* Donald W. Rees, Physical Sciences-Laboratory, U. S. Ordnance

Tank - Automotivo Comirbnd, Detroit Arsenal.

Some Statistical Problems Reluityd 'to M~issile Safety - Paul C. Cox,
Reliability and Staetistics Oftice, Ordnance Mission, White Bands
Missile Range

1ZTECNLCNL SFESSION V:1030 - 1230 - Chresapeake -Room B

Chairman: Lawrence Langweil, Warhead and Special Pro~jects -Laborator.
* Picatinny Arsenal

Dosign for Weighing Calibrations -Neilson, Hercules Poywder'
Company, M4agna, Utah

Response Surface Analysit as Related to Repellent Research -

D. G. Boyle end E. A. Perlman, Hercules Power Company, Mvagna,
Utah

Application of Factorial Experiment and Box Technique to Ballistic
Devices - D. J. Ketsanis and 0. 1., rulton, rrankford Arsenal

* LUNCH: 1230 - 1400 - Chesapeake

TECHNICAL SESSION MI: 1400 - 1440 - Chesatrake - Room A

Chairman: A. Bulfinch, Quality Assurance Division, Picatinny Arsenal

On the Problem of Negative Estimates of Variance - W. S. Thompson,
Jr. , University of Delaware, and J. R. Moore, Surveillence Branch, I

Weapon Systems Laboratory, Ballistic Research. Laboratories

.7 .7.
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- -TECIINICCA. SESISON VII! 1400 - 1440 -Chaempeake - Room B

Chairman: S. A. Krane, General Analysis CorpewaUon. Dugway Proving
Ground Office

.'1iild-Up" of Single Point Source Data - . P. WIklte, General .
Aralysis Corporation, Dugway, Utah

gOF'EE 1440 - 1500. - Cl-itepeake

GZNEAI. SESSION n: 1500 - 1645 - Chesapeake - Room A

Panel Discussion an Common Pitfalls In the Desigun end Analysis of
Experiments..

Chairman: G.E.P. Box, The Vniverslty of Wis consin

-: Panel Members: Cuthbert Daniel, Private Consuliant

SS. Huntir, Mathematics Research Center,
The University of Wisconsin

W. J. Youden. National Bureau of Standards

Marvin Zelen, The University of Maryland-

After General Session II, buses will take conferees to motels or Main
Club for cocktails and dtier.

SQQIATliOUR:I 1730 - 1830 - Main Club, Officers' Open Mass

DINNLR:_ 1830 - Main Club

Chairman: Frank E. Grubbs, Ballistic Resaarch labortories

Speaker. W. J. )[buden, National Bureau of Standards - "The Enduring
Values.

day. 21 October-

Techo Ical Session VIII and Clinical Session D are scheduled for 0900 -
1015. General Session II is called for 1030 and will run until 1230. After
lunch there will be conducted tours of the Ballistic Research Laboratories.

,•.;•.,,.,. /.. .... ,....-,-...,.,:,.....~~~~~..,,....,...,.....,.... . .-. .,......,.,...... .. -.-... . -.. -...-.-...-.. .. ,-....
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I - 11TEC__HNIAL §ESSCON V 0900 - 1015 - Chesapeake - Roo ,.A

Ch. itman 96drig M. 3wkjian, Dian Crdnance FLuze laboratories .'-'-

Scue Tsts frorOW.Uurs- C. P. Quesenbeffy and V. A. David.

SVI Note on Precision of Graded vs. All-or-None Response in Blosmsay -
Francis M. Wadley, U. R. JArm Chemical Corps Biological
laboratories

-N_.A, •ISSION D: 0900 - 1015 - Chesapeake - Room ,

Chairman: ?.N.E. Grenville, R~esearch and Erlineerinq Ditvision.,.
Departmert of the Army, Office of the Quartermaster General

Pareliss: R. E. Bechhofer, Cornell Uni'ersity "

0. P. uno, Ballistic Research Laboratories

r .A.C. Cohen, Jr.. The University of Georgia

.boyd Harshbarger, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

J. S. Hunter, Methematics Research Center t

Comparison of Field Wear and Laboratory Testing of Fabrics for
Military Garments - William S.. Cowie, Textile Clothing and -

Footwear Division, QM R & E Center Laboratories, Quartermasteo'
Research and Engineering Command

Estimation of Condemnation Limits from Limited Fatigue Runout
Date on Full Scale Components - 1. P. Purtell and C. W,. Cgan,
Research Branch, Watervliet Arsenal

COFFEE 1015 - 1030 - Chesapeake

Q ERAL SESSION M-: 1030 - 1230 - Cbesspeake - Room A

Chairman Boyd H a .rger Virgnl Polytechnic nstitute.

Development in the Dusign of Expwtments -W. S. Conno, r,, The''.".
Research Triangle Institui,

• .. .V*. *0 ......... . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .- *.**., *

•• -'.'t;.._.._.-.•',_... ........ ................... ....... .......- ' .-... •.. •",



GENERAL SESSION III: (Cont'd)

Multivariate Analysis Illustrated by Nike-Hercules
I. Separation of Product aA Measurement Variability
II. Acceptance Sampling - J. Edward Jackson, Eastman Kodak
Company

LUNCH: 1230 - 1400 Chesapeake

T 1330 - Conducted tour will be initiated at the Chesapeake

SUPPUNINT•n PROGRAM

The following papers were received too late to be considered for places
on the agenda. We hope that the manuscripts of these papers will be sub-
mitted for publication in the Proceedings of this Conference. (Papers are
listed in order of receipt in the Office of Ordnance Research).

A Virulence Measure for Minute Qrqnisms - S. A. Krane, General
Analysis Corporation, Dugwoy Proving Ground Office

Design of an Experiment for the Most Efficient Conduct of Safety, Re-
liability and Performance Tests of Fuses in the Design and Development
Stages - Gertrude Weintraub, Missile Warhead and Special Projects
Laboratory, Picatinny Arsenal

Design of an Experiment to Evaluate the Effects of Various Factors
Affecting the Acceleration of Unconventional Fragments - Gertrude
Weintraub, Missile Warhead and Special Projects Laboratory, Picatinny
Arsenal

Design of the Laboratory Statistical Reliability Program for the T46EI
Warhead - Alfred Fiorentiono, Warhead end Special Projects Laboratory,
Picatinny Arsenal

Design of a Laboratory Reliability Program for the XM44 Shillelagh
Missile Warhead and the XM805 Fuzing System - Lawrence Langweii,
Warhead and Special Projects Laboratory, Picatinny Arsenal
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RELIABEILIETY-O

U a Tomes R. lDuffeZ

Spc,9Jcr~ Ahmatd.tw

A. PCGO..Toepersonnel who have been involved in the flight
tesingofccmlex uidid mtesiles are, in general, aware of the phenomenon
th~ta muh hlgberiztemrellubility (R).Is obtained for an essentially series

arrangernent of the components than would prevail If estimates of the compo-
nent redlabtllties (r~lso I 1# 2, o. . n) were substituted into the mathemati-
Cal rntdel

Thi ~ *R~r a hnmnnhsbe lbquently exposed, adelucidated uoby
Fratk A. Flock of United Electro Dynamics. -The model

Rr

Is usually referred to ma' the mseries* model; it lb alsoknownes the tmcascade r
or "tindam" model. -By contra-at, those personnel who have been concerned
with the u~ie of redundancy (i.e.,* the paralleling of compbnients) in order to
lower th'.- prorbability of a dud (iethe unreliability of the payload) have
obzervedI a phenom,.n-on which to opposite in effect to that which has been

*obsorved in the series case. Namely, a syitem of components arranged inL
pcirnllel evidenmes, in general, a lower reliability (R) than would be obtained P
if the estimrates of the cornponient reliabilities (r 1'., 1 1, 2, ... m wore
substituted into the mathematical model

R I-C u- i.. 0rm

* This last model Is usually referred to as the "redundant" Or*pavallel" model.

A plausible explanation for these two phenomena, which have op-
posite effect~s for the series and redundant systems, Is that the variation of
the environmental stresses from component to component within the same
flight is small relative to the variation of the environmental stresses from
flight to flight. It is believed that, In many redundant systems,. the stresses
associate.A with the m parallel c~omponents within the same flight possess
such a small standard deviation that this standard deviation can be neglected;
in such Instances the variation attributed to the stresses In essentially the

*This Is an abstract. The paper itself Is being submitted for publication in
* TECHNOMETRICS.



M ths W=G"M utilt to, fll b .'oUN belief Is at: -butod to the fco~lowlinq tea:.;;•.•';

(1) The m parallel components are usually itmoUttd in close

physical proximity to each other and hence tend to have
the same quantitative values of the straxes.

(2) The a parallel components are usully of the some typer
and thus are subject to the same mode of fa~lutm and hence .,,..
wre susceptible tohe same kind of stresses.

(3) Many kinds of stresses vary considerably from flight
to flight.

These sarm facts can prevail In the can* of some seieso systems, e:g., the
3ucce1sive amipUfier stages in an equipment, the electron tubes in a guid-
Pance end control package, and the relays in a black box.

W. 1. Haward(l) has considered the series situation for a specific num-
erical value.of the component reliability r and for Gaussian distributions .of
strengths and flight-to-flight stresses, whereas 1. R..DuffettC2) has considerAd
the parallel situation for a large ra'nge of values of the component reliablt-.".
r and rectangular di'stributions. of strengths and flight-to-flight stresses plu~s
zertain generalizations of these ahssumptions.

An interesting pathological example of the complete breakdown of reoan- "

dancy Is afforded by the following example which it presented in (2)-'

The m parallel components incorporated in the same missile
flight (I.e.. the same end item) are subjected to exactly the same
stress; the probability distribution of the stresses from flight-to-"1
flight consists of two isolated portions; and the probability dist-l-
button of strength s is andwiched in between the two isolated
portions of the stream distribution.

It is clear that the reliability R of the system is only r, t.e.,
R , r, and thus no gain In reliability Is achieved by using redundancy.

(1) W. J. Howard, "Chain Reliability, A Simple Failure Model for Complex
Mechanisms," The Rand Corporation, tM-lOS8, 27 WMe. A153.

(2) 1. R. Duffett, "Some Mathematical Considerations of Rsdundanr.,.
Radioplane Company, Operations Analysis Memorain•dm Report Num .
12, 25 October 1956. L/ .--'
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r•r. such-! stiatlistr-as that descrthed •n. the fareqofnq exoampe. the
va~abltfty HT Owas~pu wouldtbe r, Co.,, R-ur, regacdl~aX af tb
design aram;Mnift CA tfti e,=mP a whfta compooe the system.

An extremely pathological example which illustretes a vituition in
which the opposite effect (as that discussed above) Is obtained has been
given by C. R. Gates and is stated as follows:

A system is composed of 2 componenrs.. One component .
falls if and only if the temperature Is greater than or equal 00
F, whereas the other component falls if and only.if the tempera-
ture Is less than 00 F. If the components are arranged in series,
the reliability of the system will be zero. However, if the corn-
ponents are arranged In parallel, the reliability Gf the systemwill be one.. ' '::

In order to simultaneously control, at acceptable. levels, both the

probability of a dud (or a late detonation) and the probability -of a 0 pro-
mature", some technical personneohlbae proffered, as a desirable solu-
tioe, the use of a "matrix" of components, arranged both in parallel and
in series; I. e., the system is to consist of m pamrllel circuits (or branches), ....

where each circuit has n components arranged in series( 3 ,4). Such a
O system will be referred to as a parallel-series system. (Apparently for

analytical simplification, m and n eae, In general, set equal to each
other so that the design matrix is square.) A special case of a parallel-
series system Is the quad. The quad is of considerable engineering interest *.

and consistL of 2 parallel circuits, each possessing 2 components arranged
in series.

Another design arrangement, which tends to decrease the percentage
of duds while Increasing the percentage of prematures, is a series-paral-
lel system. This arrangement consists of n circuits (or links) in series.
where each circuit has m components In parallel.

B. SYSTEMS STUDIED AND ASSUMPTIONS MADE. In this document, the
reliability of the four types of systems--(l) a simple parallel system, 2M
a simple series system, (3) a parallel-series system, and (4) a series- :
paraliel system-are derived under the following assumptions.

(3) Burton, L. B., The Martin Company. Unpublished paper on redundancy,
quads, and crossing circuitry.

(4) Crcveling, C. J.. "Increasing the Reliability of Electionic Equipment
by Use of Redundant Circuits," NRL Report 4631, 5 December. 1955,
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

e, m
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ts vft'ch thew arm timv.wcrated, are tndoPeientlMY selected
,omn a iShd rectamls diftibution. .

,(b) All com-prnents which are incorporated in the same flight
experience exactly the same stress. -

"(c) The common stress, which is applied to ell of the compo-
nents within the same flight, Is Independently selected from
a fixed rectangular distribution.

(d) Failure of a componint.occurs if, and only if, the stress.

imposed on it exceedA its strength. '

(e) Failure of a simple series arranqement of the components

occurs if, and only if, at least one of the components fells.

* -. (f) Failure of a simple parallel errangement of the components .,
occurs if, and only if, all of the components fail. ".

(g) Failure of a parallel-series systen occurs if, and only if,
all of the parallel branches (circuits) fail.,'

(hi Failure of a series-parallel system Occurs if, and only if, '

at least one of the links (circuitbi, in series, falls.

I. CONCLUSIONS.,

(1) It is concluded that the reliability of a system composed of m paralle, •,.- ,,
components can approach, as an upper limit, the value given by the
independence model, viz.,

R I - (- - r)(I -,r) ...r r-

as the variation of the stresses between flights decreases relative to
the variation of the component strengths.

(2) It is conciuded that the reliability of a system composed oe n series
components can approach, as a lower limit, the value given by the -i
independence model, viz.. .,,

* R-rr... •

I1.2 -. n
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am the vartatton f tha atrs-ses mtween flights deteM m
to eW f th e compoment str-,gths.

It.. is further con=luded that, for a given level of component reliability,
the reliability of a series system can be increased by decreasingthe
copy-to-copy variation of the strengths of the components.

(3) It is concluded Ahat the reliability of a system conmposed of. im part-

.lel components can approach, as an upper limit, the value given by
the independence model, vi.a*

Rl -1- 1- rl)(l - T 2)* 1 ~rmJ

as the variation of the stresses between flights decreases relative to
. the variation of the stresses within flights.

(4) It is concluded that the reliability of a system composed of n series

qomponents can approach, as a lower limit, the value given by the
independence model, viz.,

It =rlr2., rn, ."2 : :

as the-variation of the stresses between-flights decteases relativeto
the variation of the sWresseo within flight@, .

(5) It is concluded that one may obtain unwarranted optimistic e-stimates ." ;.
of the reliability of a system composed of parallel components if the
Independence model is assumed, but not satisfied.

(6) It is concluded that one may obtain unwairanted pes st•istic estimates
of the reliability of a system composed of series componen~t~i if the
independence model is assumed, but not satisfied.

M. .RECOMMENDATIONS,

(1) It is recommended that systems Integration studies be made for the

purpose of determining the effect of component failures on syst,.n
effectiveness and consequently to classify the system. incorporated
In the end item according to such categories as series, parallel,
series-parallel, and parallel-series.

(2) If parallel components are to be used, then It is recommended that
consideration be given to the following:

.*. . . .. . . . . . . -. .. ,.- . . . '- ,

-4..--.-4** ** . . . . . .o ., 4-
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()It* solo~tttae of components "whose 'mofts qdf Ia6Iw a,. I)UmuL,.,P

,,. Ib) The Incorporation of the components in such a wey that the stresses
associated with the components are Independently selected from. .a ,'
fixed probability distrtibution regardless of the end item in which

t~he component is irtcoPorated..
It may be possible to implement (b) by physically separating the
parallel components by sufficiently large distances, or otherwise
isolating the parallel components hrom one another.

Cc) The isolatidn of Oe parallel components from their environments.,

(.3.) I series components are to be used, then it is recommended that con-
sideration be given to the following:

(6) The selection of components with (approximately) the same modes
k . of failure.

. (b) The assembly of the components in such a manner that they will
experience (approxidmtely) the sAme environmental regime. .

4 C�.one method with which to'implement (b) is to package the series
components as a compact unit.

(4) It is recommended that the 6isting relevant transportation and in-flight
envirqnments which have been measured be evaluated., It is further
recommended that consideratlbn be given to the instrumentation of
misdiles for the purpose of obtaining additional information on the en-
vironmental conditions which awe encountered by missile systems both
(I) within flights and CU) from flight to flight.

(5) It is recommended that the probability distributions of component
strengths b- determined, primarily by medns of laboratory tests. It is
further recommended that consideration be given to decreasing the
variability o. the strengths of components which are to be used in .
series systems and subsequently to maintaining (through Statistical
Quality Control) the variation of component strengths at a satisfactory
level.

(6) It is recommended that the formulas given in this paper be employed

to serve as a guide in the calculation of system reliability.

... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. = ... ..



r. j. Anscoe .*.

Princeton University

During the last few years there has been a growing Interest In exam-il ..... ~ inlng the residuals after tome parameters have been fitted byq the method of "; I

leas sorei.. The author first become interested in the subject In 1954
'through soe suggestions made by Iohn Tukey 13; and he has recently.

benconcerned in several studies relating to residuals [2. 3,4J. The pur-
pose of this paper is to make a brief introductory sketch of some of theme
developments. The presentation will be tr terms of a particular example.
In Section 1 anand the conventional type of statis-
tical analysis is outlined. In Section 2 comments are made on the validity of

teanalysis. In Section 3 the restluals associated with the conventional
analysis are examined, and suggestions are made for modifying the analysis.

1. ATIN-SQUARB EXPERIMENT AND ITS SThNDA;tD ANALYSISR In Table '

are shown a set of observations of depth of penetration of a bleat driven
earth rod.' Ten different propelling charge lots (denoted by the letters A,D,

I , ... 3) v;ere compared on ten different sites or "plots" (shown as colv.nns
.n the tabley, firings being made on ten different dates spread over a period

f so months (the dates are termed "blockb and shown as rows in the table),
*in accordance with a 10 x 10 Latin square 'pattern. In each cell of the Latin

square (that is, at each date, on each plot) the appropriate propellant lot was
tested in duplicate, and two holes were driven. Thus there were 200 read-
rigs In all. (These data have been kindly supplied by Dr. Frank E. Grubin.)

"For such a set of readings, arranged in a Latin square design, there
is a standard method of statistical analysis, which a statistician is likely
to follow almost without thinking. The sam and the difference of the pair of
entries in every cell of the Latin square are calculated. The sum of squamr.
of the differences is found, to obtain a within-cell estimate of error variance;, .:•i••'the Individual differences are then forgotten about. From the sums of pairs

of cell entries, row, column and letter means are calculated. If we denc"e
the sum of the two readings in the cell in the Lth row and Jih column by Yij.
then the various means to be calculated are the row means Vi , the column mean
y.j. the qverall mean j, andthe letter means, which may be denoted by .
These row, column and letter means show, respectively, the effects of blocks

*Prepared in connection with research supported by the Office of Navel ,,-.-.
Research.

,~ . a ,
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(dates). plots~ lrcp ne btsk and can be set otftn bM$D
such as Table 2, relatingtr npallaMn lots. The entries i-n thMs table wra'en
fact the letter means divided by 2, so that we have average penetratioms per
firing, rather than averages of sums of two penetrations.

We can obtain an overall picture of the amount of variation present -:
in the readings by constructing the analysis of variance table shown in Table
3. For the purpose of comparing means of rows or of columns or of letters,

,". I one would take the residual mean square in the analysi* of sums of cell peairs,
namely 63.6, as the estimated residual vatiance. The estimated standarderror shown in Table 2 Is equal. to one-half (because the letter means were

divided by 2) of a 6S.6/10 Itwill be seen that there is no evidence that
the propelling charge lots have any differential effect on depth of penetration."There is a marked seasonal effect, and there seems to be a plot effect also.

II. COMMENTS ON THE STANDARD INALYSIS. The customary analysis of
* experimental data goes along the lines briefly Indicated above. Is it satls-

factory? The orthodox treatment of the data would be perfectly appropriate
and valid if certain ideal condttibr.a were satisfied. We have no reason t,
.uppose that these conditions are ,ver satisfied exactly, but it may well be

that they are often nearly enough satisfied for practical purposes.. The ideal
conditions are sometimes referred ,o as the assum~tions underrytnA the ana.
sis of variance. For the prevent 7at.tn square design, they are as follows: V..t,

IDEAL CONDITIONS. The observations are realizations of
independent chaunce variables all normally distributed with "'
the same varian'ce and with means consisting of a -row con-
stant plus a column constant plus a letter constant.,

Was it reasonable to analyze the observations as though these con-
ditions were satisfied? One may question the standard statistical analysis.
of any body of data under the three main headings:

(1) Are the observations tr.st•vorthy? Should they be taken at face

If the answer is yes,

"(2) Are the ideal conditions nearly enough satisfied to make the
standard analysis acceptable?

If the answer is no, or doubiM.

mB I
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(3) •lw should -the ltendard anmlylis be modifiedor replaced?

i• In reqjrd to (1), no observations. are absolutely trustworthy. if the .4,-,,-., ,.
results are sufficiently at varianoe with expectation, a mistake. in the ob- •_ ,, .,
servations wilt be strongly suspected. Sometimes it will'be possible to
verify directly that a mistake has occurred, and perhaps to rectify it. But
even if it ip not possible to repeat or check the observations, a verdict of

* . "presumed mistake" ma-y still seem the most reasonable, and that Implies

that observations will be discarded. In some cases the whole of the ob- A.
servation may be discarded, in other cases Just one or two aberrant read-
ings may be picked out as presumably spurious, the rest being accepted as
reliable,

In regard to (2)-, the divers ways in which the Ideal conditions could
fail to be satisfied are unlimited in number. The means may fallto have the
specified simple linear structure, and the deviations of the observations from
the means could In principle have any stochastic character whatever. There '"

are, however, a few types of departure from the ideal conditions that seema
to be worth looking for explicityly, as being, easily lIntllibible and possibly
important. .....

(OM the subject of how far various kinds of departure from the ideal
conditions invalidate the standard nmethod of analysis, not as. much is known
as one might wish. (This topic is reviewed in the last chapter of W and
in chapter 5 of- [61 .) if the. ideal conditions vre exactly satisfied, the . .4 "
standard analysis would be the most convenient and intelligible and efficient 4 -"
possible. In so far as the ideal conditions are not satisfied, the standard -'

analysis will be in some degree inappropriate and perhaps misleading. For
large enough departures from the ideal conditions, it would be preferable to
perform some sort of modified or alternative analysis. but that means further
computation and possibly leos easily intelligible results.

Examination of residuals is a valuabia method (though not the only
pos-sihie one) of detecting isol ated aberrant readings and of measuring sev-
eral sorts of systematic departures from the ideal conditions. Moat is wbat
this paper ts about--obtaining informatiion concerning conformity with Urn
ideal conditions, which is a necessary step before criticling and poisl.M,
improving the original analysis.

M f. REMsDUALS AND FIflD VALYM Correspondi to any abemti '.
the "fitted value" is the leaIst-squares estiuste of the ia va o• t,
hypotheticl cbance distribution from v,*.ch the observatim Vam dra
according to the ideal conditimm. The redual4o ts the dLlhfence betm -:
the observation and the fittwd igse.

.4 .,4 .o, .4 4 4

S'|
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ar: ur example of :the penetration data has the peculiarity that there
!:.. ~~~are two observations in every cell of the Latin square..-One might examim e:.,.::

"the residuals corresponding to these 200 Individual readings. However, "
for the putpose of compmring rows or columns or letters, it Uw the 100 cell
sums y i that are relevant, and which we should hope would. satisfy the
S ideal cclditio's fairly closely. So we now consider these as-the effective
obsrv:attoil's and form the corresponding 100 fitted values (yU) and residuals '.

(zij). Each fitted value consists of the sum of the relevant row mean, col-
* umn mean and letter man, minus twice the overall mean. For example.

* corresponditg to yll1 .( 136.875) we have

,. .Y 123.69, YI 1 2 8 .7 3 ., 129.36, 125j3Q,

* " and hence the fitted value is

SYn r + Y)÷ l 3l.l$

and the residual to

Z.'.5.69.

When the fitted values and the residuals correspqnding to the one-
hundred cell sums yij have been caloulated,thescat.terdiagramshowninFtgtre
l. can be plotted. Each point. corresponds to one of'the cells of the Latin
square, and has the fitted value as abscissa and the residual as ordinate.

Provided that no error has been made in the calculatlon, the scatter
diagram must have the properties

that is, the average of the ordinates must be zero, and the coefficient of
linear regression of the residuals on the fitted values must also be zero.
If tbe ideal conditions are exactly satisfied, the diagram should have t0
further properties, that the residuals appear in aggregate. to be ncrm1.
distributed, and that they show no dependerce of any sort cc tIh Ote'
valiue.

In the present case ohe peculiarity in immediately noticeable. that
the residuals have a negatively skew distribution; they range from - 11 to
- 19, roughly. Another peculiarity is easily perceived when one looks for
it, namely, that the vertical dispersion of the points Is greater on th left
side of the diagram than on the right. Thus the three largest positive

' '

. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
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residuals and the six largest negative residuals are all associated with
fitted values that are smaller than j C= 125.3). These features of the

scatter diagram suggest, respecdvely, that if the observations are thought
bf as having a chance dtitribution, than the distribution must be negatively
skew rather than normal, and that the variance, Instead of being constant,
is smaller when the cell mea~n is greater.

It In not the case here that a~ny one residual ioso5 much larger In
magnitude than the others as to suggest a gross error or blunder in the.
corresponding y. That is, there is no clear. outlier, and we are not tempted

*i to reject any observation as spurious.

S. Another effect which may sometimes be seenr in such a scatter dia-
* gram, but is not seen here, is a quadratic or curvilinear regression ol the

residuals on the fitted values.- We remarked abdve that there is necessarily
no Ltnr:s regression of residuals on fitted values, but a nonlinear regr.essim.
is not precluded. Such a regression can arise if the effects of rows,. colurqnsk,"'-
and letters are not additive, in the way stated in the ideal conditions. In fact ,
here, only the rows have a substantial effect. Columns seem to have a rather 0
slight effect, and letters no effect at all. There is therefore not much scope
for nonadditivity, and it is not surprising that no curvilinear regression Is s,-,
noticable. j..

To supplement the visual. inspection of the scatter diagram, one may

calculate ,•ariouz measures of departure from the ideal conditions, and make
significance tests and other assessmenr. Reletant formulas are given in
313 . For ex!Dple, in the present case, one may estimate a measure of

skewness ( 4#1 in Karl Pearson's notation, Y, in R. A. Fisher's) of the
.piesumed common distribution of deviations of 1he y's from the linear call
means. Thet estirate comes out at -0.96. with standard error under the
full ideal conditions roughly 0.39.

To sum up, inspection of the residuals and their relation with te
fitted values suggests that the deviations of the yit from the cell means hvo.
a skew distribution with nonconstant variarice. The physiral cause for this
is no doubt that occasionally, perhaps because of stones, the ground.1* so -.

hard that the per)etration is considefably short of the mean. On the other
hand, there is no reason why penetrations muach in excess of the mean shoq"ld
be observed, and in fact because the rocket motor is: broader than the r.d
below it there is an effective upper limit to the depth of earth penetration. .. I

achievable - though there is no definite evidence In these observations df 4W
piling up of frequency at such a limit.

7'i
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little personal effort-, It Is worth while to try transforming the obuuv~ations
in some way to improve their conformity with the ideal conditions., Raising

* ~the readings to a power greater than. I is s~uggested. This-would be parti-
cularly natukral If there were theoetatcal. or experimental -evidence that the
propelling charge required to achieve a given average penbtratlon was pro-
portional to some power of the penetration; it would then be natural to. use
that power here. There are too few observatiorns to fix an appropriate power
closely, from examination of 'the observations only - a rather high power,
sixth or seventh, I-s suggested.

Let us consider, conservatively, raising the observations to the .

fourth power.. That is, all 200 original reaidinqs are raised to the fourth
p powier and divided (for convenience) -by 106: and then the previous analysis

Is repeated. We find. that the skwes-mauncalculated from th et
dual isnowabot hlve (-. 5), nd ostof he egression effect of

variance on cell means has disappeared. 1n place of Table 3 wectays Table
* S 4. The variance ratios are not vakstly different from those of Table-3. The

block and plot effects have emerged a little more distinctly, and there is
still no Indication of real difference between. the propellmnt lots. Table 4
*may be judgecl to be a fairer summary of the effects'present then Table 3,

~:', but evidently our conclusions will not be much different whichever we ox-
amine. It would be desirable to investigate penetration records ftom a
number, of other trials before venturing on a general recomzmendation for the *

statistical analysils of such data.

I am Indebted to Mr. lohnJI. Simon and MAr. Carl 2. jukkole For
carrying out the computations.
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ANA-n 01 SOF OE TrRPEJTOK!
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

Oliver Lee Kingsley
Range Instrumentation Development Division,

White Sands Missile Range

I. _1NTR •_UGTI_•_. The purpose of the analysis was to isolate the random
and bias errors inherent in the trajectory instrumentation systems currently
in use at WSMR. The preliminary analysis presented here is but the first to
be made on a series of missile flights.

Data from the first flight is still undergoing further study.

The second flight of the current series was made September 1960 and
the analy~sis will commence as the data becomes available.

The user is constantly requiring more and better data. These require-
ments must be, met as the missile systems become more refined. It is expected
that these tests can lead to- improved instrumentation systems at. WSMRand "
other ranges.

The instrumentation systems used for th] initial launching were:

Ballistic Camera, Askania Cine-Tkeoddlite, DOVAP (Doppler Velocity arnd
Position), and FPS-16 Radars. Later it is planned to include the Integrated
Trajectory System (ITS) in the series of tests. The ITS is a system capable
of simultaneous multiple object trackr'ng by combining range end angle in-
formation. The range and angle measurement involves the use of electro-
magnetic phase-measuring systems.

Briefly, the analysis will cover the methods used to estimate the
precision of each instrumentation system and the bias of each instrumentation
system.

TI.- PRECISION AND BIAS ERROR ESTIMATES.

A. Precision Estimates by Multi-Instrument Method.

The first attempts at precision estimates were confined to the variate
difference technique. Later the multi-instrument method was applied as data
from other instrumentation systems became available. The latter method has
become known as the "Simon-Grubbs Technique" at White Sands Missile
Range because of the articles by General L. E. Simon and Dr. F. E. Grubbs
illustrating this technique. This may be illustrated brtefly by the assumed

Preceding Page Blank
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mathematical models of simultaneous i-th paired measurements ytl and Y,2
from instruments #1 and #2 respectively:

(1) yt U i bt11 +0 e1

(2) Yi 2  U x bi 2 ei 2

where: (a) X1 a x12 and represents the variability of the L-th quantity or
characteristic being measured.

(b) b and bN, represent the measurement bias of instruments #1
and #2 respectively while measuring the i-th quantity.

(c) ea! and eL2 represent the random error of the i-th measurement
with respect to instruments 1 and 2.

Now if we have On" of these paired measurements we may form 'n"
differences of the corresponding pairs. Typloally:

(3) (el -e 1 2 ) + (0 il - bi2)

If the bias is constant for any' 3 "n0 paired measurements, we can
estimate the variance of Yil and y12 as:

2 2 2
(4) 'j= 2x .* sall and

Y2 sinx a2

The estimate for the set of difference is:

'6 = 2.2 *2
"d el e2

It is now possible to estimate the instrumentation variability from the
equations (4), (5) and (6). This method has a few shortcomings. Many times
one achieves negative variance estimates which require some interpretation
!)r. W. A. Thompson has worked on the problem of negative components of
variance and I note that he is scheduled for a paper on the subject at this
r-eeting.

The two instrument problem, in general, cannot be applied to trajectoty
data !,..-use the characteristic measured is extremely large and variable
Complarfd with the Instrumentation system errors. The variance of the espy.
md4-eJ1 nStenatao*, VarianC4e contains the cstimatcd variance of the,

4h..1Q tIC'C .9 . 3"- for est. (" 2  ) we have,
s 01
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(7) 2 4 1 2 2 + 2 2 2 2
n-l el n-1 x el x e2 eI )e2

If one knows the ratio of precision for the two instrument case, then,
the two instrument case could be solved for precision estimates. This is
uaually not the case.

Estimates of the error variance components wer4 obtained for the
four instrumentation systems: aUlaitic Osamera, DOVAP, Askania and Radars.
The square root of the variance estimates are presented In table 2, with the
exception of the DOVAP x-component. The variance estimate for the x-
component was small and negative: thus, the variance component was
equated to zero.

Table 2: Standard Deviation Estimates by the Multi-
Instrumentation Method.

Coordinate Stae rd Deviation Estimate,*
Component ineMtMM 8ystem
Zstimated bill sttc¢ DOIX• Aaienia Radar
x (feet) 2 0 11 IS
y (feet) 6 4 II 21
z(feet) 10 8 8 I2* I Basd on 28 consfecutive trallctga' data saints,

Other imsttmtes can be obtained from the analysis of variance tables

where the Ballistic Camera is considered as a standard for comparison.

3. .erision istimates by the Wariste Differerne Method.

The variate difference method was applied to data from theDOVAP
and FPS-16 radar systems for the trajectory segment covered by Ballistic
Camera. Data sampling rates for the DOVAP and the FPS-16 systems were
much higher than for the Askania and Ballistic Camera systems which were
dependent on a flashing light at one per second. Thus, the DOVAP and
Radar systems were more suited to this technique.

Table 3 presents the standard deviation estimates for the DOVAP
.em The estimates are based or second difference.

Best Available Cop,
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Table 3: Standard Deviation stti Mates by Yatifte ?iff od.=.

DOVAP
Nominal time alpng trajectory Standard DeviationEstimate* V

segment based on-misstle. Coordinate for Components
lfoff. .x.(ft.-)�(t.1 z (ift.)
40-50 second$ 0.17 0.31 0.24 -,
50-55 seconds 0.17 0.36 0.26
60-6.5 scconds 0.23 0 040 _0.31

'*Each is based up-on 50 consecUtive tralectorY data cian..

These estimates filter out linear noise from the-data and hence ar.
much srnaller than the Simon-Grubbs estimates of the previous' secttion.
which do not filter the linear noise..,

The variate difference technique was a lo applied to trajectory
data available from the FPS-16 radars.' Ea-ch'radar Was analyzed separately
and in its natural coore'.nate system: range, azimuth, and elevation.. The.
radars, for the most part, exhibit estimates close to the design intent:*
range.+ 4 yards, azirhuth +t 0..l mile, and elevatt-on ±0.1 mils (these ate.,
rms. values) when evaluated by this method. Data from the three FPS-16
radars that tracked -most of the trajectory are shown in table 4. These
data cover essentially the same trajectory segment as data in the priced-
Ing section.

Table 4: Precision Estimates by Variate Difference Method.

Tracking Nominal gtandard Oevitlon Estimate"
FrrS-1 Tirnd in Aag Azimuth . Eevation4
.Radar Seconds OYds) (Mil) (Mils-

112 40-50 1.62 0.33 0,16
112 55-70 2.90 0.32 0.25

11440-55 180.4 0.12
114 55-70 2.34 0.15 0.15
S40-55 0.75 0.22 0.18
122 55-70 0.59 0..Z9 0.15

__________________'*Traj,ectory sample of IS0 points

Table. 5 shows the same set of radars but with sampling interval
five times ae long. Most of the estimates were based on the third set d(
differences, and they include almost the entire missile trajectory.

• •'o • o
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G.Sse Estimates of the Sias Error.

Two disjoint trajectory segmrents were expetted for the Ballistic
camera coverage. Each of theme segments were to be divided Into a first

-portion and a last portion. Actual misslem trajectory segmnent was covered
In one continuoius segment from approximately 39 seconds of flight to 66
seconds of flight from missile 'lift-off. Thus, four sets of seven trajeciry
date points each were formed.

At simultaneous times, the reduced t~rajectory data from Askanifs,
4 DOVAP and radars were each differenced with respect to the Bhllisticcsmers

data. The set of error difference data wore used in the analysis of variance.
The Ballistic Camera data were considered as the reference standard..

The a na ly sis of 'Variance of the D6VAP difference'data Indicated a'
significant shift in the bias for the X and *Z component segment means. The
Y component of DOVAP data Indicated no shift In the means for segentad..
However, a significant bias is indicated in each of the overall means coor-
dinates when compared with the expectation of zero. Table 6 shows the
estimated means for each trajectory segment and coordinate. To compe
directly with the Ballistic Camera data, these data need a nominal adjust-
merits in each coordinate: the largest adjustment is approximately 8 feet fcr
the X component. These adjustments do not change any of the above conclu-
sions.

?able 6: DOVAP Mean Bias Error Eutimnates.

*Component __Tralector Seament vra.
Coordinate 1 2 3 4 yenBa

X ft 54 J-49 44 42 4IY (f t) -17 424 -0 -16
(ift) -64 -81 -8 -92 0

__________*X needs a nogminal 8 foot adjustment

-Z- ý2
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- The analysis of variance fr' the Askan. a errors shows a significant
shift in the bias between the trajectory segments for each coordinate stud .':
In addition, there is a significant bias in the overall mean for each of the
coordinates. These biases are undergoing further study at the present time. ,
The estimated mean error for each segment is shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Askar'", Mean BDis Error Estimates.

S.. .... ='. , o'* , ."
C omponenit __Trale Sea rn t .. Over-all

S (f -22 -35 -18 -44 -29.4 -'

The FPS-16 tadars exhibit-a significant shifting mean along the ira-
jectory in the Z coordinate. However, the overall mean error for the Z
coordinate is not significantly different " from zero. For the "X" and OY..
coordinate, the overall means exhibit a significant bias. This is not being
Investigated further because the tracking was not a point source such as a
beacon. A Beacon track was Intended for the shoot but was not attained. -
Table 8 below exhibits the mean data. .,ý.

Tbe8: Radar Mean Bias Error Estimates.

Component Trajectory Segment Over-all
Coordinate 1 2 3 4 Mean

X (ft) -10 -16. -17 -3 -145 - 1.S Y (ft ... 13 20 8 25 16.8 ,.-;--"

Z (ft 2 1 .20 -9 3.6

The analysis of variance tables are shown in tables 9. 10. and 11.

7 " - I

",. "\. -..
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Sourceeof Variance- "d.' lo

-TreIa ectorX Seq ent 3 389--- 129E vrror '24 A0, 4'1: 7
•otals 27 79

"'K f -Trajectoru Segment 3 284 9 3.16 x

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __2 72 -9 972 7" "_. ...

-Trolect Segmntm 3 '2691 8978.Erro -2.e 4 7 49 .31 t.•.
oteo-I.s ... 7 , 34a93 1-:

r'able 10: Askanta Analysis- of Variance Tables .for Trajectory Segmen~ts..'""

Sour~cs of Variation d. f. ese_. Mo
-Trajectory Segment 3 . .4. 471.3 70 0
-Error 24 1614 67.2

otals 27. 3028 ,.,0._ _

- Trajectory Sedcrnent 3 ,201 -82J 7,2 1

- Error 24 2275 94.7
otals 27 ' 4323 "_-____2_

-Trajectory Segment 3 3035 1Ol1. 7 10.* 10
___- Error _ . 24 2406 100,2
otels27 5441 " _'_.

able 11: Radars Analysis of Variance Tables for Trajectory SegmOnta.

•ources of Valriation . d.-fe BOB. . m.81, F....

-Trajectory Segment 3 8O 0 293 1. " l.71_.-'-
-Error 24 4093 171 .. ."_" " "•otals 27 4973
-Trajectoly Segment .3 1149 383 ____

- Error r" .24_ 11980114_ 499lota I a 2 7 13129_":" ":'

-Trajectory Segment 3 3212 1071 8.74
-Error 24_2957 123

'tals 27 6159 1
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MI. CINE-THEMODOIT FILMU A.,DING PRZUCIEM. An example of sub-
system study is given by this tracking correction digression. Each emns-
theodolite record was read by three different reading personnel. " set,
of readings with the lowest reader variaice was used lp the data reduotuo,
process. Table 12 %Ives the precision estimates of the tracking cef-ection ,.-
readings. .

Table 12: Precision Estimates for ZEiht Cinetheodol~te Records.

Film Standard Deviatiorns bi Facking Corrections 1
C Coordinate Ciietheodolite.evstom .l , 3 ,4 .1 5 ,. 6 0 ,i•

LAO_____ 0 0.49. 1 Q38 S

(,%r anr, .9.. J -24 "4: J ,1211 .

The estimate s were -deriVed by the three -instrument method (Simon-
Grubbs). The sarm ple sizes ranged from a low of 34 X-Y pairs'to'the matdmum

* of 99 X-Y pairs. There is a trend indicated for low estimates in X to be
paired with low estimates in Y. This is to be expected because a good film
record could be read well In either coordinate.

IV. §tMMARY AVD CONL.S!P

A. The DOVAP aend Ballistic Camera are among the most precise systems in ,,'',
ase at WSMR. The DOVAP has the shortcoming that, in general, the tra-
jectory data are biased from the true trajectory.

3. The shift in bias along the trajectory was significant In all coordinates ~ "

for Askania data; significant in the X and Z coordinate for DOVAP data; and
iignificant in the Z coordinate for Radars...

C. There was a significant overall bias in all coordinatons except for the
Radars in the Z coordinate. ... _

D. The significant biases in the DOVAP and Askania Instrumentation
=;ystems should be studied and matheematical or physical methods developed
to remove them.

RJ.

".. . , . .. . . ., . . ..
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MODEL TO AEROSOL CHBAE, ,R.&EDAu.

Theodwor W. 7lsnisr
"Booz, Allen Applied Research, Ina".

In an aerosol cloud release,, a bacterium may be ineffective because
of death before some critical time. This bacterial decay, as it is celled,
has boon studied by means of chambet.. trials by releasing a cilaud Itbto the
chantber and then sampling the chamber at periodic intervalIs. One of the
unique sets of data in this regard, from the standpoint of precision and
amount of replication, is that supplied by •r. T. L. layder and Hugh Lee,
oif ort Detrick.

In these trWalse an aerosol cloud of particles. containing. bacteria

and tracermaterial was en:rated iniea ::am~w..Ton pairs of sampleswet* withdrawn from the chamber at haif-miniate intervals starting at the" .... "
•first half minute. A bacteria. count .wa a obtained on ooe sample of each,,•"-,.,".,'

pair and a tracer measurement on the other. Estimates of Initial tracer and
bacteria counts werea obtained using a knowledge of the composition of
the spray material, spray rate and duration. Traoer material was included

"* in the cloud release because the particles on which the bacteria were loca- ...

ted were continually felling to the bottom of the chamber and the tracer dat.-
were used to correct for this fallout lose. The corrected data, which are
desudrbd an biological recogery ogerentaeuls were computed for each
half-minute interval as, .

B T '-

where

B is the sampre bacteria count'

is the initial bacteria .couns' ,

T ito the sample tracer measuremert.

T! is the initial tracer measurement.

Chamber trials were run at relative humidities of 12. 36, 62, and 87% with
a medium 1, and at 12, 19, 36, 49. 65, and'86% with a medium 2. About
twelve trials were conducted at each relative humidity, medium combination; .:.

One of the unique features of the Snyder-Lee data is shown in Blde
1. which shows plots of viable recovery percentages versus time on log-log

*, .--. ,-....-
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lower tcrresonding to a chamber relative humidity of 36% and the upper to
a chamber relative humidity of 12%. The plotted points are average blologi-
cal recovery ptrceritages t3kefl over all similar trials. The upper curve to
concave downward and to typical of the type of cuvwa that is observed for
a11 .of the rieat ive humidity, medium combinations except the' one .associated--m,, /o
with the lcowr' curve, which iR concave %upward.,. .,.,

Several model# have been proposedA by Dr. $nder and others- for,.,.:.
then* biolgical recovery curies. The Welbull model was found to give an ".'-

I. excellent fit ,n all cases except the data for medium 1, relatiVe humidity
36%. The Welull model will not give concave upward curvee in log-log

A model which did give a good fit to tihe data for all of the medium,
relative, humidity combinations was the exponential hazard model. This'

m.I model is defined as,

R exp [a + b exp(-ct..

where R is biological recovery percentage at time t, and a, b, -and a
are constants. Hazard rate H(t) is defined as the chance that a bcotertum
will die in the interval dt giveti that it-has-lived to time t. The hazard
rate for the exponential hazard model in

(t) =-(I - boexp C-ct)

which will plot an a straight line on semi-log paper. The model was, in
fact, suggested by observing the computed point-by-potnt hazard rate
plots on semi-log paper. This hazard rate is to be contrasted to a constant
hazard rate for exponential decay for biological recoVery percentages and a
hazard rate of , -

HWt - ( . =

for the W4bull model.

When the exponential hazard model is plotted on log-log paper, the
biological recovery percentage curve is concave downward for t d Va and
concave upward for t >l/c. The initial recovery percentage at t u 0 is '1
exp (a + b) and the recovery percentage at t o00is exp (a). This model
was fitted to the Snyder-Lee data by computing the regression of Y - 1n',
on X - exp (-ct), choosing c so as to minimize the sum of squares of the
deviations from regression.

SA
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, .over wnmilar tials of the viable recovery percevtagst rer shown In Slide

A 2. The model was not fitted to the data of medium I at the relative huid-
dittes of 62 and 87%, beca4use there was no evidence of bacterial decayL *,,-%,,...t

•. ~~~within the time., span.covered by, the data aort from an initial decay of 5 ,' ,-,

ndfto 10%. In the right-hand column of the. slide are the percentages of %he Y
sum of squares qccounted for by linear regression of Y on X. Theme per- ,

*: centages, with two exceptions, ate above 99%. The exceptions occur at
the high relni ve humidities for medium 2 and are due to the fact that the

' * slope of theregraseton line at these higl)er relative humidities to so gradual V -".
that the revreo*ion sum of squazoe becomes small relative to the noise. :"-'1
which in present. This fact is pointed up perhaps better by Slide 3, which .

* shows the plote of Y - in R versus X - exp (-ct) ,for the different relative
humidities and mediums. Looking- at the upper line for medium 2, relative
"humidity 86%, the noise did not appear greater here than at other relative
humidities, but the shallow slope of the line materially reduced the sum of '. i,

Ssquares accounted for by regression,

*" . Slide 4 shcw. other cas•s. He~re again, the exponential hazard .
model did not appear to contradict the data.

,The variation of pagmeterh uf the 'model with relative humddity' o
shown in Slid. S. The horzontfl axis is associated with relative humidity ,
and the vertical axis with par dietor value. In the case of the a and bparameters, a discontinuity a~ppears to-occur in the neighborhood of a rela- """""

ttTahe o aph b ,rver perto abe almost t * 0
Images of each other. This is probably because the sum of a and b is "..,.

associated with initial recovery and hence is a more fundamental parameter.
ror a particular relative humidity, the sum of a .and b can be read off
the gr'aph and us 'ed an an entry In the lower right table in the graph to find . :

the initial recovery percentage. Thus, the sum far a relative humidity ofi
I ~ ~~21% is 3.6, which to associated with an Initial biological recovery of 37%. •.,,:,::t

' ~~~~The variati~on. of the initial biological recovery percentage with rela- •.....
tive humidity to-not too surprising. However, the nonzero recovery percent-'
ages at time equal Infinity are somewhat more suspect. Thus, when the '""

relative humidity to 58%, the predicted value for the 'a paraee I2 and '.....
using the lower left table on the graph, recovery percentage at t "- 00 is' •...
estimated at 7.39%. This nonzero final recovery percentage is a matter'.""'
which is subject to experimental verification, 'although such verification to |' ...

not possible with present sets of data, because of the linited time span and .-
" relative humidity levels covered by the data.

•, ',.

*... •*... . ..*. . .. * . . .
•:' ': ": :'" ::': :" '., • .. -. .::':: :: .. ** 'i :: , - "'*'" - :.: ' "'. . , . .. . . *, .' . .'.,' .: :- , : .:. :,:-,:: : .:: :.: : : .-.- ..
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.LDI3vh Et ts. vixt 'tin idea An~inla I., c declinee 0 rom a vaatw of R
aboir, (D. WB a~t W%~ relative humidity to about 0. 20 at 65% relative hurnldLty.
The odd vaIlue of -c -' 0.* 80 for the relative humidity level of 96% was npob7
ably a poor estimate due to the noise occurring at this bumidity level. In
this case, the sum of squarbs would not be substantiully changed ret*Mar1sa

'Usingv~ trialra.hshehtrials are thorv for mediuea'2 relative humidity
level Fnr the exponetial.~ tarica, moc.a c, int wspij~ib to~r odelu expained
relsantingth pcrtioqunt of th vrilabivehrity. h manner pon whcen restiated andt
tiecvrmecn~o aid from thtegasnek reiation ttlul coulhobe in he coournflabele

Slidtae o6 Indiate the prcetag~u vryfrm lof fitigh exoetoial hazah mofd3el
Patof thdivisi triatio. mh'rays aere thomreie fontrl oeiu t2e relative humidity

36% For rhen* arid the eotrialstee~~jta hazard model, teeaeauberxofarned
subthant rqire frther o thevart~oionamely.:h anri hc si.td nta
reovr 1.rceValgiyftes varied fro tra otili h- ntec~ aee

2.l fh chameor. cliplctosoftemdl

3. Application of the model am a research tool..
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Slide 1

Graph. of Average flhcovvery Percentafes On
Log-Log paper for Orgahinzi1 I M~ediuml 1
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Remults of Pitting the Exponential Hazard Model• .-. ',..to Snyde-Lee. Data. on A,,erage Recoveryi~:!:i
• • ~Percentages Over Similar Trials ii.:i'.

Recovery Percentage of Y Sum

Averag~e Blolugical of Squares Accounted for'

Ralative R1e covue rya tl Final by Linear Regressioni
Humidity 112 Miute t - 0. t of Y an X

Medium I .

12 2% 3%% '00% 99.91
36 2.5 19 .06 o 96.89 ..

62 8T82•90 . " '"\,""

Medium 2

12 20 46. .33 90.41
18 19 44 .19 99.81
36 a '24 .02 .99.68

34 32 69 .1 99.75
65 71 71 30.6 97.09
86 83 87 75.2 79.12

.',*. . .

. . . - . . .
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4 54.6 G'3. 24.5
-5 3 20.1 3.4 - 30.0

2 7.39 3636.6
1 2.72 3.8 44.7

1.00 4.0 54.6
-1 .368 4.fl 66.7
-2 .135 4.4 81.5
.3 .050 4.6 90.5

Slide s

Relationship of Parameters to Relative. Humidity
Level for Snyder-Lee Data for

Organism 1. Medium 2
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Slide 6

Results-Lof Fitting the Exponenltila Hazard Model to
the Trials of MQedium 2. Relative Humidity. 16%

ofrcentogery Percentage of Y Sum

initial .Final by idnear Regression
twO t~rnof YonX'

75 15.58 .029 .0

76 14.56 .0331 8859

77 17.35 .030 99.61.

.786. 30.51. .022 9-9.0
79 2 1.17 .. 034 991

.80 25.08 .022 99.53

811051.009 9w. 20

82 26.00 .060 98.,39

83 8.9.012 .99.19.

84 ~23. 23 .016 07

85 24.24 .005 87.20

V . K
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*,."John E. Malligo
S. Army Chemieal Corps Biologicli ,bomtor--"

j Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland

In the study of atmospheric currents and the behavlor of partculates
in aerosol, a variety of finely divided materials is used as tracers. An Ia-
portent cla ss of tracer is the fluorescent particulates, Among the fluorescing
"mineral compounds, the sulfides of zinc-andcadmtum are particularlyuseful.
Capable of being produced ID extremely well controlled ranges of particle
size and detectable In'minute quantities,. these sulfides have been used
widely in aerosol studies.

A typical test using these tracers Involves their a.rbsol~zeion in m.

atmospheric system of Interest and subsequent sampling at a time and place
dictated by the test objectives. Sampling is achieved by filtering a metered,
quantity of the aerosol through a membrane filter which retains virtually &ll
of the patticles contained therein. After suitable preparation, the filters are
assayed visually with a low power light microscope using ultra-Violet Illum- "

* 1 * nation to induce fluorescence In the particle.. This process. of course., on-
tails counting all or a sample of the particles on the"filter, which Is at best ,. ,,..

* a tedious job. On heavily laden filters. the errqrs due to distribution of the
particles are further augmented by thpse from human fatigue and confusion .o•.,. " ~the point light souroes.'-'n filters with relatively I'w particedniis thfi

*. ~ *time consumed in counting an adequate number of particles, say 300, which '..-"
is considered a reasonable sample, may be as much as 20 or 30 minutes.

This Is due to the necessity of observing a large number of microscopic fields, "K.......:.,,
"each.of which contains only a few particles. In a large scale test, with pos-
sibly hundreds of filter samples, the labor involved becomes. excessive. Yar
"this reason, much thought has been given to development of an automatic
fluorescent particle counter.

No machine has been developed to count these particles, as such,
but the General Electric Company at Hanford Atomic Works, Richl;and, Wash-
ington has developed a device* which, by 'detecting scintillation induced in
zinc and dadmium sulfides by an alpha emitting source, can give a quanti-
tative estimate of the mass of the material present. This device gives data

" Iin scaler readings of the number of nuclear disintegrations per minute.

S• ~0.

.' *Discussed by M. 0. Rankin at the Meeting of the-American Meteorological
Society, San Diego, California., June 15-19, 1959.

'• '• ')•' •",.



*The problem to be pra-ý etod'iboer concerns fte M1ttemp to Calibrete
this device in terms of portir~lcee far kilter. A series of Liter. was pre-.

pare wit grade p oa zngofrticles to oe 7rng cosdre f

* ~response was reached. It is bookground radiation, In the torm of cosmico*
TOyM eto.., Which eusentially determines the threshtold of machine serimi-

Blida No. 2- presents a typical set of data in which visuaal counts
are plotted against machine response. on logarithmic paper. (Conuider
points of machine I only.)

Our app~roach has been to fit a linear regressalon to the data betweoen
* the limits of 1000 to one'million particles '.per filter. This equation is given
* in the next slide. (Slide 3.).

The question to be asked here is, do the d~ata warrant fitting a'.
curvilinear regression starting at the 100 particles per filter level? A

*corollary quistlon Is what would be the -tstaistical validity of such a
curvilinear regression, 'considering that the visual cotunting is- exremely
precise and accurate at low counting levels while the machine respqnlse Is
just the opposite.

k7.7
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M'QS ,AE.-itM2 P=INT PATTERNS ON BOM2 SA•LV TARGET COVERAGE

Ralph D. Donor

Systems Ana!7lys Laboratory, Requirements and Plans Division.
Rese-rch and Development Operbtions, Army Rocket and Guided

MItssile Agency. Redstone Arsenal, Alabema

1.0 PRO5UM STMW NT.

1.I PCBL,-M I. To A'ain, on a given confidence level, the most
nearly uniform specified fra ct-oria, coverage of a Large homogenous target
area by varying the geometry and bomrballocation of multiple atmrng points for

sallvo od bo ibh having a fixed .'ei.ial radius and circularerrorprobability.

1.2 PTO.LEM U. To flndthe simplest computational techniques
for .bta.inlng acceptable solutions let ,robaem I on rnanual, analogue and
digltal levels.

2.0 ANALYSIS.

2.1 CET..ALPATIJN OPTIMrIZATION. Bombs aimed at the central
points of the patihra wall provide most of the ccvorage for the central portion
of the large honoqenou% taiget area. Uniformity in this coverage callz for
uniform'ty lo the geometry of the pattern and in the allocation of bombs to
individ"ul po!nts. In seeking the optimum characteristics of the central
portion of the pattern the analysis will progress from con sideration of a sin-
i.e aiming point to a row of points and finally to two dimensional arrays.

2.1.1 ONE AIMING POINT. Traditionally, the coverage for this case
is cktermined in terms of the probabilities of hits and overlaps and the ratil
of the bomb's lethal area to the area cf the target. Central symmetry abou:
this one aim. - g point makes coverage a function only of the-radial distanrxe
from the center of the bomb burst to the aiming point. Double integration is
not inherently unavoidable In empirically determining this functional rela-
tionship. A discrete set of concentric circles is in order, each to serve as
an isohap* curve, that is, as a contour of constant probability. Fig. I

*in "Handbook of Probability and Statistics with Tables", by Burrington and
May, Handbook Publishers, Inc., 1958, on page 98, the expression "equi-
prchablity curve" is used. A shorter term such as "isoaleatory", or better,
"isohap", is desirable if this concept should gain wide usage.

Best Available Copy preceding Page Blank
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locate the centers of bomb impacts. The lethal radius of the bormbs Is O.'5V
and the Isohap circles are spaced O. 50' apart. The revul~tira. arc coverage
on each isabap i~s ac~.gmulated on the centrally pivoted d~vid ' owl show. ft
the figwre 1-tz the acat -of evaluating the coverage bomb number 6 has. given
the 2.G00 isohap. Totals are read Indecinal form on the. peripheral scale,

2.1.2 A_____O_ AIMIN POINIS. rigure 2 shows several of -a row 1
of aimlng points. The row is sufficiently long to fully. accourt for the hit
probab~ilities of all intermediate. points on this line. What to nveeded here
Is a simple Index of the resultant hit probablitty or, a specific point on this
.continuou~s lUne, in terms of Its distance from contributing. aiirning points.
Bomb', have a blvirft distribution about. their aiming points. In the cave
of circ'uleir error probability, the ordinates of a bivariato normal surface are
approximately 0.4 times the' ordinated of a univariato no~rmal curve at equal
distances from centers of symmetry and for equal standard deviation~s 0"'
Both therefore hrve their inflection points one unit from their maximuni
points. As a consequence, ordinates -of the univariate normal curve may be.
asod as indices of hit prcbpbility. Addition of these ordinates, as shown in
Figure 2, (where curves are spaced to intersect at their inflection points).
results in a near isohap that fluctuates betw~epn J. 493 and 6. 507. Such
near uniformity in hit probability implies near uniformity in overlap probe-
bility. The occurance of overlap on a- bomb drop exercises a negative feed-
back on the probability of overlap for subsequent drops, thereby tmnding to
make coverage expectancy more nearly uniform than~ hit probability.

2.1.3 RECTANGUIAR GRID OF AIMING POINTS.. In Figure 3 parz
of a rectantlular grid of aiming points is given. Enough pointis are shown to
account for thu total hit probability indidces of a central point X ani oif two
other centers of symmetry Y and Z. Contributions made by sets of aiming
paints symmetrical to each of these three points X, Y and Z are tibulated
in the figure for separations S from 1. 8 to 2.2. A separation of. .9 appears
to be near optimum. In each case X is a maximum, Y a saddle poc&nt, and 2
a minimum. Repetition of these values at similar positions througt~oat the
central portion of the. pattern provides a measure of the degree of u~niformity
in expected coverage associated with this particular geometty witt %Mej
allocation of botmbs to the aiming points.

2.1.4 HEXAgONAL GRID Q? hIMING POINTS, Treatment similar to
that given the rectangular grid is indicated in Figure.4 for the hexagonal
array. The separation is 2.0 units, andi again X is a maximum. Hcwever.

71
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agnd. Zhave exchanq6CE OL". TU dgSS`O t lncmity- Isa xeI~ 1±. d-
cann, that tho Ttft~~f (9nd1 Is t~hO W~iwdua ja'ftwzm.

2.2 PAT'TERN PERlPlF1M!!2PTIMIZATION. The peripheral character'-
titics of the target obviously daterm'ine the boundary properties of the pattern.

* The circle with a six unit radius iFgue4imantorpesent a horio-
Venous target area' that is to be given uniform fractional coverage by orxa

gonal pattern. Azsume¶Othat the 19 aiming points shown have been given~ equ.al

quotats of brn~bs-to optimize the specified coverage for the central portion of
the target. Owbviusly, this whol& target area can be givenl coverage an mndt-
cated 1ýy the tabulation by enlarging the pattern sufficiently. What ts needed

here to complete the requirements Is a statement limiting wa~stage, or peri-
pheral coverage loss.

2.2.1 The art of tailoring aiming point patterrn. for maximum economy

in obtaining a desired coverage must be based on verifiable principles. One
such principle desbrvinig consideration Is an existence theorem such got

* *fr.EioOREM For every distinct target area with specified

2.. second principle deserving consideration -for- verification or
reJctonhas to do with the progressive modification of aiming poitht Pa~tterne

a ssocimted with a graduated series of targets. 'For example, a target that

has outgrown a single'aiming point miust accept a, three point pattern If. circu-
lar symmetry is to be even approximately maintained. 'Thereafter, the next
size canl be accomodatod by four points, and. perhaps. by five. But a stic
point pattern, either as a pentagon with a center or a c~erterless hexagon,
may have to give way to seven points. Such center points need not have the
same allocation of bombs as the others. Whet is needed is mrore han lust it
continuity principle, since a formulation of this discrete co.iltinuily ti also~
desirable. The principle may be tentatively stated thus.-

COTNIYTERM Targets that differ slightly in size and 'sha&Pe

and in sp~ecified coverage by- a particular weapon system, will have aiming V
point patterns differing moderately in configuration and bomib allocation, and

*isohap curves bearing strong resemblances in all~characteristlcs.

3.0 COMPUTATION!AL SllAPUi'CATION,
* EV



SO Design of Experiments

3.1 An GOVERAcE. 1h m gr&9av1 2.1.1 the use of dividers to
OCCUIMTam; 6Tc COVetM..g Of Oen irohsp cu*s was as-.%7xv. Such a curve

K. ~can b4 replaced by a disceeutofpit.hrbyalin e simple
act of counfl-,hg to replace continuouv arc measurement. Such points when
hit cb~inge Only an attribu.te, and whe~n hit a second time retain that same
attributso, thus miiking u nniyspcllýrL.nofosra

Ifamerenliotio tr~i"ttnfmt oftedýigivefc$o obhit are' ~:~ :

rig.Tho attrlbut*.u"hitH wouild oive way to theo accumulation of fractiono
aeahpoint on an isohnp, with unity representing oaturation or full kill.

4. UNIIA, A Sivo of bombs with constant lcthal areas, aimed
atasingle point with circular errponllt. ieeulhtpoaiiy

topoints orcuidhatanrt from the aiming point. Aertntu~ge im; taken of the re-
sultant central sytw~ietry-tn tertjet coverarte arourld this pýIrnt In building
el minj point pttterns that provide the3.arua within the pattorn maximnum.
u -nifo-mity in. coverzage. Submitted for clinical conni1deratior, are suggestions
' for mo~difying th?ý!i optimum ptsttern~a to accomadAte irregula-r and honhorno-
gehous targets, and for simple techniques. in evaluating covei-a e.

7,.-
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AX ZXERPIU7A1 47 INPRSONNEL MANAGE1Y.D4T ~VALUATlGO t

,. Ri, Elough

PGA& .r'Pq •. A personnel nvna~ementprogram may be subdivided on!. ~~~paper into cleuseis with such titles as.•: .,,

I,•" i " ~~~Recruitment ,end Placement +,+'.,:

"job classificatio."
Incentives and awards.
Disciplpinary actions,

etc.

Each class may be further broken-down into a list of duties or actions by
"management in connection with employees. Without further defining the
elements ccnstituting the program, we might ask such questions as,

much?

_" Which possible elements, of a program should be retained and %
i- which discarded In order to achieve wmaxmum benefits.?

As used here, "good" might mean an increase in productivity, or in qual-
ity of production, or in employee sattsfaction,.

"Not much it known about answers to these questions. One reason
"may be that few organizationS are large enough to have the facilities for
finding answers experimentally. In 1957, however, a project was under-
taken by the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel at Hq 5th
Army, Chicago, to be directed by Arthur ,rbour and Baldwin Sears of that
Office, to acquire quantitative Information. The Statistical Research Cea-
ter was consulted in connection with design and analysis. It seamed
that the experimenters In this instance at least had adequate manpower and

*This paper outlines an experiment described in more detail in SRC-600624-
* Bg88, a report of the Statistical Research Center dated 24 June 1960.

This work was sponsored by the Army, Navy and Air Force through the joint |•..":
Servicos Advisory Group for Research Groups in Applied Mathematics and

Statistics by Contract No. N6ori-02035. Reproduction in whole or In part
is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.

Zt'-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
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60 Doesign of Experiments

fhesut~teB W.'r.*ertmentir and roplitcattons: 30G.G00 civilian e.rnpoeces
of thr. Depoaftmeft CA the kUV at Mnumeros inustMAlttostroaht tm
country.

g In theIu initial trials, the experimenters decided to test the belt
andi most comnprehensive ptrisonnel m~nagerment program they could deVi~eb

* under the most frzvom!:blie con'~itions for observing the effee'-to of the pro-
gram. If zasur~abe e~farats nr resulted, eprmnswouldthnb

devised to irnvoutigate the prolram elements individually.

'The mm'mmopkuniy for observin iprveen m,~igtapr
to exist at en installatlc'n having no formal -personnel trianagement progra m
at all prior to the xtrtt of the eipariment. But such a primitive situationl
wvould likely ex~lst only I! the local commandant or m'inflgemnet wore 1rn -

syrnpsthetic toward personnel management programs -and so probably toward
the proposed experiment. In any cabe, much an ins tellatiora would lack ' >

* the trained personnel specialists capable of perforrnfing the experiment..
As a compromise It weaz necessary to chc~s& an installation having a reason-
aibly good personnel manAgement program already, exp~nding this program:
to "opttim V for the experimeAnt.

frteThe Decatu~r SIgnal D~pot, Decatur, Illinois, which was chosenJ.
frteinitial iovestivntions, hadea magnagement persornnelprogram 16level"

rated by the experimenters as 70 pear cent of optimal. Thus only the effect'
of raising the level from 70 per cent to 100 per cent could result, and this
effect might not be large. However, even a small effect might be well

worth achieving. The experimenters estimated the equilvalent in annual '

wages of a 5 per cent productivity increase throughout the Department of
the Army to be about $75, 000, 000.

The varilable of most interest at this time was In fact productivity,
so the experiment was designed on that basis. Employee satisfaction,
of which typical Ind~cators are assumei to be so-called "employee reac-
tions*--sick leave use, injuries, AWOL, voluntary separationsl, suggestions
--was to be looked at incidentally, with interest In possible correlation
with productivity. Quality of produ.'1 wý-ý too subjective to be reliably
assessed. and was -ot -eriable of much concern in the experiment.

* ~DESIGN The de~sign envisaged a minimum of 15 independent employee
groups already exisUng in the organization. of size at least 10, and an 4

alike wi possible. C'% primary objective here was to provide good conditions
for observiung an effect i&' present.) All groups should already have in routine
operation a procedure for measuring productivity. The groups would be



Design of Ecpeimenzu

assigned randomly to 3 categories corresponding to what were familiarly
called treatmets (Thbls 1. 1 a).l

Cateo ,e*tment t be pplied.,

"to crouLps in cetecori

-" 1. U~ninformed controls No treatment at all. It

Is assumed that these
groups operate under the
usual conditions and are
ignorant of the experiment.sv. .i "- eO',I'o ' i lied

, 2. Informed controls These groups are to be
Informed of the experiment
but otherwise will remain

u . Eprmrtllnder the usual conditions.. %.

S3. Experimental goups The -personnel management,,
* program applied to these

Sgroups in to be increased
to 100 per cent of optimum.

"(The Informed controls were included to provide against and test for the"" ~ ~~~so-called Hawthorne- effect, the effect on the subjects of merely being,.-.•',

part of an experiment.) Monthly data were to be collected for 1 year, or
anono other suitable, lengthy period, before the actual start of the exparl-",:.....

ment. The treatments would then be started and datn collected for y

was to be performed on numbers representing, for each group, the ratio

treatment period performance
pretreatment period performance K.......

IMPLEM.ENTATION The actual experimental setup fell somewhat short of
the specifications. 14 employee groups were originally chosen for the
experiment, of which 5 were later dropped, leaving 9 groups (3 per treat-
ment) instead of the recommended minimum of 15 groups. The assumption
of independence Era these groups appeared reasonable, but their sizes
ranged from 4 to 19 employees, and they differed in composition ( 2 wets
partly made up of women). While most groups worked at storage and

., ,.• ,-,,,

...................................................... ................ '.....
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62. . Design of Experiments

handling of various types of electronic equipment, one did clerical work
and one manufacturing. Further, productivity standards were applicable
to only about 50 to 75 per cent of the groups' jobs, so-measurements of
productivity. reflected only a fraction of each gToup's total work. Date
wore available for only 4 months, Nov '57- -Peb 158, prior to the start
of the treatments, end for 16 months after start of the treatments, Mar '58'

'lun 59. During the latter "tre4tment period" the. experimenters esti-,, .'o.
mated that the personnel management program level, for the "Experimental
100 per cent during the period Oct'58 - Feb '59 and then falling off.

Thus the experiment proceeded under a number of handicaps Whi c) had
not been foreseen..

LATA. The productivity data were constructed as follows. Suppose for
Job 1) a time study has specified H)) hours per unit of production.
If an employee actually upends Aji hours producing U) units, the

. product fl Uv is called the "Earned Hours" and "Au the "Actua I
Hours" for that amount of worik, and the corresponding productivity .is.

10 ,10 0 . ,:.-:.::...
A Actual hors

a measure of the productive use of time. Total productivity for work
done on, say, n jobs, it

"n n
N00 7V~ Aj, Once H,/ U and Aare ob-

"tained for each employee's work on each Job each day, productivity for
any combination of employees, jobs, and days may be calculated. In
the routine collection of productivity data at Decatur, Earned and Actual
hours were respectively summed within each group over an entire month,
so the ratio reported for each group, each month, was a monthly produc-
tivity for the group, applying o, course, only to that part of the group's
work covered by the time study standards, .

Data on the above mentioned employee reactions (considered
Indications ot employee satisfaction) were reported .in terms of index L
numbers apparently intended to express the various "reactionsa in cam-
parable units, as, say, percentage. of a "norm", where the norm is usually
some average of past experienc;e. It is not clear that the index numbers

- - - U . - U- - .. . S -. A b . A.... ,.U
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a

are, always more informative or easier to interpret tham the *"Ia obserd
* ; quantities. For example, the index originally adopted by the experivmn-

V• tern for use in this study for reporting reactions whose increased frequency
of occurrence indiceates a decrease In employee natisfeat•dn (e.g., sick
"leave usage) was computed as d 0 ..Notm, - Ob'eervd) *100 Inzdex. ut

.for e.mple. (s8-100)+100-49.

rS (.s- 2.5) 100. . .9..

"The indexoe finally adopted for the experiment were, for buck
""deuirable, employee reactions as "suggestiont

:, 10 l- • -110
Nom,.

and for "undehimabl0% reactions,.. . . ,I.

, ', ~(These latter indexes atea now' standard for'reporting about a .,.
hundred different items in routine evaluations ofNthe Ar s Civilian..

,... •,is not Cl1ear, as illustrated by an example arising in the present e•perl-.
""'•ment A Norm for voluntary separations--matnly, number of employs
quitting--was computed as ohe average percentage of the wAy k fCila

,..'...'. ~~being separated voluntarily per month for each month, from data collected ..,-..
','? ~~over an earlier 2-year period. There were 2 voluntary seperations from,.",

all 9 groups over the 20 month period of the experiment, one of these
occurring in a group of size 22, for a rate of 4.545 per cent In the month.
The norm for that month was .247 per cent, and resulting index was
100(2 - 4.545/. 247) a -1640--representing the smallest nonzero separm- - .
tion rate that could have been obtained for this group-- to be compared
with the index 200 for a zero rate.)

S Because of their rather dubious meaning, the Index numbers were
not. used in the analysis of the experiment. Actually, for the most part,
there were too few occurrences among the *employee reactions* to permit
analysis. '-

p. . . . . ... E.,.,.,.,

-...-. , .r .. .

S........ ............. ...... ......... .... ..... :
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4ALYSTS. In general, lot .7z

1 1~, 2. , 1 treatments. In this came *1-.3....

j 1, 2,..., groups within each triatent.. Here * "3. -. '30.

k -1. , ... , r, pretreatment months. Here iCp--4. " -......

k' -1, 2, .... , treatment months. Here , , .,

Then, for group .within treatment 1, and pretrE atment month. k,.
designcte the productivity random variable by X 1.k) and let Yjjk* be
the random v,•nnble don'o.ing th, same group's productivity In treatment
mor~th k'. itking the tz;nsfcrmation to l0 Xijk and log Yijjs (in T,
order to nor .rellze tho productivities', which are ratioo) and averaging,
for group j within treotment 1, the transformeud pretreatment period data.
and tre.atment period -data over desired sets of mornths, form the difference..'

2 E2 log log .

k' KI

wbere X, - some number of pretreatment months, 0 1; 1C ' 4 Kp,

K2  some number of tre a'tme"nt month,. 0 A 2 4 KT:

Then ~~cef~

veomet.fic mean of K, treetment monthfly roductivites_ .
(geometric mean of Kl pretreatment monthly productivities j

the geometric means being a consequence of the log transformation* The
operations of forming Z,, may be assumed to have removed the group
effect, and since groups are independent of each other, to have resulted
in an observation for each group to which the following simple model

applies:

N.i"n + J. i + at)

where * • .
-1 = over-all mean

(X= treatment effect, 0 .

.... ... ... .... ... ... . * . I * ** . * : . ... iI

~~~~~~. ... .... o . .... ............ . ... . ..
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* wA u tmeoi, -normally. d!~btrlued with
men 5 andvadmoiuea i. 0t ski!$

being mutually Independenl.

*Analyzes may now be performed on observed values of the !S 1 a lcu-
* lated from the- productivity data.

The Zjscould be formed from averages Over any month avail-

able, and in Miat 5 analyvses of productivitles were performed u singvarious '~-
combina tions- of monthly observations. The antl Vsin which employed pro-
ductivity cornjoarison ratios for the two periods Nov 157 - Feb 158l and

U Nov '58 - Feb 139 appeared to be the most appropriate and Indeed gave the
loweut estimate of residual variance. The results of this analy~ips are

of 144 Cf I converted back. (by taking antilogs) to a amn
pert clniuil b(rtetelow peidintiyrto Tables 23n . a) contains pontntiltel

of Uifferrced W-+(%'ols th06 is h nre r aiso h

raio inTbe2nfomd of 9tprols ofdec iis o h ru ifr

3nes alo oneritedbalkt gratos..8

Table 3

Antilog of
Antiloo John Tukey

.#. -,~. 95% confid-

ILt _1 Corresponding categories ((t)(/+V 1  enca limits

3/2 Expert me ntal/Informed .96 .80. 1. 14

2/1 informed/Uninformed .96 .81, 1.14

3/2 Experi me ntalI/Uninformed .92 .77, 1.10

Z.I

7 ~ * .~ *. .. .
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The estimates of Uble 7 say, for e mznft, 42mithOe Urglularm"e
controls improved 6 per Ceng awt ftsu treatment period as compared to *~ ~
t3hoir performance in the pretrwedfet peiriod, while the Experimental
groups declined 2 per ceam. In Table 3 the relative impmoement of theO

f1i~oally suqg~sto that optimnization of the personnel management Progrmm

is totetriamental. Honever, the ronfiene didtsho ao sthratistosl olnf Tabtle
obiously ind f icateae sucharge thrablthe otheas. nthinis, guand littleold
wi, thatisicah l sig1nioficwntmen eacpl'oyees.. fthststaais

rea S5RE per centR Inceae i prosutiibty con etrimatedt toe arget . #andbt

m lfeentor12g oeup inetwaeemngl ro pr n ohibiotivenumber.,ndtp

als Suow ervotaisoicll diff gnifcsarnd deffereces winche pol ersotibued
tonaheet treatments rneceifedhe groups dit.hiw a gtaiseticatlgoy.sinfctl

3. DifS f eUrene cr~epate sby the standards tof pouthevitye .ar ox-li
am .e tiffrne s std beyalttween hrours (syn 8 cop or tioo sieany type

(H)pruiCo rdcin Then for A hours actually spent prbducing
U units,

A A

That Is, the apparent productivity depends on-the standards, and shifting
from Jobs with strict standards (H.) to those with lenient standardbas
will cause an apparent increase in productivity when the actual producti-
vity is unchanged. Standards for the same job are often revised, but this
io not believed to have happened during this particular experim'112.

IN



p "Also, utarklards may be Vti up, in n tuIStUlation like Me~mtf, to 4pVIy

to handling individual items. Occasionally,. large orders will require

* handling of gross lots by lift truck with consequent remarkable temporary

rises in reported productivity.

4. Fluctuating workload. For example, during this .experiment

the invasion of Lebanon occurred, which caused a great Increase In do-

mends made on this installation. .0

S. Errors in collecting, computing and reporting. The task of ....

recording and computing HMtU end Ai for all employee x day x Job

combinations c jntains many opportunities for error. In one case (found .,
in previous work where raw data were examined in detail) one employee

on one day on one Job was reported to have produced 1403 units. His

productivity was 1822. The job number turned out to be 1403, and this

apparent error, when eliminated, reduced the group"s monthly figure
from 106 to 102. Thus a single error had increased the group's reported

productivity by an amount comparable with that of the effect looked for

In this experiment.

Other basic difficulties may be inferred from the fact that after

close of the experiment the experimenters said that they doubted that

"the optimization of the personnel management program sought for the

Experimental groups had been attained, and that the level which the

- treatment had actually reached was not very precisely known.

COMMENTS Improvements in experimental technique are evidently re-

quiredto obtain useful results from future experiments of practical size.

It is likely that variability can be reduced by such means as care in Lr A

selecting groups, elimination of clerical errors, and exclusion of data

arising from abnormal circumstances. However, .t appears only prudent

at this stage to utilize as many ewployee groups as possible to attempt

to overcome the effect of variability still present.

There remain the basic requirements such as, that the groups "

must be end must remain independent, and must receive the treatment

specified. It would seem that only local management can assure that

even the most general design conditions are met, and so, as essential

participants, local management should have adequate understanding of

the experiment and its objectives. --

..6 .,4"-i-&

-. .:4;.

a' '



A.5 ONXPRIMAfTE~ CJONFTDLNCE rNTRVAtS POIL FUN=~ONS

Heorsy DeCioco I

-Ordnance Special Weapons -Ammunition. Command
DovwT* Now larsey

2. L.0D7aCrTTQW A system Is-made up -9f a number of components Ina
arbitrary comblivation, and it is required to obtain a confidence intlerval
for the reliability of the system without testing the whole system itself.
That Is, w6 have at our disposal only the test data (let us auaume in the
larm of~binomila success ratios) on. the.-components of the system.

Special cases of this problem have Ieen treated by- Buehler (1) and
Madarasky (4). The method presented herlein leads toapproxiniete confidence
intervals but is general enought to cover arbitrary systems with relative
ease, It Is alseo capable of a~ccommodating the casewheare t~he components

* ~of the system are statistically depehdent, altough th~is case is not devel-
*oped here. Tho method invoives computing montents of functions of random L Ai

variables, in particular those functions of the observed binomial date des-
cribed by the probability structure of systems of lnter~st. Although it io
entirely teaslble to compute the first four moments of such functiong and

* thereby se~ttler the question of a relevant distributibn fundtiori, practical
worke genorally requires no more than3 the first two-. The followingj discussion
Is'accordingly, so limited.

II. F NETgMQ~a MIZRIS. Let Pi denote the observed
k successes in m binomial tests recorded for the i-th component, and let
p1 denote the associated binomial parameter. For a. system of n statistically >.-
independent components in se~ries we have

*(2.2) Z(F) 7p,
(2.3) Var MF Vr 1 2 TfP2

the last two follow'ing directly from the definitions of expected value and
variance.

UA more explicit form of (2.3) for computation is

M..



(2.3a) Var ) Var 4
2 2

Var2 Var 3 ;-,."'

2, 3 ('i2 12 ,i3. p32

t Ver PAL Vr A .. AtP

2 .. . 3 ...n

V.p

whi.re all d13dtinct subscripts ere sur,-ad from I to n to yzied 2n -1 torme .
and where

Var P,(l - pi)/mi

While the last result is exct, it Is easily seen that a serviceable *
appro:dmation extols in its linerrized verf'ion, obtainable directly from. the
classical propagation of error formula, that is

(2.4) Var () Z ( Var ""

0

where the partials are understood to be evaluated at the point P1. p2 .
Pn. Applying this to (2.1) given

(2.5) Var (F)2) ,P1 2 (1 -PIP

121 ni12

which Is Just the first n terms out of the total 2n - I In (2.3a).
Appiication of (2.4) naturally assumes tŽiat F has been redefined for con-
tinuity since the $i's take on only fractional values on the unit interval.

Finally, corresponding to (2.2) ,nd (2.3) the relevant unbiased
estimates are easily shown to be
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12.6) Z m - ...
iM

,., Var ) -1. 1t :

M-. MORE GMINERAL SYSTEMS. The probability structure of each system Iis Of Co•r.e apeoal, °nd'i woud be. ponless. to att~empt a catalogue° of i:i:i:
these. Even so, It might be useful to ch•racterize a fairly general struc- I. -

ture to sugge3t the flexibility bf the method of linearized estlmates. Such
a structure might be as foll-ows: assuming statistical independence through-
out, we constder n ausernbliek In seriers where an assembly .1, made up of
as identical components, in parallel and where, further, at least a, of the •
51 components must function for the assembl, to function. We then have

S (I . .
(3.) F. "1 (,-1,2,

and to k first order approximation

13.2) E() • PY (I "•-'' "':""..'''

(3.3) Var (F) -%

K...

~I .1 ).

Var y 
" "i

p2

8, '. LA

.(y• [y ., •~ -p

• "•_ ." -.. 0 -.. 2" pill 2." t2 2 . . ... • ~ *." . . .. •" ".
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vfirem, asa belcm, both &4=11pts mae uwoe ftom U, tom. ?be koft~n
are usually biased in keeptng with a general lUmitation of linearized esti-
rmates.. (Refer Qoncludinq Remoarks.)

In the case of simply redundant sys~tems where rni I we readily
obtain the corresponding expresaions

*(3. la) 0 I'(r(~)i

(3. 3a) Vat F~ I 7[' 1 -[I--'P'' s12 0-^ 2 ) Va 1

* IV. A", ROMMATE CONFIDENCE INTERVALSI The lirhited experience of
the -Riter to date with systemns of particular interest to Ordnance has indi-
cated that VJar (F) Is generailly very small-comp.~red to E (F). We now
quaitily~the -term* smaill" to dettermine a numerical conditl on under which the

* first two moments as discussed above are-nough to give reasonably useful

confidence intervals. To do this we examine the rottloE (F /fiarF in the
context of Tchebycheff's inequality. We readily obtain ::.

(4.1) -() 1-r E 2(F) 2

Which has the commron sense, interpretation that the larger the ratio

E (F) iy F).m the smaller is the probability that a particular observation
of our chance quantity F W1j. P2, P.. ) will deviate beyond a given dis-
tance~from Em

Figure 1 io a plot of the bound, E of the relative deviation against
* ~~tle ratio E (r) /-Var (I')with confidence level .~as ierinmetet. That is*,*

the condition

*p, .- ~r E rIiV I3~
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Implies the relation . -

(4.2) yac)

In Figure 1, is taken ai x10 for the 90% confidence Interval usuallydesired In engineering -applications. ''•'"

The ratio E(F)/f'ar) its commonly referred to as the "8tgnal-to-.
noise ratio." Pesigvating this ratio by R, we recognize the plot of Figure I
l a a hyperbolici, that is,

S(-k/R, k1-V"-"-

"We see that wherl the ratio exceeds 30,. toughly, the relative dwvii-
tion is not likely to exceed 10%. This is, of course, saying nothing more
than that some 3 standard deviations on either side of the meau value of
a distribution (unspecified save for having a finite variance) will coverabout .. ',
90% of the range of values. However, the real-advantage of such a plot is n "
that it shows that after a certain pi/nt, large values of E ("-/VVar MF)
"do not influence the bound e very much. The. faqt that the curve in Figure 1
is relatively flat over a whole region is often useful in deciding when esti-
mates of even the first two moments are enough to settle, in a practical
sense, questions concerning whether a prescribed level of reliability for a
complicated system is likely to have, been satisfied. Observe further that
this fact also allows for considerable imprecision in the estimates of both
EM?) and Var (F). If, after such a computation is made, one requires fuller
Information, it would be necessary to calculate higher moments. The work
of Tukey (5) provides expressions for the lirst fourmoments that go consid-
erably beyond the level of refinement of linearized estimates. However, a
major conclusion of that work is that, with particular reference to the classi- .'

cal propagation of error formula (that is, the formula for Var (F)), linearized
estimates are often better than commonly supposed.

It might be well to emphasize that the explicit form exhibited by Un-
earized estimates of Var (F) serves the further useful purpose of exposingthose components and substructures of a system that appear as major contrl-

butoes to the overall variability. A rational allocation of additional compo-
nent tests, for the purpose of reducing that variability, Is thereby Ilicatd. '.
(.See example below.)

I -'" ,

ti-•i~•
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}bma11,. a otimpeson 0! cerUlr calcuoatLtns given by both Diehler
(1) and Madsnsky (4) indicates good agreement With the method of this note.

Tor example, Madansky (4) gives the following comparison with a result of
Buehler for the upper limit of a 90% coniidence interval for the probability of
failure of a two component, parallel system, where 3 failures in 100 tests
were recerded for one ccromnent and 5 fbi-lures in 100 tests were recorded
for the other;, B'_&ehler (1) obtains, for t~he upper limit, .004.2. Madanzky
(4) obtains .00518.

Interpreting p, - 3/100, ý2 - 5/100 now as fail urerates, and using
equations (2..6) and (2.7), we obtain the followIng unblas~d estimates

E(F) P p=2) - .00150
A2 A2 '*2 (: A A2 A2

"Var (F). p i 2" l 1- 2 '- P2 (1"42

1 2n p P1
-8

-102ý56 x 10

so that

E•CF) 4 3. 162 V-r -F) .00470.

The corresponding linearized estimate based on (2.4) yields an upper limit
of .00491 so that a positive bias in the amount .00021 is thereby incurred.

V. En-,;,.,•, The following example indicates a simple application of (3.2a)
and (3.3a) to a system of a common generic type. In addition to computing
a lower 90% confidence limit for the reliability of the system, we exhibit
the structure or the associated variability explicitly and also take note of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

The system is made up of four assemblies in series (we shall assume
statistIcal independence throughout). The first assembly consists of a
single component. The second assembly consists of two identical compo-
nents in parallel, at leatt one of which must function for the assembly -to
fun.c:ion. The third assembly consists of three identical components at
least one of which must function. The fourth assembly consists of a single
component.

Preceding Page Blank
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I ~The following test dant. applies (IPUWed lucCuSS =Aoa):

t 21
*" 2 0 0

in* ie I:'i<i "i.
S•' " 2001 

' ,";.,. .

200,.•'":°

Corresponding to (3.2a) and (3.3m), respectiveli, we have

,£(F ) D i l - (I - ) .i . 3 ) 3 P 4 , .9 6 9

, i 1f l.

.a () ,P3 1- +

P2"3 4 ]10'•

199

S+ 3Pp P 19 -- 3" z.-?

('.wP2'.' (1-.3"41

P2 -6 3P4

Z 144.5xlO .

We obtein the desired lower lUut

S(F) - 3.16VQr .') .931.

* q

.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. +.. o"...... .... . ,..•.......:....:..• ..-... .,.- .. : . ,.. . . ..



Si. T cmp•oents of the variability sav as lolo .. .

a2 A-6
Var Pi - 47.68 1 10

-0
0 6-6' ~~~cf 0 a .2 44 x.....

1~P 0. .. ,3''•r

^0A
4. P

We thereby observe that some two-thirds of the total variability comes
from the final assembly alone, the remainder arising almost entirely from
the first. Observe that this conclusion is far from obvious, since the
assemblies cited are precisely those with the lowest observed failure
rates and, indeed, the lowest individual variances, It is therefore clear
that the most direct approach -to reducing the overall variability would be 4

to increase the number of tests on the fourth and first component types.

rinally, we observe a signal-to-noise ratio about 80. which,
according to Figure 1, io within a relatively fla't region of the bound C

Conaiderable variation in the estimate qf E (F) /V/-'V'F1 is therefore
not likely to influence is practical decision based on the estimated relia-
bility of the sjatem.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS. It is clear that If the observed success
ratios on all the components of a system are either zero or one, then the
computed variance of F (All 02, 0.) will vanish and no very useful ~
information is obtained. Thi%. case would repreaent an intrinsic limitation
of the method of moments, but from the standpoint of applications it does

* q%

.:j ;- _• .-._,..•._ _,.•.,•. • , ,........................................................................................................
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teBoyd Hershbaage.Niles White

The objective of this pa!pfer Is to show the functions which descrUbe
tereIntions existing betw'oen static test results (average mot-or pressure

and 50%111 burninq timae) and flight test results (burning distabnce, burnt v~elo-
cilty, mrn:;.imu.rn cartridge case pres-sure, muzzle velocity, and burn-out
time) of a spin stabilized rocket., A second objective i's to list confidence
limits in order 'that the results may be- better evaluated.

The~ equations found relating flight test.results to static test results

are generally linear or of linear form, except for one logarithmic term due
to flight t~emperatures. Equntions predicting burning distance, burnt velo-
city and burn-out time are described. These equations express the flight
test, values as functions of various static test result~s. The equations which
exp-ress flight test values are given in Lerms, of *i) six static -test values,
(I1) four static test values, (iii) three values found from th 'e six static test
values, and (Iv) logarithms of six static test values. -Generally, the equa-'
tions which Involve all the static values are bes-t for predictive purposes.
All the different typ-e equations mentioned are related to arithmetic means'
of flight test results and to arithmetic means of static test results.

Some relations si~milar to those mentioned above were found Involving
logarithms of variances rather than means. These equations do not predict
variances with as much accuracy as the corresponding eq,,ations predict
means. Thus, most of this paper will be devoted to a discussion of the best
equations which use means fibr variables..

There are a number of flight variables but of the three flight variables,
burning dirtance, burn-out time, and burnt velocity, the latter can be pre-
dicted with the most accuracy. The best equations predicting bUrnt velocity
are as follows:

y-= -5603.6 - 66004X - '.69340X + .32081X - 589.54X
b1 2 3 4

-1359. 2X 54 733. 30X 6+ 3675.9 log (X 7 + 623), 1

Preceding Page Blank
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gives the relation between burnt velocity., Yb' In feet per second and the
six static variables and teiuperature, where X1, X2 , X3 represent average
motor pres1uree In pounds per square inch at -400f, 70o7, and 1600F, re-
spectively; X4., X5 ) X6 rvpreuent 50% burning time in *scondo at "O4D,.

"* 700F, 1600F, respecttvely; and. X.7 t. one of the flight temperatures -204oT,
-7-o,, 1400F.

Yb L95 + .O776SX 2 + ."536X3 + 543.2Xs
-2 6. 7X6 -2. 3 29X7 2

, gives burnt velocity in terms of only five variables, .X2 . X3 . XS, X6 , X?,

dtfined as for equation (1).

7831.7 - 1.6075u, - 97.430u 2

+ 386.49u.3 3387.7 log . 7 +4578.8-) (3)

gives burnt velocity an a function of four variables ul uZ, u 3u and XT,
whereu Ilog XI -logX 4 , 4 =' log'X2  logX5 , u5 lo3 X 3 -lcgX 6 , end
X le defined as above.

All three of these equations are highly predictive. Just how good .
equation (1) is as a predictor of the actual flight values ca.n be seen by
looking at Tables I, 11. and III, where It will be observed that the predict-
ed values are less than 4.5% in error when compared with the actual flight
values. The 99% confidence intervals for predicted values at -20 0 F, 7.00F,
140-F are respectively,

2464.6! y y 2593.4.

2686.6 ! y C 2815.4, _ q

2840.8 yy • 2969.6.

. °



* Predicted Flight MeA..QrsenDftB 'UA1ng Equation M1

at -01

Nmixr Actoaa1 Predicted Percent........

* IValue 
Value value

1495 2440 2.486 -2.27

1157 . 2588 2529-27

1174 2580 2531 -1.59

1187 2628 2513 -.4.37

1248 2550 2560 .3. 99

1261 2502 25299

1280 ~.2480 2469 -4

1293, 2528 .2538 
.39

*1308 2482 252S 1.73

1342 . 2497 2516 .76

1351 2500 2490 .40

1399 2555 2523 -1.25

1361 . 2558 2490 -2.65

-1372 2496 . 2534 1.52

0373 247~5 2541 .2;66

182422563 3.68
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Predicted Flight Meusurements Usming Equmticw'(1

1487 2737 2705 -1.

1248 2775 27.82 .25

1261 2708 2751 1.58

OL1280 2708 2691 -. 62

1293 2737 2760 .84
130827462747.03

1342 2737 2738 .03

1392720 .2745 .. 91. 7
1352785 1.49.
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Predicted Flight Measurements Using Equation (1)

at140O~F
Mix _ _ _ _ _ _ _,__

Actual Predicted Percent
Value Value value

1495 2837 2862 .80 1 ...

1157 2954 2905 -1.65

.1174 2893 2907 . .48

1187 2980. 2889 -3.05

1248 2952 2936 , 5•".

1261 2890 2905 .51

1280 2878 2845" -1.141293 2910 - 29 14 .13 ••.''•

1308 2950 2901 -1.66

1342 2932 2892 -1.36

9 1351 2764 2866 3.69

1399 2890 2899 .31

1361 2865 2866 .03

1372 2952 2910 1.96

1373 29!0 2917 .24

1385 2888 2939 1.76

A study similar to the relationship between static firings and flight

firings have been considered by the Army Rocket and Guided Missile Agency

involving physical test data. Propellants designated A, B. C, and D were

mixed and cast in cylindrical specimens and subsequently guillotine sliced

and dog bones stamped out. Propellants A, B, and C specimens had two

vertically aligned dots spaced one inch apart, and a photographic technique

was used to rpeasure the longitudinal extension. This technique should

eliminate minor dimensional changes. Propellant D did not utilize the photo-

graphic technique. In all cases, however, the propellant was obtained from

a cylindrical carton and no attempt was made to number these propellant

samples to designate them from adjacent samples. All propellants are within

batch data except propellant D which is five batches.

..............
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The sta'nae 40f eft s tpsdas a e* a 1w1I antd suE p•byd.
* property data ai- surnmarzed beow.

Pro'pellma.

-40 78 143 -40 7B 143 -40 78 143

Strain at
MWx. Stress 4.1 6.3 2.4 39.5 7.6 14.6 31.2 7.S 6.8 •O
Std. Dev. %

Total .309
Variation 0.48 1.03 0.96

;- Impulse-% NK-NSO l0 -0

Propellant D

-250° 780? 1250F

FStrain at 12.08 8.35 5.30
,Maximum 13.51 27.50 9.70
Stress 15.25 21.92 8.27
Standard 14.93 30.66 12.58
Deviation 15.85 31.41 9.46

AVERAGE 16.85 25.6 9.1

Total Impulse
Variation .0.70 (N-26)

This data it considered tentative; however, the wide variation in
standard deviation for propellants B, C, and D is considered signigicant,
and attempts will be made to explain this phenomenon. Certainly with these. . . I
wide within batch variations quality control at the mix site does not appear
to be the answer. Perhaps polymer control and/or better dispension of the

. . .,. .,.

S.-.,, . -
.. .•. ... ,.
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liquid sdid phase and subsequaent polymerization to In order. It may be
significant that the propellant designated A is a solution process and the
vdriatlori of total Impulse might.. be even lower if the formulation wore out *,

of the regearch stage asu'hL propellant D.

Statistically designed experiments on a rother large scale have been
*prpcpsad flor this physical test study. When these experiments involve

8tramped out dog bones the an~alysis should shoty whether the new techniques
c.5n be used to describe the variable in flight tests for the several types
*of solid propellants and for environmental effects.



* PROBULEMS WN THE AN4ALYSIS AND iNTIRMLT1IOU"
OF INFORMATION PROCESSING EXPERIMENTSW

•ai Emil H. Jabe and William A. Drown**

SOperation$ Research Department

Institute of Science and Technology
The Univerit of Michigan

Studios in information processing are being conducted by the Infor- I

mation Procesming Task lIPT) of Project MICHIGAN in the Institute oi
Science and Technology of The University of Michigan. The experiments
utilize "real world" elements and simulated elements.

The "real world" part consists of a processing station manned and
operated by a six member crew. On the other hand, the non-real parts
comprise a simulated tactinal situation and simulated military sensors
whos-e purpose is to furnish information on enemy task force movements*
-A crew is assigned the task of keeping up with the locations of enemy
elemenms in the simulated tactical situation. Differences betweeth the
"postulated" locations and the true positions in a specific problem or
run provide a score which is the measurement of the performance of a

* 4 crew. This score Is the response variable which is being analyzed.

This general description of what is being.done needs to be expanded '
in terms of:

1. The tactical situtation being studied,

2. The operation of the processing station,

3. The factors which have been studied,

4. The inputs to the station,

S. The outputs of the statio."

•*This work was conducted by the Information Processing Task (IPT) of

Project MICHIGAN under Department of the Army Contract DA-36-039 .
SC-78801, administered by the U. S. Army Signal Corps.

"" *Mr. Brown is now with the Phybi..s Dcpartment.

.. .. .. J



'". ' Understanding of these five items will be aided by a flow chart diagram cd -
the operations, see Figure L

"n tfThe simulated tactical maneuver s take place within a military reserve.
tion in the western of-ted States. The area of interest po roughly a squaret-. ~~measuring 20 miles on a side. It is assumed that It to daylight with clear -i-

weather and the Blue fortes have air svperiority e Red ores consist of ,
iarts of two dck tiors which have moved into the rtser. ation ara an attack-
in fore. Blue e porces frese to repel the attaoking Reds. It is epertf d"m
tha at ued forces will be d pspatehad to counter the Blue movements. These

nRed Forces may mave about 20-25 miles usually on ward through the re-bili
fservation arero between 1300 and 1700 hours. A notinl amount of mteoella-

ec-ed sneous traffic in the gea vcalle n tactical noise) takes place due mto Red" 1 ~~movements not directly associated with the moving task forces. ":"

,It is the funttion of tsellance inoratio proessing station

i.e.,s to tra'ck ttiese cchcentrations and report where they are at selected:5
jtimes. OV~here they areg, of course, means where they are estimated to-,'.',.

.ance of combat surveillance processing system concepts as Implemented "2'''i'l

of station personnel to locate military concentrations an a function of eel-
acted sensor characteristics, the given tactical situation and the modes'"''i.

of operation of the station itself.:

In a number of experiments five crews have been used to operate the
station with each crew repeating the same problem five times. The latter
effect is referred to as "Repetitions.* Other factors that have been varied
are the scan rates for the two sensors used and the detection probabilities
of these sensors. The number of moving Red Task Forces has usually been
held fixed for a single experiment but has varied from one to five among
experiments. In one experiment the number of moving task forces was
varied with levels 1. 2. 3, 4, or 5. b

An IBM 709 computer is used to prepare the inputs to the processing
station. A set of computer programs store the terrain information and the
Red Task Force m•nements In the target area. In addition, the computer
programs simulate the output ofthe sensors and messages and overlays
are prepared for the surveillance station to process. The content and na- I g
ture of these inputs to the station are modified from the actual task force
movements by:

A

.-:,.... .
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1 i 1. ine of sight considerations which art checked by the ¶
computer program,

2. The particular treatrnent comblnaUons applied for the run
(experimental unit), which introduce stc(hastic elements
through the detection probcbilities of the sensors simulated.

For a single experimental unit (a run of the station for one afternoon)
the information received by the station is based upon these computer sirhu-
letions and this information Is used by the st.ation personnel to track the
Red Task Forces.

~fit
The output of the processing station consists of reports on the location

of a Red Task Force. The chief of the station crew is designated as the
"Postulator. lie is expected to give the locations d the task forces when
requested todo so by the control section. These locations are specified
in terms of map coordinates that delineate the perimeters of the terrain
"occupied by a task force. Such locations may be either an area or a route
or a combination of areas and routes. The response for any one task forceK
is limited to eight map points for each predictiont. A scoring progrhm using
Monte Carlo techniques converts the station outputs into error distance
scores.

In designing the first experiments, the Latin-Square configuration
seemed most adaptable to the investigation of effects of interest. Per-
formance or employment variations of the sensors have provided the treat- r
ment levels for the experiments. Since it was desirable to investigate
several factors at a number of levels In one experiment, the 5 x 5 orthogonal "
square was chosen as the basic design. Rows and columns of a square have
been designated as "repetitions" and "crews,," res ,ectively. That is, five
crews have been used with each crew being prese, •ed the same problem five
times but with a different set of treatment combinations imposed for each
time. From some points of view it would be desirable to present a new
tactical situation to each crew for each repetition or run of a problem.

In order to grasp more readily the layout of the experiments, Tables I
and 2 are presented. For the designation of the treatment levels in the
cells of the orthogonal squnre, the numbers 1, 2,3,4, and 5 are used. For
example, crew 3 on its first repetition was presented with level 2 of Factor
X, level 5 of Factor Y and Level 4 of Factor Z. -

"Within each cell of the orthogonal square, i.e. , for a single run, usually
eihjht reports are made by the crew on the location of task forces. Theiie re-
ports are spaced In time at 20-minute Intervals during the development of the

i
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Design of' Experialas S. -

Table 2 ." "'

RANDOMIZATION Ot TH~E DESIGN FOR 31,001 P

Crows

S1 2 3 4

Repititions

1 3,3,2 1,4,3 2,5,4 4,1,5' .5,2,1 1-

2 2,4;S 4,5,1 5111 2, 1,2 1,2,3

3 4,2,4 5,3,5 3,4,1' 1,5,2 2,1,3

5,5,3 3,1,4 1,2,5 2,3,1 4,4,2

5 1,1,1 2,2,2 4,3,3 5,4,4. 3,5.5

*•or Block I the factors varied were X, Y, and Z (refer Table I above). Thus,

the numbers 3,3, and 2, for urew 1, Repetition 1 refers to levels 3,3, and 2,
respectivoly for X, Y, and Z as described in Table 1. The factors U, V, and
W were fixed at levels 1, 5, and 1, respectively, for eaoch of the 25 cells of
the Block I experiment (again refer to Table 1).

- !... . ...
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simulated tactical situation. Thus, the structure of an experiment might
be duscribad an orthogonal square with split-plot features provided by the
time spacing and the targets. The term split-plot is used because of the
similarity with the standard s-lUt-plot ea:p'riment whether the main plot
structure be a randorrlzd conpliste block or Latin Square. Within each main
plot or call of the orthogonal square,. eight observations are obtained (one
for each timo) for each tisk force. But, of courss, neither time nor targets
can ba randosnized as required for a split-plot design.

In considering uni-variate analyses of variance for theme e~xperimnents,
these problems may be stated:

1. The rows of the square, designated as repetitions, do not li'' -

conform to the usual pattern for rows and columns in a
Latin Squý,re. The rows within each column may be expected" '
to have some unknown dependence or correlation.

This situation could be remedied if different tactical situations were pro-
sented to the crews. Admittedly mote Lactical situatl4fns could be developed
for the one reservation bding used, but this has not been done to date, We
have even suggested using different terrain areas for each repetition, i.e.,
one situation might be at Ft. Bragg, another at Camp Vol k, another at Camp .
McCoy, etc. Clearly, this would remove the memory element for the crew
in remembering what happened to Task Foice Alif on the last run, and
thus, reduce the unknown correlations in each column. Such an experiment
would seem to be somewhat unrealistic, however, in that a surveillance
group would normally function within a limited terrain area for a period of
time.

2. Degrees ot freedom for assessing main plot treatments are
too few. Should we combine four degrees of freedom error
terms from successive experiments?

An alternative suggestion is to try to increase the error degrees of
freedom within a single experiment. This increase may be accomplished
by breaking out the individual degrees of freedorm for the quantitative factors
and using the higher order, cubic and quartic, effects to add to the four de-
grees of freedom for error.

First, Table 3 presents four degrees of freedom error terms from success-
ive experiments.

* .*~I . ...... . . .
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* Table 3- -.- '-,

Error Mean Squares from Five xperiments .. ,
,Lited by Target (Task Force)

• • N~~~~ean e~aeret{otr_ rori- .... ,.

Target

0 1 .2 3 4 5.

S1 2.97

2 2.69

3 1.5 0.82 -7.2.

4 3.36 2.13 0.83 0.79

5 2. 1 4.8 2,7 0.62 1.1

These mean squres In Table 3 are obtained from an analysis of transformed .;< '
data, i.e., natural logartthms of the original error distance scores expressed
in meters. Selection of an appropriate transformation Is a problem in Itself
which is not included In this paper, (2)

On the other hand., combining cubic and quartic effects with the error .*',

sum of squares has been curried out for some of the experiments and partial !...

[O results are displayed in Table 4. From the available evidence both of the
approaches suggested appear useful for Increasing the sensitivity of the ex-
periments.

3. The split-plot interpretation for time as a factor is not valid.

.O 4. What interpretations can be made if an overall univarlate analysis

*Vartable analyzed Is the natural logarithm of th'i observed error score.
* Source: (1).

_,.' •.. 9
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of variance is computed with both Uiwe anrd -targets as
apparent split-plot. factors and there is interest in inter-
aCtibns with main plot treatments?

i The questions (3) and (4) may be considered together. An example of an
analysis of variance for one experiment appears in Table 5, below. The real
problem is "Wneit is the proper interpretation of that part of the analysis in
Table 5 below the four de-gree of freedom error term?* The Motdel implied by
the analytsL seems incdequate for the experimental situation. (3) The parti-
culAr a.xniple shown In Table 6 present~a no problems; all the observed inter-

haction mean squares are 'small' in relation to the r#,sidual meen square.. -The
situation IS quite different, however, for other experiments of the series.

5. The preceding questions raise the issue of alternative designs.
Hence, what designs are practicable and desirable for these

L ~experiments ?

Due to limitations on number of crews smaller squares, e.g. , 4 x 4,
and so-me Youdt-n Squares have been u~sed. Also, some non-orthogonal do-
signs have been used since least squares analysis is easy with our computing
facilities. (4) The istest design considered le~an incomplete bloc~k desion

* from the clasj of partially halanced deligns with two associate classes-. (5)
Actually;* factorial arrangements of the treatment com~binations should be used
so that most of the two-factor interactions could be measured. The 5 x 5

* ~orthogtonal square with treatments assigned in three languages Is in facta 1
in 12 5 fra-ction of the total design and does not permit assessment of any
desired interactions. To date a feasible factorial arrangement has not been
worked out. The limitation to three crews is severe. An examination of the I
National Bureau of Standards publication, AMS 48, for some of the smaller
fractional designs indicates that four or eight crews might be used to block
the experiment in an acceptable manner. (6) This blocking procotdure, how-
ever, would affect the assessment of the Ocrew effect" since crews would

* be confounded with any other extraneous effects. which the block. are do-
signed to remove in evaluating the treatments. It is believed that the result-
ant confounding would be no greater, perhaps, thai the assignment of crews
to columns of the Latin Squares. Some extraneous effects, e.g. , such as a
particular crew always working on the same day of the week, have been
present In the already completed series of experiments. On the other hand,

a * ~introduction of the trick of a pseudo-factor, i.e., dividing four crews into. E
two groups of two crews each would permit direct introduction of crews as a
factor in an experiment. (7)

S
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*Models of wider generality are described In this paper. Both univariat•
and multivariate analyses are outlined.
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* MUIVTAMTE7 ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT WWICMIGN ZFKPMOANTS*

Emil H Jbs
;,,., ~~Operations .Resear'ch Deprte-nt••....

,,r, -•ue of nc. m and Technology

.The University of Michigan

In discussing this aspect of the M (Project MICHICAN) experiments. ,
it is not necesstary to repeat the general description given for the univariate

".' analysis point of view. () A brief descriptlon of multivaruate analysis may
ke useful in. beginning this discussion. For example, in bybrid corn breed-
Ing work, the yield of corn per acre is usually the prime variable of interest.

*,"In some Investigations, however, 11 In desirable to consider also the starch
content, the oil content and the per cent protein of the yield. In an Indus-
trial context, one may conceive of bars of steel being made up with varying .
alloy contents and residual aniounts of impurities. Then a metallurgist •.
might measure-the tensile strengths, hardness, and electriel conductivity
of saimples of the bars. The e,~erimental. unit In this steel example would
appear to ba a batch of bars and the sampling might be done so as to enable t
the study of variation- between bars and within bars for the same batch. But
the response variables are three--the average tensile strength, the average
hardness, and the average conductivity--for each katch.

The aim of multivarlate analysts of variance is to make a simultaneous
analysis of the three responses for each batch of steel bars. Statistically.
we become concerned with the analysis of a random vector rather than a
single random variable, say yield, as is usual in the hybrid corn example
described above.

The essential features of the extension to the multivariate situation.

are as follows: - - - -

We have the i1th response in the trivarlate case as a vector
(Y H Y21, Y 3 1 ). The expectation of this vector ts then ()","00)9- Wth ..
a sample of n such vectors we may form a sample matrix of sums of squares *-
and sums of cross-products or of variances and co-variances. Thus,

•*This work was conducted by the Information Processing Task (IP- of Proje"

MICHIGMN under Department of the-rAmy Contract DA-26-039 SC-78801. ad-
ministered by the U. S. Army Signal Corps..

. .. °... , .
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i 1'Y YlY2 Y "i " 3
|..

i .221 '22 723

731 Y3 2  Y33

where the sumrnmaton over i - 1, 2j..-n i suppressed for each elemtt in 8. f
ifwetake S 1) we. ave

"U 1 3 13

'21 '22 823

31 32 33-,

These matrices are, of course, symmetrical about the leading diagonal and
in s, this same diagonal contalns the sample variances for each of the re-,
sponses. The off diagonal, elements are the sample co-variances. In writing
the expectation of the matrix a, a capital i is used and the 8j'Ui arereplaced by the Or ' as '" '"'

The description just given applios to simplerandom sampling from

a homogenous universe. When the experimental arid sampling procedures
are more complex, the sums of squares and sums of cross-products may be
subdivided in the usual manner by the analysis of variance.

Some further statistical features may be noted. In the expectation
matrix, Z if aij - 0 for I$j then the elements of the observed vectors
will usually be independent random variables. On the other hand, if

" 0,, for some I and J, I # J,'then the vector elements will be correleted.
In the extreme case, W,/Oacould equal 41 or -1. Uf this were true,
the multivariate analysis would not add to the information. All the essential
facts would be provided by a univariate analysis of variance for one of the
elements of the response vector. The cases of interest then are zero oar-
relation or moderate cmrelation.

From the infoonatlon -w signal poirt of view. we may say that in the
trivarLate case, each experimental unit gives us three signals. These signals

. .- ,,_*

•~~.'?,.'... '..-. .. '.-.,'. '. . .. ,"- -'.... . .... . .- -•.. . . . .. .... ..
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seldom are independent.. Multivariate analysis seeks to extract more infer-
mation from tha combination of signals than might be obtained fr6m considering
any one of the signals.

Details about computational procedures for carrying out a multtvariate
analysis of a response vector are omitted from this brief description. Severae . -•

sources deacribe the computations for various situations and purposes (2.3.
4,7 and 8). An interesting example it treated in some detail by Smith and&
Gnanadeeiken. (5) Other examples are described in varying degrees of.detall
in the references noted.

Now, it may be asked, "In what way may we apply the multiveriate,
analysis concepts to these IPT experiments?" First, even-for experiments
I and 2, in which the tactical situation displayed only one moving Task Force, s .. ,

we have a vector of obsetvations for each experimental unit. To repeat, one
experirrmentil unit was a single run of the station for one afternoon with a

* given crew and a particular repetition, The eight reports on Taok Force ALFA
at 20-minute intervals form the vector of observations.

I have tried to look at this Time aspect of the experiments in various
ways. As described in (1) the structure of the experiment is an orthogonal
square with an apparent split-plot feature provided by these observations
spaced in Time within each cell of the square. Since Time is not, and Coannot
be in any sense, randomized as a factor or treatment. within the cells the
split-plot approach is not valid even though all calculations are carried out
as for a split-plot experiment. V..•

One type of multiple response view of these experiments is to conside.
an analogy with certain agronomic experiments. (6) Examples are perennial
crops such as alfalfa and asparagus with several cuttings each season and
harvest over several seasons before a field is replathted. In such experiments.,
all the yields over time may be added together for each experimental unit and
these unit totals analyzed. Interest in these experiments also centers on the h..
distribution of yields over tinme (Just as there is interest in the fluctuation of
the error distance scores over time). Therefore, complete partition of the
total variation among the individual yields is undertaken to understand the
experiments. Interpretation is, however, complicated by the correlations in
time of the observed yields. The same problem exists in the information
processing experiments. The eight reports over time for the same crew and
repetition are obviously related in some unknown manner. Adequate replica-
tion solves part of the problem in some agronomic experiments but it appears
that multivariate analysis techniques may be helpful. . *

~. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Beginning with the third experiment the information procesuing a- e"y.
paritments exhibit an added foeture. Multiple targets were lntroduocd, (i..,
the crews wore asked to'ake reports on the locations of three or mome Task
Toroes.) Thus, even for a single time, say 1500, a vector of responses is'
obtained. For theLae experiments it appears that imultivariate analysis might

be applied In two ways:

i •1. By aummlin or averaging over targets and using the time saoe
aa the vector of responses, or alternetlvoly,

2. Avereging over time end using the error scores for the several-
tarqati as the vector of responses.

* In full generality, it appoars that eeah experimental unit for experiments
3, 4 cnd 5 provids a matrix of reaponaes. This mttrix which is R by 0
has ono row for eý.•oh targst and one column for each time at which' reports
are given on tnret poittions. To d•ote I m:n not swcre of any exaiting math-

*ods for dtValing with cnmttrinc of reeponmem for each rnxpertmontal unit, It
has been pointod out that the dita may be viewed. as a vector of RO dimen- .

Isons for eacti expicrlmontal unit.

It is oleor from the description given that semve approaches may be
used for analyzing the data from tha information processing experimennts
even though no methods areavnilablo currently for doeling with the mathl7m
of responses, Restated thtee approaches are:

1. Univariate analyses of variance

a. A separate analysis for each element of the matrix of
reaponses. A total of RFO analyses vwuld be obtained.

b. Analysis by summing the columns of the matrix and consid-
ering Time am a factor in the analysis#,

c. Analysis by summing the rows of the matrix and conaidering
Targets as a factor in the anAlysis,

d. A combination of (b) and (c) Just mentioned with both 'e ".*
and Targets considered as factors in the analysis. ,

* * . **~~ , , - * *.'..
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2. MulUvarlate analynes cd varianoe

S• a. Separate analysis for each row of the matrix ,Ie., for'
* .each target) using the data from the Time spsoc an the

vector of responses,

b. Separate analysis for each column of the matrix (i.e.,
* . .' oft each time) using the data from the multiple targeat
3 • as the vector of responses,

c. Two analyses based on 1. (b) and L.c), above, w..." "
the response vectors are In the Time space and in te
Target space, respectively.

"" 't t ~ ~Now, it will be useful to consider some aspects of the computations In • -. i

S, making a multivariate analysts for one of the experiments, say experiment . ."
four with four targets and eight times. Among the t eferencea cited, (3) W'11 a ,,...
found to be the most• helpful in desc•ribing the procedures. Specifically, Chapter ,.'.'.

7, Section 7dgives the details for the multivariate analysis of dispersion.
The distribution theory foi the test criterion (lAkelihood Ratio) Is complex but *

Chi Square end Variance Ratio approxim'ations are available. The approprite "."
I •~~~~ample statistic Is V w -m log ), where X, is the ratio of two determinonts. .'•' '

. ~~The statistic V h~s an approxim~ate Chi Square distribution with pq degrees '" """

of freedom. For p we may take thevalue eight or fourdependingon whether we "
choose theaTime space or Target pcoevector. -FoM q we have the value 4, the !L M
number of the degrees of freedom for the main effect to be tested. Thuss
pq u (4 or 4(4). It would seem that a Chi Square with either 32 or 16 degrees -. ,
of freedom would provide a fairly sensitive test. There is a catch, however. '
In the formula given for V there appears the factor ra. This IW 1.+.

where n is the sum of the degrees of freedom for treatments 2
plus error. In experiment four, the n value 4s 8 - 4 + 4, so

m-B- -l.5 cr .,.
2

m- 4- 4 +,1 -3.5. ...
2

Thus, sensitivity of the multivariate test is measured not only by pq, the
degrees of freedom for V, but also by the vector m which has implcitly ,

embedded in it the usual degrees of freedom foc erros. Since 0 <,( 1, '

'f

- - . "'.'.'.'.',..' '::_. . ... ." . . ,',. .'. •t -f._.--..- ---f.',.... -.. .. . . . ...- . -.-..ftw. . -.".. '-ft .
. . . . . . .. . . .. .. ........ ** f .. -. f t .f t -f ... .... ... . , . .. •. .,•
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we see tht a larger m value helps to obtain a significant Chý Square

value.

SAlternatively, we might use tha Varian.- Ratio approximation instead .

of the stetistic V. The P obtained has degrees of freedom pq and ma
+ 2 X where pq Is as already gIven. For mu + 2A.one obtains about -1.95

ft for the Time responso vector and about +7,21 for-the Target response vector.
It to to be noted that ms + 2). need not be integral for definIng the degrees
"of freeýdom of the vuriance ratio. Since F Is not defined for negative de-
grees of freedom the Time response vector cannot be considered. The Tar-
get response vector might be considered for an F(16,7.21). .,-.

In summary, a multivariate analysis of variance may be computad for
* the information processing experiments using either the Time or Terget re-

sponse vectors. The V criterion is a little more direct to obtain in that
slightly less computing is required. For both ateticttos, F or V, the main
problem is acjLn one of Inadoiquate degrees of frecd.om for error. ,Either the
orthogonpal squares uued should be replicated or a more sensitive design
shouil be adopted.* ..

• ~t*. ft." 4.

rar

"*The problem of other designs is discussed further in (1).

-. ;..,,o. r . . . . .
. t t t . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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COMPUTATION OF ECPECTZD RESOLUTION IMPROVEMENT

• FACTOR OF AN INVERSE FTE SYSTEM AP

Chandler Stewart
Mine Detection Branch

Engineering Research and Developmer.t laboratories L. -:

Recent research, such a that of Bracewell in radio astronomy, and

Marachal in photography, has demonstrated the principal of improving the

tima or position resolution of a detectton system,. by suitable processing

of the detector output. The U. S. Army Engineer Research and Develop-..

ment Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, is attempting with the assist-

ance of Drexel Inatitute of Technology to predict the expected advantages

and requirements of the resolution improvement principle under specific

conditions, such as in land mite detection systems. These predictions

are needed for guidance of experimental research or, in the case of a

negative result, for saving the cost of an experimenntal program.

The objectives of the resolution improvement filter are shown quali-

tatively in the first slide. (Slides are placed at the end of this article.) ,-.'.'..,

The true lntensity distribution of the detected property is represented by

,he left hand view, and the output of a detector of poor resol4tion is shown

"by the center view. By. passing the detector output through a filter whose

transmission spectrum is the reciprocal of that of the dbtector, one can expect .

an improvement in resolution, as indicated by the right hand view.

Of course, we expect to pay for this improvement by a reduction in

signal-to-noise ratio and a loss of response accuracy. Our first computation

objective is to obtain curves of resolution improvement factor versus noise

cost. Slide 2 gives qualitative definLtions, of some of the terms we use in

the one dimensional analysis. For example, the detector signal from scan-

ning an infinitesimal particle is given in (5), and the corresponding narrower

filter output pulse is shown at (9). The ratio of these is the resolution

improvement factor, (1), of the filter. shown under (17), at the lower left *

hand corner. The right hand column lists the spectral form of each space

function. For example, the upper frequency limit of the system is desig-
nated as KX, in (10).

'Using these concepts, (Slide 3) we obtained a curve of resolution -"

improvement factor I versus noise cost for a one dimensional system by

obtaining each of these variables as a function of the frequency limit K¢.

"- " I .. .. .

**..•

' . . ." ..
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We did this by first obtaining the particle response function of the
detector in the space domain. The curve is shown in Slide 4 on a semi-
logarithmic chart..

I Then we -obtained the Fourier transform over a limited, frequency
range. The negative portion of the curve win inverted to permit display

on a ae rilogarithmic chart. '(Slide 5) The next,step was to obtain the
filter spectrum which is theoretically the reciprocal of this curve. Such
a filter would have infinite gain at these zero crossings; therefore, to
obtain a finite solution, we omitted an arbitrary region around these In-
Sfinite poles.

Then, by the formulas given in the third slide, we calculated on
an IBM 650 Computer the resolutiou Improvement factor versus noise cost.
(Slide 6) Since this result applies only to a hypothetical one dimensional
system, it has very little value for guidance of experimental research.
However, the mAthernottcal steps employed, may give some insight into
thp requirements for obtcining the corresponding expected performnane, of
a reul two dimensional system. ..

Comparable calculations were attempted for the two dimensional
filter, and the spectral values were obtained for 121 points. (SlIde 7)
However, it was noted that, because of the high magnifichtion of errors
in taking the reciprocals of low spectral values, the integrated noise
results were extremely dependent %4pon arbitrary choices, such as the
relation of chosen values of the independent variables to the poles, and
the width of the excluded polar regions. For this reason, these results
are considered unreliable, and will serve only as springboard for further
research, and as an interim guide pending more accurate results. It is
interesting to note that the area resolution improvement factor seems to
follow the square of the one dimensional resolution improvement factor.
This is approximately what one would expect.

Drexel Institute has been searching unsucc -isf ly for compute-
tional short cuts on this problem, and h"i just rM. e-ntly turned its attention
to developing a convoluation integral procedure which would eliminate
the need for Fburier transform calculations. This study is still in progress.

Because of our failure, after a year of trying, to obtain adequate
filter performance predictions, it seems wise to proceed with preliminary
experimental research without benefit of the hoped-for theoretical guidance.

" " " ~ * " .• " .. . . . ."'; - i I':- 'T i •. ... ,:•... .'": • •?" :"i
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A search for techniques for carrying out the two dimensionl Inverse

filter process physically has yielded only two proposals. One is the

optical analog system shown, in which the Input is used to modulate a

light beam. (Slide 8) This light is analyzed, by means of lenses, into

the spectral distribution of the input, at which point a spectral filter per-

forms the necesserY filter function by its light transmission properties.

Another lens reconstitutas the image back into the space domain. One

limitation of this system is the need for maintainring coherency of the light

throughout the process, and the consequent requirement for maintaining

optical dimensional tolerances on the light transmission components.

This limitation is avoided in the second proposal, in which the

light modulation Is maintained in the apace domain through6ut, and the

input is cross correlated with the filter function, also distributed in the

space domain. However, In both systems the filter function is bi-polar..

Wn haven't yet found a practical way to accommodate the negative regions

without sacrificing accutacy.

We will appreciate any suggestions, which may help us to complete

the two dimensional performance prediction computations., or which may

lead us to the best physical design of filter. References to ot)wr groups

active in this area would be especially valuable.

.'
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COMPUTATION OBJECTIVES

A. com~put~ation of one and two-dimensional Rlebolution
* !~mprovemnent Factor ()versus Noisea. Cost, In required. .

For one dimensional procesaliw.

I K0 Z X/3. 7910

where Kc,-filter cut-off frequency, and

Z~X -width~ of detector response function.

Noise Cost -10 log~ xco 1 F( db
10

2. cl 12.

*K 
0

.where Xci -value, of KC fo kI, and

F(K W spectral (Fourier) response of inverse filter. .

For two-dimensional processing, similar formulas can be
developed by replacing K with the wave number variables u1 and v.
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REFLECTING OPTICS

Donald W. Rees j
U. S. Army Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command

1501 Beard
Detroit 9. Michigan.

The increased neod for ballistic and radiological protection in '
Ordnancehie, the need fonresed surveillance
of the .drea surrounding the vehicle, has dictated the development of a
viewing system capable of covering a large field of view from a small
aperture. In the recent pa•st many attempts have been made at increased
'field viewing. In the motion picture industry (in particular) the pursuit
of wider angle pre .entations'has led to the development -of fany com-
mercial optical systems. The following table lists several of these
systems,• touther with their horizontal coverage and aspect ratio.

INiL UH~rizontl Covraem Aspect Ralio

Cineraisa 146~ 2. 06 tolI
Cinemascope 1140 2.55 to I
Cinema 160 1600 - 2.26 to I
Todd AO 1289 2.00 to I
Circarama 3600 5.14 to 1'

The optics used in these systems aro of a'refractive nature. In general,
refractive optical arrangements ace more desirable for use In imaging
because of their compactness and physical cturdiness. However, they
appear to be less desirable than reflective optics for wide angle imaging
because of their inability to capture extremely wide angle imaging without
the use of several -systems operating in tandem. Refractive systems also
have rather low optical efficiencies compared to those employing reflective
optics. Vie-wing systems utilizing pure reflecting optics and reflecting
optics in combination with refracting optics have achieved fields of view
up to 3600. M~ost of these optical arrangements have been developed to
imitate visual movement in connection with various types of ride and
flight simulators. The University of California, Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Douglas Aircraft, and Curtis Wright are presently engaged
in the development of simulators utilizing wide angle visual'presentation.

The viewing system currently under development by U. S. Army
Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command utilizes a convex hyperbolic mirror
as an image collector and a concave ellipsoidal surface as a viewer.

. . . . *" + ' ' "" .. . . . i li lll i . . . I i " " % " .
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Figure* 1 illustrates a proposed application of the system in a closed pad
vehicle.

The hyperbolic image collector is mounted on the vehicle in such a
manner as to give an unobstructed view of the surrounding area. The ver-
tical image of the mirror is picked up by a television camera. using a wide
angle lens and conveyed to a closed circuit television projection system.
The irnnge is projected into the elliptical screen from the outer focus of'
the ellipse. The scene is then viewed from the inner focus of the ellipse.
To &~te, a television Link has not been integrated into the arrangement.
A sixteen millimeter motion picture camera utilizing both color and black
and white lilm is being used to determine such parameters as lens focal
lengths and optimum shapes for image collectors and viewers.

An illustration of the typical image collector is shown in Figure 2.
Due to the geometric configuration of the real object and the virtual image.

the center of focus of the pickup lens should be at the outer fucus of the
hyperbole. Location in any other position will tentd to create distortion.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate three possible methods of image din-
play. Projection directly into a diffuse elliptical screen (Figure 3 ) is t~he
simplest of the three methods.

The image projector is located on a line between the inner and outer
foci. The distance from the screen to the inage projector is determined
by the focal length of the lene. Thus, the shorter the focal length'of thei
lens used, the closer the projector may be placed to the elliptical screen.
The screen is then viewed from the proximity of the inner focus. The focal .
spot is not critical in this case since the system is diffuse. The viewer
need only limit himself to a spherical area approximately 18 inches in dia-
meter surrounding the inner focus. Despite its simplicity, this method ham
one serious drawback. When a scene Is viewed in the lower area of the

*. ellipse, the distance between the image and the viewer's eyes Is quite
small. This makes eye focus and convergence rather difficult and tends to
cause eye strain.

If the diffuse elliptical screen is now replaced by a specularly re-
I* flecting ellipsoid, the foci of the system becomes much more critical. The

image projector must be located exactly at the far focus of the screen. The * .
projection lens must then havv an exact focal length determined by the image
"required. The inner focus of the ellipsoid is, in this case, a very sharp focal ,..
point. Since the focal spot is small, viewing this system necessitates using

S~L.---
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only one eye at a time. This cordittco seTr .qsly restricts this system's ..

"use as a viewing device. Any movement of the viewer's eye fro. the focal. "'.-'-" ."
spot would tend to introduce extreme distortion. Figure 4 illustrates the ., -.."". ..,".."

optical geometry involved in the specular ellipsoid. From this figure it may " -
be obesrved that the image plane takes on a spherical configuration with . •
the center at the inner focus of the ellipse. The spherical radius Is equal

* to the optical distance from the Image projector to the viewing focal spot.

If a diffuse screen is now inserted Into the ellipse as shown In
Figure 5, a coribination of several of the chnrecteristics of each of the
two previous systems results. The diffuse screen Is a spherical section , .0
with a radius of curvature equal to the distance between the outer focus of
the ellipse and the intersection point of the minor axis and the elliptical
surface.

The Image projector location in this case Is dependent upon the focal , .
length of the Ions as in the' case of the diffuse ellipse Figure 3. The inner
focus is again enlarged to a spherical configuration of about 18 inch~s in x....
diameter. The main advantage of this vi•wer over the diffuse elliptical
type lies in the position of the image plane. As may be seen in Figure 5,

3I the image plane takes on a spherical configuration similar to that in Figure
4. The radius of the spherical image plane is, in this case, equal to the . .
length of the optical path from the inner focus to the diffuse screen. This
radius is somewhatt smaller than the radius of the image plane in the purely
reflective system. It is, however, large enough to eliminate the eye focus
and convergence problem encountered in the use of the diffuse ellipsoid.
It is felt that, of the three viewing methodu previously mentioned, the method
involving the use of a diffuse screen and specularly reflecting ellipsoid Is
more readily adaptable for use in the system.

If the diffuse screen is removed and replaced with a television Mont-
tor tube having a face with a similar 'adtus of curvature, a geometric con-
figuration of optical paths equal to those shown in Figure 5 will result. The •
monitor tube arrangement, shown in Figure 6, Is considerably smaller and
lose cumbersome than any of the previous systems. The size and position . .
of the scan lines however, may cause some loss in resolution.

* Motion pictures using the hyperbollu pickup were taken from both a
"stationary tripod, as shown in Figure 7, and a moving vehicle, as shown in "..
Figure 8. The location of the pickup on a vehicle creates a problem which
may cause driver discomfort. If the image former vere located in the driver's
compartment of the vehicle, as illustiated in Figure 8, the location of the

L
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pickup and the Image former would be quite different with -respect. to the
center of gravity of the vehicle. Any roll' pitch. or yaw encountered by

tevehicle would have a magnitude at tecollector different from that
Sat the ima~ge former. The vehicle operator, sitting In the nmeger, will feel V

one magnitude of motion and see another. Thii sensation may cause motioni
sickness In some extreme cases.

The experimental set up of the dtffuse ellipsoid is shown In Figure 9.
It was constructed by mnoldtng glass fiber mat over a male elliptical form.
The ptojecttr shown Is a 16mm K~odak Analyst with a Weinborg Watson Modi-
fication which enables the film to be single framned for closer study.

Several of the basic problems involved in the development of a panora-
mic viewer may be states as: (a) the determination of the optimum shape
and size of the hyporbola and ellipse; (b) the selection of projection and
collection 'enses of the proper focal le~ngth; (c) thi. determination of the
possible problems caused by the difference in position of driver and image
collector; (d) the evaluation of each of the three methods of Isnage forming
along with some of their modiftcations in order to determine the one beat
suited for this system.

It it, felt that most of the problems In the system are caused by the
lack of av~ailability- of adequate haidware. In the future, the construction
of a larger hyperbolic pickup and-a specular ellipse aire planned. The puir-
chaseo of a closed circuit television system Is also planned. EWsting
motion picture equipment will be used however, until enough parameters '~'

are established to accurately define the characteristics of the television
system needed.
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PS. C.°C

" .Reliabilt and Statistics 0ffice, Ordnance Mission
il •Wito Sands.Missile Renp4

1 . 1LQD171M Onofthe m det Imotnyet dffncult, phaseso
•missile system evaluetion is providing adequate assurance that the system
wll not cause serious injury or death to friendlytroope as a result of Mis-

i •. Ore, pro-detonation, ate. Thai primary reason why this aspect of testing

In so diftioult is because o! the nace3sity for demonntratlngý with a high
",level of confidence, that the probability of serious injury to. friendly troops
will be very, very small; and all of this must usually. be based upon the
results obtained from a small sample and .ccomplished with a limited bud-
get. It is the purpose of this preseniation to discuss some of the possible

I ~approaches:and some areas In which it appears additional study and re-

search should be conducted. The general theme of this presentation Is to

obtain the desired confidence in the weapon safety and at the same Umie
keep the sample size down to a reasonable figure. ""''"

1. . To make the examples concrete, it will be assumed for this present- ,

ation that the safety requirement will be a .99% confidence that the probe-
bility of injury, to friendly troops will be less than .0005 (ons in 2000). 1 .

* lBefore proceeding, four abbreviations will bm introduced:

(1) (ECIP)--Event which might cause -injury to friendly personnel.
(2) (PECIP)--Probabllity that an (ECIP) will occur.
(3.) (ED)--Friendly personnel are actually seriously Injured if an

(ECIP) has occurred.
(4) (PED)--Probability of an (ED) on the condition an (CCI) h' .

occurred.

* . Inasmuch a; this Is a clinical paper, its 'purposen to to pre::zt
problems for solution. These problems are listed on the last sheet (Appen-
dix A) and will be referred to at the appropriate time during the presentation .
Actually, ELl *, the first item in Appendix A is to urge the group to consider
the solutions presented and think of a better approach to the overall problem

* of safety.

n. THE USE oF ATTRIBUTE TESTINg.- It can be shown that, if a random
sample of N rounds has been selected and tested and if at the completion "
of the test, the number of =ECII' is observed to be f. one may be 99..

*Numbers in brackets refe to questions posed in AppendixA. .,.

,".'.'.'.,'.,, .. ,." * ... '.-. .... ,, . . . .•" . .. ...•- . '-'-. .-.- . , ,-.... . . . . .. . . 'b



con.fident that the (PECIP) for the entire population of rounds will be less

"than .0005. Values for N and I are listed in Table 1. ,. ..

f N

0 ,213
'1 13,280

2 16,820
"3 20,100
4 23,200

TABLE 1. -Sarmipe Size-Reauired to Assure With. a 9~9% Confi~me
That The _.. . .

It is evident that the values for N, listed in Table 1, are entireW 4S4'.

unrealistic for most weapon systems. Two other criticisms are: (1) Such
" "a test will probably not indicate which mets of environmdntal coftdllons.,

will assure safety and which will not; and. (2) if the system Is s safe.
attribute testing will not, as -a rule, indicate why the system is not safe.

II1. ' IABOPATORY TESTING OF COMPONENTe. The second method. will
be based upon laboratoiy testing of critical components. The apyroc~ h
will be: ;

" * (1) Isolate ths components of the system which could result in an L.
(ECIP).

(2) Determine those variables which can be used to verify the
likelihood of the component causing and (ECI".

(3) Determine the sets of environments under which the component
is expected to 9perate..

(4) Design-an experiment, conduct the test, analyze the data, and
attempt to evaluate safety, giving. full consi'deration to the
results of (1), (2), and (3).

It is believed that this technique offers the greatest promise of any
suggested within this presentation. It is quite possible that by using this l
method the desired probability may be verified with adequate confidence
and from a relatively small sample. A second reason why this technique
is desirable is because it may not only be usedto indicate whether the

w~o• ts-We or ra, b itU. %tW•I,vwv• Olak ska ',A= rt e linzwpme =m i .. .a,

safe in the event it is not.

. . . .- .



There are many interesting problems associate4 with this procedure
but due to limited time I will proceed to other techniques without going
into further, detail. C23

IV. ~~9ýý 7PMIJI DOW-N. THZ MUSES 0 NUYT

I~R~DLY iXkZNZ , In~ Sw':,Un II it was pointed out that If a zrýnpIO
ef 9213 weapces are randonmly .Wected end if none of these indicate an
unsafe condition, then we .r:y be 99M confident that the probability of
an unsafe condition is Iessr than .00"05. If we find there Is no reasonable
altertritivs to attvrbute 'Atlng, onre possible method for reducing the SaI- ,
p1e sIre is by breaking the problem down into two parts. Týe first is to
test the likelihood of an event occurring which might cause i.njury to friend-

,ly personnel (PECIP) and then conduct a second test to estimate the probe-
bility that if such an event did occur it would actually injure friendly

* personnel '(PED). If th.a likelihood of either of these events occurring it
very small, one might establish the desired confidence with quite a, small
sample. For example, suppose b'sample of n! systems Were selected
and weie operated normally, then a sample of n2 systems were selected
and were induced to create a malfunction which might cause injury to
friendly peroonnel (perhaps the motor might be induced to go Ohigh order*), ' ' 1
and S.f no 'unsafe malfunctions occurred in the first instance nor were any iY.
injurie3 noted in the second, then we may be 99% confident that n1i nio
(PECIP)' (PED) I5.3S *. It in then clear that if an2 ,, 10,604 (PECIc)

x (PED) S .0005, then this value for nl.h 2 can be satisfied If nIj and n2

are each equal 103. Thus with a total sample of 206, it may 'be possible
to achieve as much as with a sarhple of 92,13 _wen the, test is Dot broken-down into two partst

It Is felt that the idea presented in this section has a great deal of
merit and should be explored further. Actually, one might conceivably
break the safety problem down into three, four, or-more causes and reduje
the total sample size with each step. The prQcedure might easily break
down, however, because: (1) The (FED) may be too large for the plan to
be feasible: and (2) The cost of testing for the (PED) may be prohibitive.

The only statistical problem I ant aware of in connection with this
procedure is the limited supply of tables of confidence intervals for the
products of binomial parameters. The table by Buehler is the only one with.

- *See confidence Intervals for the pwdtct of Binomial Pwametmr, R. J.

-, '..................., ,, .... .*... ,....
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which I ar. familiar, and It Is rather lisited. (I) [
V. ThE USE OF SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS, When the need. for economizing
on sample size becomes evident, a great many people think immediately
•Rati-T-est". In fa.ct, t6e "Probbliltty Ratio Test" has been somewhat of

fta cUre in the sense that so Many consider it a virtual penacea when sample -

size becomes a problem. However, since sequential analysis is nearly
always recommended as a method for reducing the sample size required, it

..Is. felt thet a few questions about this approach should be presented to this
group. *.,

We will proceed by applying the methods, found in chapter 5 of Wald's ..
test 06equential Analysis", using.the following entries:

C1 .01 PO 00'05*-,Ol Po 'Os ,'I•.

The equations for accepting or rejecting the system are as follows:

a -- 1.-99%.+ .001956 m
m

d '+1.992 + .001956 in

* The q h of these equations is given by Tfble 2, end the O.C. Curve,
by Table 3. The following Lnformation con easily be obtained at this point:
(1) If no failures occur among the first 1019 rounds tested, the system will
be accepted: 421 The ASN c.urve has not been Included, but its madimum value
is approximately 2000 roumds.

S:rrom these two observations, it appears that a trememdous saving has
been effected by introducing a sequential plan. However, if one investigates
the O.C. Curve in Table. 3, it appears that we are simply trying to answer the
wrong questions. If we are answering anything at all in the area In which we
are concerned we may be obtaining a 99% confidence that the (PECIP) .000.
if the system is relected,

*1 have chosen these values because there have been occasions when they
.ha•sw br U offa m 1thrn • qwp1ati ,values to~determine, with a 99% confi-

:-"..::::.,::,':::•:,.",,:,,.- ::..::..............................................,..........•..-.......•..:"I -::
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flastqn of Experiments 15% L

S* It is at •.is pilnt I wish to ask a lew quettionr..

* -" (1) Is there any existing method for computing binomial oordideo.e
-limits by a sequential approach? Q4] ! lave presented this ,.
question bewuse quite often we are required to obtain cerain

W confidence limits, and by the vnry nature of the problemths .. ,
sequential approach is the Appropriate one.

(2) Is it possible to use the wcll-known: ProbablUty Ratio Test"
•. ; to determine confidence limits in a sequential manner? g

(3) In the exmmple Just discussed, if at the termiretion of the test,
the system is accepted, can we be 99% confident that the -.

(PWCI,,) < .005? f5i Similarly, if at the termination of the.
-. - test the results indicate the system should be rejected, can,

Sbe 99% confident that the (PECIP) a .0005?

(4) If it is not possible to obtain confidence limits from the
"T"Probability Ratio Test", are we not obtaining something which
is equally satisfying? [63 That is to say, we set up a test such
that the probability of accepting the system is less than 1% if the
proportion of failures in the enUre population exceeds .005, then .
the results of the test indicated we should accept the system. In
this not as satisfying as a 99% confidence limit?

Let us assume we are obtaining confidence limits, or something
equally satisfying, from the "Probability Ratio- Test", thenr It is clear that
if we wish to answer the, original. question of this paper (i.e., to establish L..
with a 99% confidence that a (PECIP) :r .0005) it will be necessary to

•,.,, choose P 01 and PI .0005, while d( and P,. may be chosen arbitrarily
•.. ~or based upon some other consideration. Let us therefore choose 4t a .0| 1:'

and Po0 .00005. The O.C. Curve for this plan is the broken line in Table8, and it will be discussed later. The sequential plan in given by Table 4, " :::

where it may easily be seen that if the first 10,206rounds tested contain,-
no (ECIP) the system will be accepted, if one and only one among the first
15.360 occurs, it will be accepted, and if only two among the first 20,000
occur it will be accepted. Obviously, this is considerably more than the
sample size required by Table 1, and it is clear that any advantage gained by
going to a sequential approach is not found in reduction of the sample site.

There remains another question about the use of sequential testing.
It al•rs lhatt ,hmt( and P,,,mky be chosen.orbitzartly. Actually It m.akes
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some sense to c.hoole Po and (. small stnce the accurnae of a .
CECIP), regardless of hIow many rounds have been previously tested In
which no (ECIP) occurrd, will undoubtedly result in a thorough lndesti-

.tion and verbape suspenslon of production and use of the wsepn. ,

, r ConE-3.uentlo , let us very Po aro see what happens. The number Ot "".,.:" •e~Ists re3quired to mccePipt t• nhe systemy T~lfor .3 -values. of Po (assuming no fatlux•es . "","',-'...,..-.,

""..occur In the sample) t ie yTbeS

P1 O
.00005
.000005 9,304
.0000005, 9. 197

TABLE 5. Required number of fests to ca.ept the system when
CL-. 01; -01: P1 - .005: end no failures o'ur..'

The following facts may be observed from Table 5: (1) the value
9197 is app=r1:rtely equal the vo'lue 9213 listed in Table 1; and (2):,, t' ~much sm~aller than the 9197 listed above. I•'..

• -, •.Now, suppose we vary the values of d . The required sample "
.,."" ~~size for various values of d (assuming no failures occur in the sample) i"'"1

is given by Table 6. '

CL N Ct N

.0 10,2018 .98 1541 '
.10 l,0D00 .985 901
.50 8,695 .989 212
.90 7,154 .9899 22 .
g 95 3,577,

TABLE G. Requir.e4 numbr of, tests to accept the system wLen 1 . -
* .1 ,01. Pn " .000 5: Pi - .0005, if no failures occur.

, "rabies 7 and 8 give the sequential test plan and the O.C. Curve for the.
obivously absurd case in which d- 985; 13 -. 01: PO00005 and P "0005. -.

. ..- - - . - , - .i.
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DesIan, of Experiments~ 1.79

Te ruesults at 1ms point eppew to be semwwhst idliculous. it is
certainly UilNIcal that by taking Gt as close to .99 as we like, we Ma ":e

make W as mrnall as we please an is evident from Table 6. Furthermore,
Table 7 Is peculitar in th•t testing must coue with the 901 round. That Is.
if a failuro occurs In rounds one to 900 the system is Immediately rejected,-
but If the first 901 rounds ore good, the system is accepted.

?The O.C. Curve In Table 8 may give some clue to the fallacy. While
both ourv cpasa through the point (,0005, .01), it may be observed that

I •the broken, line approcOhas zero rapidly while the smooth line approaehes -

zero very slo•oly, Lfter •oasing the point (.0005, A01). (7?.Thus while
both planns •ay give equal assurance at p - .0005, using C1 - .01 will give
much b1tw- masurance of rejection at p - .0012. Nevertheless, -there appears

to be na a.earoua fallacy in our re•coning, it seems we are getting something i
for nothin', and I would like the ena=wer why we can't choose something 11k"'
4, - .985 and obtain the desired assurance with fewer rounds.. .

, %

* I° ,' n
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Design of ExpefmamnfL AP...,.X

PROBMS SUGG•D BY THE S ATION....

I., .1)o you hve ai betthir approch to the solution of the safety problem than - -

* 2. Do you have any cornmonts co~ncernilng the use of laboratory testing of
components in the-deterztr~ntion of safety?

3. To MY knowledge the article by R. J. Buehler, !Confidence intervals ,
for the Product of Binomial, arameterS', p. 482, Vol. 52, No. 280, JournalSP! c~~f the Almtricari StatisticrL~l.Asociation, is the only table of sucth confidence ,',,'

Slimits . Thera in considerable heald for the preparation of additionall tables, In -""

this area.

4. Is there any existing method for comp,"ing binomial confidence limits by
' sequential method?

S. Is it possible to adept the well known "Probability Ratio Test" to deter-
mine confidence limits? -- To be more. specific, if at the end of the sequential
test the product is accepted, canwe be 100 (1 -(3) % confident that the
"probability of a failure is loss than Pi; and similarly, in the event the product "
is rejected, can we be 100 (1 -CZ) % confident. that the probability of failureis greeter than P07

6. If the answer to 5 is negative, are we not obtaining something which 4
may be equally satisfying fronm the "Probability Ratio Test"? That is to say,
we set ,ip a test such that the probability of accepting a system is less than
1 3 if the proportion of failures in the polulation exceeds Pi. The test Indi-.

c dtes we should accept the system. Is It not possible this may be as saUs-
fying as a 100 (1 -4) % confidence limit?

7. Is it ccnoeivable that one rrdght be concerned only with the values of
'I and P1 when using the probability ratio test? If so, why can we alter
the required sample size so drastically.by varying C% and Pc? " ':

48
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APPENDIX, B

ARBREVWUONS 'USED IN THE PRUBENTATION

1. (ECIP - Evenrt which might cause injury to.-riendly troops.
2. (PECIP) -- Probability that.an (ECI?) will occur.
3. (ED) -- Friendly personnel are actually seriously injured if an (ECIP)

has occurred.
4. (PED) -- Probability of an (ED) on the condition an (ECU) has occurred.

N5Ot4E STATISTICAL, PROBLEMS RELATED TO MISSIM SAFETY

D.William. Sechhofer, Dr. F. J. Ariucomibe,, Dr. H. A.. David,,and Dr,.J.

weeexcellent, and we have the opportunity to Include some of their comn-

To bginwit, tere re eveal epors wicharerelated to this

(1) Ansccrnbe, r. 1. (1949). "Large-safmple theory of
sequential estimation". Diometrika 36, 455-a.

()Anscombe, r. (1953). "Soquenutia eatimatioeV. '. .

(4) Deray, W M . H.(99."Ubaeequentiadofdnc nevlu estrmtheoMn

of a Normnal Population with Unknown Variances". 1.B2Ro-,



inaddition tothe fiereports lite bsove, Dr F.: 7. Anvmnabe is

currently preparing a paper "Testing to Establish a Ifigh Degree of safety
in Rl~slibilityO which will be offered for presentation at certain statistical
meetings and for publication in on% of the statistical journals, in theDnea

* ~ . future. Dr. Anscombe's report deals with many of the questions which wete

raiedin heclinical1 paper and 9tves& samne vaiuable guide lines toward

their wanuihj

'The efoellownuomnstconterning thbe 7clinotical buter fired madeby

*~(1 0.00 confidencgien by4hatmWad the probability ofrauewilb esthao

eslci equential tetaeaproceduretweomst andshud beusnonywhnther boundayfrabno
th 'risal"e ftairly ber propr to abandon the tald eIther ue itey 2sroe.Tems

likely~~~~~~ th6 p;1 h05 or be00us (t aem iien tatocmlTeatle triaandrec thoeesl iacceputae woundr wil beto.0 esve -

"(4 The einomiale probliltyratedinal iseunothia tet ofixeld samfor
tlnhavn pups sfamplen tof simpe h0yndapothese, pnup 0bersu 0,wt -th pu.

corsernn -tohat it agenluer ocr eoeally thogh of~ asv anetmto rblemehn fie.toa
Stestin probswelem Anyay thepped a snteaooups that Won.TeOC'Crecneld'.l tye

of 3 sqeTia estis particadusarl bcaproriad otse. unily fterq~r- r

"m()o Ther confiec maghat teponobliy if faelurenwill proeduress suhan~a
you0 getakeomethinouslyothin. the acgoodnsequentialy plan, observaetioscal-
wtieutieouh ionfolas vrytion so to)bthgvn ine, Tandlten 1hy. Toe onan uly
explicit~l seuetial prceure. wet mustu taddaohr boundar fo "aandon

the tril".It wllbe.proer t abndo thetril ethe becuseIt'ee*
lieythtp .005 or beas.tseslkl ha ocmlt hra

and rach te accptanc.bounary.wll.b. too exexi

.. ... . .. . .. .) The, bioilpoaiiyrtosqete eto adt a
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result to obtained, -nor continuing unncessarily long.' In the present
case, the trial should stop as soon as one of the conditions in Table I
is met, or as soon as the results are decisively discouraging.*

The following comments were made by Dr. 7.. E. Jackson.l Dr.
S" Jackson's comments are direct answers to questions 4-7 In Appendix A.

Inf'm*4. Since Anscobribe was also on this panel, he oan give you more

rnatton. Hlowever, a few relevant references might be: .... 0 (Dr. Jackson
listed several references which are included In the list above.)

"S. This Is to some extent covered in No. 4. The other question
io whether or not confidence limits are really the 'important thing. See
No. 6.

6 5. The point that Neyman ralsed is a good one, althougjh I am'
not sure I am qualified to answer it. His point was that you really should

.1 be using a significance test all along since you have essentially a problem
of deciding whether br not to use a particular missile system. He fools
that the Important thing' is the decisiodn; worry about the confidence limits
later. In this case you are testing the null hypothesis:

"if ':if< .ooos0~
against the qiternative H: 05

H : ]' .•0005. •:.,-,,:

"7. If this Is to be treated as a significance test, what risks
should be used? Using pl - .00005. p2 - .000, 1- .01 and 0- .01,
you find you need from 10,000 to 20,000 rounds. Since p2 and 11 must be.
kept where they are, what happens when d is increased? While It is true
that increasing t% to .985 will decrease the sample size required consider-
ably, for a value of p, - .00005, it would alao mean that you would hardly
ever accept a missile system since if you had only one matfunction in
20.000 rounds, you would still- reject the system almost ell of the time.
While this would guarantee yourO-risk at a minimum cost, it won't likely
obtain any ..Itpta.ements in your missile systems.. However, on page 6,

:1 tagraph itom tha. ibottcw,. W= wwo it1v ocurance of a.W4L
IU MM rusairkies q um I'e~nw rrrnvbz ltark bZmwL mre woasld result 1in an

. .o*...° .

S. . . . . ..: ... ..., .. . .. . . .- .- :.. . . .. : ... . ... ./ * .. . . . . .
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Sinvestigation.of the system. In that a&see, It would seem that all you
* would need would be a single sample p~e~n which reulted I' reJection If

"-I. a single defective round was found in the sample. However, using
Mjolina's Tables, it appears that you would need a sample size of 9,200.
rounds to get a prob~bility of .0L that you would fail to rejeOt a. system

,, havino a .0005 probmbility of failure. This checks out pretty well with
your results on page 1. E'vidently, no matter how you work It, you ned.,
tremendrous sample sizes to guaranteo the risks you wish to Impose.

"~This might u&.qgent another ponsible approach but I am certainly not•',,I. ~~~~qualified to pas judgment on this one. Thiswould Involve a re -eval- I. .ir,,,o

in my experience no a riflemmn In World War 11 it seerned to me that the

' aconoL the rtsku,par~tiularlythe hch u.fpelp nd#•. Irealiue that i""'

human elemant was more to be feared then the mechanical. By that I mean,
It seemed to un that we would encountor more trouble from wrong firing ,
orders on the port of the artillr ned wrong •dentifihatnon on the part of
the mirforo. (not that either occurred very tpften) than from short rounds.
In other words, one short round would not be nearly an damaging as one
misdirected -alvo. If things are still that way, maybe P2 is too small.

' 'Again, this sort of decision Is, not in my field but it ts a suggestion, It .
S'doesn't appear as though the sample size can be markedly reduced other-

"* Dr. Herbert David nade the following comment,."

"I cestatily egreo with your main conclusion that any type of
attribute testing would require an inordinateiy large sample size. Professor
Anscombe commented very adequately on the sequential procedures you
discuuss. In spite of Armitage's 1958 koqmetrik. paper, I doubt that bequen
tial estimation procedures have a great deal to offer over and above fixed
sample procedures except an a by-product of sequential tests."

. ... . . . .. .. .
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. El~1. J. iXatsanl and C. L.'M1toS .

~~. Franlcford Arsenal..-

Ati"CT. Thefatoria experiment and Box technilque, have been applied
to. a M¶itic experiments witE ALh v~recilless ri-farrfta seat ejectioni cuats-
pulti and rock~Ats, high-low' guns and Davis gun, for the purpoe of
r'educing time and cost of ballistic experimental 'development,* projects.
The re~sult hais boert a redu~ction In the number of rounds. fired with little
or no reduction in the validity of the analysis of variainue. A detailed

presented. This applic~?ion results in the determination of a "zone of

svitabiw performance-, which tnokes use of interodflion effects to provide
* greater flexibility in the selection of design paTdmetera.

y~ INT~)DUCM!C~1~, In the experimental development- of ballistI~xeidnno s s~~tems

pof the orFor 0.example, otherson yarse on-hatve~ wohicocere wuithfnto
recoiblyes weahpcrornac ovsern, uderjr or ejethion crtainpretscdribedlmts.
thratorle higho gunse , ando deal, as es wel as the r Some of p ~thnaes
sytrn r requiredet -to deelpunctiof reetedly with a perallormanc caritridoens

*1relanl firethouerformanof over, under round wihile aerat ie ectibed litapits*
foeaimple, sizeiVar us to twenty oral thrtya to. fityp rounds.. rmnc

* ~By use of factorial experimental design techniques and an~alysis,
combined with physical intocpratation of the date in term. of response
surfaces, as suggested by Dr. Box*, a tremendous flexibilityp of

* standard statistical practices is achieved. This method has been applied
* in one way or another to the devices mentioned previously. As examples,

our studiem with the reactionlesm launcher, an analog computer simulation
of a thru~ster, end tho "BOX" of a seat election catepult will be discussed.
The presentation hercin, Illustrates in chronological order a step by step
experimental evaluation of the technique. The experimental evaluation

*.Box, G. E. P.; "The Exploration and Explanation of Response Surfacew:
Someu Genleral Considerations and Examples", Blometrics Vol 10. N~o. 1.
MIT2j 1.954.



was preceded by an abstract evaluation which. Is not reported. here. Timt
existinU data from a sent ejection catapult development wasn studied to
determine in a preliminary way the mnethod's effectiveness, the re-qui-red
type of experiment, and some of the experimental pit-falls. Secondly, K~'N ~we report a theoretical Etudy of a thruster from which we learned acme-4
thint. ab(,ut the response surfarces and methods of interpolation. We,

finally *wrap up the story" with a discu~ision of the reactionlesu' launcher. .

This study was iboneticted from start to finish using the experimen~tal .

design methods we propose.

MQD T1:e pSssibilJity of applying the Box technitque'* q
to exi!ýtings datu for the iriodified M5 seat ejection ca otpu~lt wear cons idered.
Although ti carofully .controlled experiment asa performed in the, reactionlesa
laurnchtur study (to be dis-cussed later) to required to obtain fully ,alid
results, ai preltinirary analysis of axisting date by the Box -technique was

epected to clve some indication of its effectiveness. bata from 24
ciigso the modifitid MS catapult wore analyzed usitng three variables:

tempratur (T'), chetrgo (C) and web (WV4, each at two levels for two
proptillant comipositions (lot $655.1 and lot'5656.l).

The requirements the modified MS catapu~lt was to meet at that time
were as follows: The peak -acceleration (g) and the rate qL ghainge of,
acceleration Wti were not to exceed 2.5 g's and 300 V/second, respectively, .. ',
the final velocity Cv) to equal or exceed 80 fps.-

The least square method was employed to fit plane surfaces** to the
experimental data for g, 6 and v, yielding the following equations-.h~

g -308.3W+O0. 130+0.097T +46.1

-- 1354W +0. 358C, + 1.46 3T+ 2 87. 6

v 152.1W +0. 3075C+0O. 090ST +60.08

*ibid.

"*The functions are not really plane surfaces-. To sim'plify the calculations
a limited range of the p~arameter is chosen. so that the variables can be
considered a linear function of tha- parameters within that range. Caution

9 must, therefore, be exercised when interpolating or extrapolating. for-
examiple, the origin (W-T-C-O) is notea vakid point on~ those pems.
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wheoe Web, W, to In Inches, TeampT, In
Of, and Charge, C, inga..

Tt*equtios wreplotted for constant values of C, W, and T, i.ea.
the Interiections of the g, 6 an'd v responses with the six planes formed ~

* ~by choosing consatnt values of C, W, and T were gruphed (See Figures
I thrcu~gh- 3). The lines on-theme graphs reprssent the intersection of I*"

the response surface with the constant pianes. For example, Figure 3A

The neact stop wasa to form the six constant planes into a box. The
resporse surfaces within the -cube were obtained by joining the con'
responding curves for g, 6 and v. Photo I (@so end of this article)$ shows this box. The thickness of the response surfaces is a result of
rovi.sd to round variation in ballistic performance. This ilustration to
qualitative, actua~l thcknes a must be determined fromt analysis of
variknce of the data.

An opemrating point (Wo.0 6, TOc) which satlaieflo performance re-
quiraments for this model must be within the cube volume defined by the 7

three response surfaces. It is seen that the g anid 6 requlrerentu* are ~
not met by all points within this space, except points in front of these
plants (in the direction of the arrows). For example, the coordinates of
point W. a 0, 138 in., Cc n 121 Ym and To 8501 give a web, charge, i
and tempetatu~re at which accelarotion Is less than 25 V's, and rate of

* aowelerntion change in loes then 300 g's/sec with a velocity greater
than EO fps. We see further that there is a volume surrounding this
point over which the. epacificitiona will be met. This volums we will
call the zone of- uuitnble response. It has limiting values determinsd by
the geometry of the response surfaces.

A better operating point might be found by externding the v, g, and
9respona. aurfacos outside the limits of the Box. For example, it

appears that a now constant web plane for webs greater thsa W *01

*go 25 ft/second end 'm300 p/second
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*~waill incrense the temperratuxe range over which desired leflormance Is
achieved.

Ini addition, the response surfaces may be extended ir, the direction
of increasing or decremislng charge or temperature; thus a volume space ~
can be obta'nzed over any desired range of webiF, charge, and temperatures "
-(other values, such as internal volume, expansion ra~tio, etc., could be
used instead of those chosen for this particular model) on the basis of a
relatively fet -firings. Anty extension of the response surfaces outside
the oube which represents experimtental values is only as valid as the

* ~asasumption, that the response curfaces are. planes. It becomes itmPortant
then to learn eomethtng about thie xesponse surface. In particular the
hazards involved in Interpolation and extrapolation Mould be studied.
A start was made In this direction with a- theoretical study of a thruster.

An analog computer was used to dev ilop thevretica 1emponseK.surfaoes for a thruster which moves a 500 lb lead vertically.* Two
restrictions were imposed:

1. M.aximum pressure to be less than 7000 pvJ

2. rinal velocity to be greater than 7.5 fps.

About 60 computer runs were made for various design parameter comn-
bin~ations. The ballistic design parameters which were considered are
Charge (C), propellant web (W), and chamber volume (%c). The Inter-
section ilnes of the response surfaces with the planes were obtained
graphically from the results of the 60 simulations.

Figure 4 illustratesa the Intersection of tha response surfaces with
C~ie plane: charge -3 grams, while Figure s is the Intersection with the
plane: VC -1.3 in. and Figure 6 the plane.* Web m0. 11, In.

**Details of computer simulation of ballistic devices can be found In
the following references: Boritz Report; L. Stuart & W. A. Dittbich
Report; Frankford Arsenal Report No. R-1313, "An Analog Computer Study
of Interior Ballistics Equations", L. Stout & W. A. Dittrich; Frankford
Arsenal Report, "Analog Computer Study of Interior Ballistics of
Propellant Actuated Devif.es", R. Boritz & S. Narise.
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"The three dimensional representation of the two response surfaces .o.. ;

(W (ressure -7000 psi-and velocity - 7.75 fps) are shown in Photo 2. Some
warping of the response surfaces can be seen. This illustrates a non-
"linear response. However, the nonlinearity io well behaved. No
oscillations, peaks cr humps occur. A linear interpolation should, there-,'i. ~ ~~~fore, be adequate if the box is small enough. At most, second orderi•.",,.'•

nonlinearities but large compared to nonuniformities. Preliminary

experimental work In ballistic' development should be directed toward
de~termining linearity and uniformity. This information is essential
before setting up the factoria.l experiment so that the differences inperforn.ance levels will be significant, and so that the complexities of
non-linear Interpolatiot of the data can be avoided. In addition, thit

information should give some Idea of the range of validity of extrapolations.
However, it is a good practice always to verify extrapolation experi-
mentally. Proper preliminary work should eliminate the need for extra-
polation. ::

The operating volume or zone of suitable response is seen to be
triangular in cross section opening up in the direction of increased "
chamber voluudie and corresponding increased web. Thus for an increased
chamber volume, the range of web and charge over which the two re-
strictions would be met is greater. 'Picking a set of values for C, W,
and V. approximately in the center of the zone of suitable performance
woulo3 thus minimize the chance of violating our restrictions because of
manufacturing tolerances. A larger chamber volume would allow sub-
stantial reduction of these tolerances. The actL al chamber volume
allowable of course is subject to the physical size of the thruster and
other ballistic considerations such as ignition and expansion ratio.

TION.ISS LAUNCHER The reactionless launcher is a Davis type
recoilless gun for ejecting masses from a ballistic missile during flight.
In the particular project to be discussed here, these masses were intended
to decoy anti-missile missiles. The launcher holds two projectiles en
shown" in Figure 7.

The decoys are of many sizes and weights and are launched at a
wide range of velocities. The weight range considered was 20 to 60
pounds and the velocity ranged from 50 to 110 feet per second. The wide
range of performance required two types of interior ballistic systems,
direct and high-low, as shown in Figure B. We had two types of pro-
jectiles, teio bullet type (full calibei) that fits directly in the bore of the

.: -* * . I .
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gun, end the splgot type which has a rod that Me In the gun arrelth wi'.
" 'i"the pay load outside the gu=, as shown in Figu 9. '

The entire study kvivaved a total of eight X. lablew: charge type, .iLU•
ri- decay type, charge weight, ••coy weight, ihot-Stert breaking presure,

expansion ratio, web, orifice area, To blindly set. up a factorial experiment .
at two levels would require the firing of 2. or 256 rouhes. Replicating
thre times, which Is reasonable for this type. of study, would lead to
,firin more than 750 (of the order 1000) rounds. Instead we Isolated
factors withno I nteractions, auch as the type of chamber. The high-iow
chamber was studied separately from the direct chamber. We divorced

1the spigot' projectile from the bullet type for the direct system but not for
the hiqh-low system. since the high-ltw performanece wound not be expected
to depend strongly i= the. type of projectile.

A.s result ot this dtalointng process, the study was split into three,
t1pro.grams, A, B arid G.' In program A, a high-low chamber was used with. *-
a bullet type projectile. The main variables were:

Charge weight. .- '

Shots-start static breaking pressure..* ,,

I OOifice area of high pressure -chamber. "

in program B, a direct chamber was used with a bullet. type projectile.
The main variables were:

Charge weight.

Prope Us nt web.

Bhot-start static breaking pressure.

In program C, a direct cl' lmber and spigot projectile were used. The
main variables wre=:

j Decoy weight. ."' .

. --

* '*Shot-start is a rod which restratns projectile mouaoi until chamber
pressure reaches a predetermined level.

.4 , , k .,. . .... ..
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Shot-x~te breking pmns~ure.

*~ ~ ~ 34o :zsgn Ie.,, expensieon ratio. o hs aibe

Wefrdfceileprmnsattolvl o hs aibe (eight
rounds fc: each progrmm). For the three programs (4, B., and C) which were
repcated thrtee time,a we fired a total of 8 x 3 x 3 or 72 rounds, a re-
duction by' a factor of 10 in tlhe -number of rounds- required.

T%.& discussion is confined to the 0 program, aj this amnply. Illustrantes
*the. 11.mortant points and the other programs are similar.

Tescatisticlmetho used is -found in Xernpthorne*. The data taken
were peak chamnber pressures, peak acceleration, and the muzzle velceittal*
of &he ;roject~les. In &I-"rdtion, several other ballistic parameters, such
as pie~o~matrir. effIciencya~nd ballistic efficiency, were examined. ~

Zzmhcis ~u'i was trated sep~rately, in the' manner outlined in lr~ton~~
*to obtain the WLects ol &e.ch variebe and the interactions between-variables.'ý*.K*.,ý' I'-,,'

The signilficance of these vah~es was ascertained by the, use of the standard *.
error and rtu" test at tooth the 5 and 1 percent levels. The values of the ~ ..

variables InVesttigted in this program are shdwr 1-n Table I and test results.J
obtained ame shown in Table n.

The results of the factorial analysis are presented in Tables Mn, IV and
Vshowing the effects and interactions of. the variables on peak pressure,

peak acceleration. and muzzle velocity, respectively.

Each letter in the table tj used to represent the average effect of the
corresponding parameter.. For example P - 2490 psi In Table MT represents
the difaference between the average peak pressure of all rounds fired with
a closed spigot (closed spigot indicates large expansion ratio, consequently K

* ~~thist'.'as considered the upper level of this pars meter) and all rounds fired g.....
with an open spigot. Two capital letters written together (V4P for example)
represent the interactions of the two corresponding parameters. Using data
from Table M,. Wt? an -995 psi, that is, 500-2490.

The interpretation of effects and interactions is as follows: The main

*tX2mptflre, D~siLn and Analysjs of Experiments.

!L7
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Design of E'perinmet 2

effect P, fo example, is the, effect on the variable (Pressure io Tbble M,4' Acceleration in IV, Velocity in V) of increasing expansion ratio (changing
from, closed spigot to open spigot) averaged over all possible combinations
"of projectile weight and shot-start values. It 1s desired now to determine
the affect of expansion ratio averaged over all shot-start values but at thelow projectile weight. This is denoted symbolically P - PWt.

In Table ]3, for example, P - PWt - -2180 psi indicates that using data
for 20 pound projectile weight only.and averaging over all shot-start values -

the peak pressure is. reduced 2180 psi ;n changing from large expansion ratio
(closed spigot) to small exr insion ratio (open spigot). For data from the
60 pound projectile weight and all shot-start values (symbolically P + PWO)
we have -2790 psi. The fact that P - PWt differs from P + IW' IIndicates an
internotion between projectile weight and expansion ratio.

The results in Table III show, that Wt + WtP - 200 psi and Wt - WtP - ,
810 psi. Therefore, the projectile weight effect when the open spigot is
used is 200 psi. When used with t~e closqd spigot, the projectUle weight
effect 1s 810 psi. The difterence value of 610 psi (279,0 psi - 2180 psi and
810 psi - 200 psi) is the interaction effect between expansion ratio end
projectile weight.

For a pictorial representation of the results, the variables an laid out
as the axis of a transparent cube. The corners of the cube represent the
eight combinations of variables fired, The yields (velocity, acceleration,,
and peak chamber pressure) are assumed to vary along the edges of the
cube according to the predictions of ballistic theory. Thus, the yields at
the corners are interpolated to. obtain planes of constabit rezponse. (Ideally
an analog computer analysis to calculate the planes exactly is desirable, ..
as was done for the thruster previously discussed.) The planes indicated
in Photo 3 represent peak pressure: 2800 psi; velocity: 108 fps; and peak
acceleration: 360 g's. Points within the transparent cube above the red
surface (designated P) represent variables which result in pressures below - .
2800 psi. Similarly, points in front of the V surface (green) are below
108 fps, and behind the G surface, are less than 360 g's. Thus, thin
three surfaces enclose a polygon of triangular cross section which Is the
zone of suitable response.

Combinations of variables near the surface of the zone may result in
unsuitable performance as a result of round-,o-roural variations. Analysis
of variance from the results of the factorial analysis and interpolation of
the varianue along the cube efig. sutun i amw itkuhntqu& La l um..

7
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polating the yields, allows us to ascribe a thickness to the response surfaces.
.• To illustiate this the zone of suitable performance has been removed from

the cube in Photo 4. The zone of suitable performance now appears as
three boards nailed together. The hollow space is known as. the zone of ".
acceptable variables.

Performance confidence requirements, reliabillty requirements, and the
,e~pelmenoal data determine the thickness of the surfaces. Only one way

oi applying this method is illustrated. The response surface of fihite
thickness would be used to construct the zones in differdnt ways for
diffecent performance requirements.. Suppose the velocity were required
to be 108 + 5 fps instead of simply greater than 108 fps, still keeping the
pressure and arct.-Iaration reqiirements as before. Then the zone of
suitable resiponse would be represented by the green board marked V in
Photo 4. The zone rf accepta-ble varia-bles would be represented by a
surface running along the board bisecting the thickness. There Is an
extremely wide variety of requirements that can be treated with this
technique. No unusual or exvtic-statistical mathematics is required.

CONCLUSIONS AND BECOMMENDAT11PjM. Our general conclusion to
tha't th" use of factorial type experimental design programs represents a 4.

definite advantage to the ballistic designer. These advantages are
measured In terms of a larger number of variables investigated for
fewer rounds (time and money economy). In addition, Interaction effects
among the variables are determined. Adding the Box technique and pie-
torial representation to the use of factorial experiments in ballistic re-
search gives the experimenter a more economical and vivid picture of how
Sthe variables operate. To this picture may be added the variances of each
response. Thus a zone of suitable performance may be determined in which
the greatest reliability of operation is obtained.

It is recommended that in the design of ballistic devices factorial ex-
periments be -"onducted and combined with a "Box• representation of the
results.
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*R. F. White
General Analysis Corporation*
Dugway Proving Ground OfficeL _

1. DIETADIDIET0M OS Consider two types of
vaporr ds.;,nnination trials. In one type - the multiple round - a rocket
containlng a lar~e number (about 300) agent -container bomblets is fired at

* a horizontal target. The bomblets are role&. sod at some point in the rocket's
trajectory and, upon impatt, release their contained vapor agent. The
bonmblet Imnjact points are determined later and the dosage over the target
rarea (and dtmnwind of It) is determined by suitable samplers.

In tho second type of trial. - the single round. - an amount of agent
equael -to tho amount ooritralned In one bomblet is released istantaneduslyj
frora a point and the do3age is d~etermined by suitable samplers over an
area arhound the point and downwind of it. The "build-upo problem isato
uoe dsatije eiata obtriined from a trial of the second type to estimate the
dosage distribUtion to be obtained from a trial of the first type under identi-
cal meteorological and terrain conditions.

The major difficulty. In.this problem Is thaet it Is essentially Imposisble
*to test, with a high degree of rigor, any pro Iposed solution. This Is be~cause

identica~l moteorological conditions can never he obtained, even if all the
relevant meteorological factors were known. Thus, if a given method of
solution does fail to give bUIild-up values. rea sonably similar to those

* actually obtained on a multiple round trial, the failure cais be ascribed
either to the method or to the non-identicality of meteorological conditions
and It is not easy to say which Is at fault. On the other hand, It is supposed,
In the conduct Of CW trals generally, that the, relevant meteorological fac-
tors are being observed and that these do have a close determining effect
on the results of a trial, for otherwise such trials would have no practical

a value, being Impossible to extend to other situations. Hence, if a build-
up mothbd does not give similar. results to a given multiple round trial, then
the method can be said;- at least within the framework of present knowledge.
to have no practical value.

S Furthermore, If similar results should be obtatined,.-even in the face of
thes-e difficulties, then it is logical to tuppose that buch results are not

* simply due to chance, but are due to an inherent'feasibility of the build-up

*Tmus corporation is now called CEIR Inc.
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Me~thod. Therefore with sormereservations, It-maay be as 51m11d that a .

method of solution can be tested.

With this as a bac~kground, consider an Ideal sitUation. There arm
two trials - a single round and a multiple round trial - with Oidentical"

u~ecortogtalconditions and with dosage data for each. The Impact
potnt lo~catLions of functioning bornblets in the multiprle round trial are
given. ("DosaqP6 in this discussion refers to ground level total dosagej-
Two-general met1hols of buildIng-up the single round data lathe multiple
round are suggested:

(3Direct build-up. Consiider a particular sampler In the multiple
round trial. 'the position of this sampler relative to each bomblqt may
be approximately equeted to the position of some sampler relative to the
point scurce of the single rouild trial.' Thfe dosege received at the mul-
tiple rourid samplqr fromn each bornblet is thpn estimated to be Identical,
to the dosage reoeived in the singic round trial at the appropriate sampler.
Thus in the following figures let BI and B2 be bomblet locations and S
a mialttplp round sampler position and let P be the single round point
source and S1 and S2 camnpler positions. The vectors BS and PSI are
equal as are the vectors B2 S and PS2 . The dosage values observed at S,

multiple round trial single round triAl

and Sare then estimated to be,. respectively, the dosage contributionsu.
to S of Band B7. This process is extended to Bp, B2. ...,Bn where

n is the i-iumber of functioning bomblets and the total of these estimated

dosage contributions io then taken as the estimated dosage at S.

(2) Indirectbil-p A functional form Is fitted to t1he singleq
round daut and this function Is used to estmate the dosage at any point
in the multiple round trial. For example suppose. from the single round

da iu. a t toz A~x y s fittd whimb -91ves the value of the dosage



.- ' .v
at downwind distance z and crosswind distance y from the point scm . ..
Then if the bomblets on the multiple row4d trial are located at (7).,"..
.x2,Y2), .... Yn), the built-up dosage at (xy) is simply

n

Ftuther, with a large number of bomblets it i' feasible to assume a
bomblet distribution density f(x, y) where

f f xy) dx dy I

and R is the bomblet impact region.. Then instead of C we may take

. . (xy) fOu, V) D (x-u, y-v) du.6 ().
R,-

The advantage of equation (2) over equation (1) is that the use , .
equation (2) will usually not require specifying a bomblet coordinates.
For example,. if f(u,v) to a bivariate normal density (perhaps truncat."
then equation (2) Is specified by, the one, two, or at most three, para-
meters of f(uv). Since these parameters are relatively constant for a
given ballistic situation, equation (2) will have much wider predictiv
ability than will equation (1). Specifically. it can be used to predict, .
prior to the trial, the results of a multiple round trial provided ballistic
information on bomblet impact pattern distribution is obtained. As a mm
of fact, build-up methods may turn out to have, as their primary functiM.'
usefulness in guiding the conduct of multiple round tals, rather than in .
replacing them. --

I. COMPARISON OF THE METHODS, 'There are several reasons which
suggest that the direct method of build-up or some modification of It
will fail to give useful results:

(1) ImmeAsurable single-round dosages. An obvious difference bet Ue-
single and multiple round dosage results is; that the apparent area of cloWd .
travel Is considerably smaller for the single than it Is for the multiple
round situation. This is caused by the fact that at the single round clm a
edge dosages are sc. sza11 as ta be icme&strable by the asaa~tic pro-
cedures employed. Such small individual bomblet contributions becomo

....... ... ',-. . . .. I ; . . . , .
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"-1. measurable and important In the multiple round situation, howeve. Thus6  S "'
in terms of the above figures, the dosages observed at SI or 82 could be t-..-

zero and this would lead to a definite under-estimation of the dosage at
.S. To a -ertain extent, this disadvantage is shared by the indirect method
but not to as great an extent, pince. the estimate of D(x,y) uses data from
'measunble* areas. ,

(2) 81halqe round saMpLers unavailable at desired locAtios Since
the locations of BI,. B2..... Bn are random, it is necessary to take

SI S2... ,* Sn to rpake the vectors B9S, .... , BnS as oily approximately

equal, respectively, to PSI, .... , PSn. Unless the single round sampling
grid is very dense, these approximations will be quite rough. Further, the
area of primary Interest in the multiple round situption has been taken to be... ,
at considerable downwind distance from• the impact pattern., In this area L:,:,.•
the dosage contributions of indiviaua~l bornbiets Is small and it to in this.•.,.:.,

, ~~~corre~spondtng area in the single round trials that the sampling density tol:.-

low. In particular the doWnwind distances between successive single round
sampling arts is large. The dense sampling array found close to the release
point of single round trials does not contribute much to the total accuracy
of build-up for large downwind distances. Conceivably, the direct method
could be greatly improved by having dense. sampling at large downwind die-
tances in the single round trials. This would not help to answer reason.
(1), unless the analytic procedure were made more sensitive. In any case,
the indirect mnethod does not face this disadvantage at all since D(x,y)
is defined at every (x.y).

(3) Sampler varinbility and cloud heterogeneity. The direct method
develops estimated dosages by local build-ups. Heterogeneity is a local
phenomenon and can be ameliorated only by a statistical Oamootldng" pro-
cass. This means,- in effect, that a process such as the indirect method,
which uses all the data to estimate etch point is better tha ia process
which estimates each point by an individual observation.

(4) Won- redictahility of results. An advantage of the Indirect method
is that equation (2) can be used to replace equation (1) and, as has been
discussed, lead to predictions independent of knowledge of bomblet loca-
tions. This is not feasible with the direct-method, unless some complex
analog (such as assuming a bomblet pattern) were used.

In summary, it can be said that the d&rect method of buaild-up is in-
herently incapable of giving good estimates of multiple 'round dosages
andf 'eaf to less urserti tirr tbe Wg un-,cedictohbWe ,resdfta.

j..
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M1. APMMMATON OF. TBE INDIRECT M2~g~D.- The basis of. the Indirect

method is the Calder-Sutton instantaneous point source model: .. ~.

whwer

'D(x,y) -ground -level total dosage at downwind
distance x and rrosswind distanct y and a,
b, c, c(- are parameters..

Thop overallprocedure of the tndirect method is ms follows.

(1) *rwt the model to the data of the single round trial. This
amounts to an estimation (say by least squares) of tteparameters ..

at b, c,~ CC

(2) Apply equation (1) or alternatively equation (2) (if a bomblet
density function f(u,v) can be assumed).. .

The problem of fitting the model is lengthy and will be discussed
after the second problem - application of eqtuation (1) or (2) - io considered.
Therefore to start this discussion, let us assume that the function D(x,y)
has been estirmated. Note that equation (3) Is defined only for x> 0.
(This means that the model assumes -no upwind dosage, an assumption which
is not StriCtly true. but which can be considered-as having a compensating
error due to the fa ct. that upwind dosages will be ignored in both the single
round ard the multiple round situation.) Hence' in applying equation (1)
we must take:

NJ (cY) (XX'y-FI)

x, 4 x(4)

as the estimated built-up dosage at Nx.y). Nothing more can be said about
this. We do not recommend use of this procedure, inasmuch as it in tedious
(although quite s~iltable for solution on a high-speed computer) and does riot
lead to "~Predictability". We therefore prpceed to the more interesting ques-
tion of application of equation (2). f I.....

. .. . . .
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A. Ncrinlly istrtbuted Bomblet Pattern.

-suppose, we assume that f(u,v) is a btvariate nortimi density
(distributed aTound the- Impact pattern center):

f(u'v) - +' __ _ .. u

2 I - C

Then We take,.for e~quatio~n (2),.

* ffKMy mn f(u.V) D)(X-uy-V)dv()

Taking the aros swind limaits of integration as -0 and +00 Is-* A
simplifying approximation and should not make much difference In the
results since the tails of the normal distribtition rapidly become small.
Note that the dovrnwind uppoar litnit of integration is x-6'. This is
because the Mnegrarid is discontinuous at u-x in that

lim D(x-u.y-v), nOO; V-y

The problem is to choose a reasonably small if .

If we consider the bomblets upwind of x, it fis clear that the Irto-
gration should be limited to the most downwind of these bomblets. In
fact it Is rbasonable, In making practical use of equation (6), to integleta
up to the expected downwind coordinate ot this most downwind bornblet.
This doncept is difi fcul~t to explain briefly without the following mathe-
matical development. (

Let x be any downwind axis coordinate end let n(4c be the number
of bornblets upwind of x (i.e., the number of bomblete whose downwind
axis coordinates are to the left of x.) Lot u(4) be the largest of theme
coordina~tes (i.e., u(x) is the largest downwind coordinate of fthoe bomb- *
lets which are upwind of 4). Now u(x) ini a random variable and it seems
reasonable~ to take equation (6) as

4i d
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(, n d u Iuiv)D(X-u.r-V)cdv(7

where iECx) -Eu M.) Is the 'expected value of u(4) for a given x'. Con
sider.-now the evaluation of 5i(k). ..

rirst, the miargin~al Probability distribution function of bomblet
downwind epids coordinates is

F (X) du f (u *d

arnd so the -probability of any given value of n(x) Is given by the
binarndal distribution as

Now u~)in eie onlywhe ~)ý h probability of wihich

Henc theconditional probability of any given valu, of nWx under the
condition that n(x) >-,1 is

p*(n(x)) - 1)[F (x) In (x)

The conditional probability distribution function of uWx. for a given
value of n(4,. Is

G G(u Wln (x)) f r (u (X))- 1J ()g

.Heoce the marginal probability distribu1 tiogi of uW~ Lz



n o:

G(u(x)) = p*(n(x))G ()

, + t~~~~~-(I+F jutxý -Ftx)?_ u Xl . li .".,,.-

Therefore

U(X) Eulx) - bd(u).

Unfortunately, this integral is not simple and can.be eval ated only by

* tedious numerical methods. It seems reasonable therfore to approximate

i(x) by -(x) where

OiG uf F(u) ,l ..(u)-Fl 1 d -. ,u)
1,,x - ..

Sn+l

n +

[ l- F(x~~j~ n2
,'F (X -- [-- FL.

_ = - _l- F(xi n + I

Thus we take ^(x) as the solution to

5 - rl(x)3

• . '

n. + L*.. II -[ F
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which. since the Integral Flu) is tabled, Is not difficult.

For cases where F(x)> 1/2 (i.e., x Is downwind of the homblet,
downwind amxia mean) and reasonably. large ni, .equation (12) is verywon

pp~roxirmated by.. .

E.F[U(x)] F).
n+1.

and Instead of (13), take'V:

(A Wl ew

As. p~reviously def .ned,

aw F - r du. f (uV)dv

which, from equation (5),,

The integral N(.5x-), the normal probability integral, is well tabled. Thus.,

if equation (13a) isused, the value O(x) such that r

A
is obtained for each x. In any case, values of u(x) are computed fm
corresponding values of x and, instead of equation (7), we take

tw.

ON(, y nfu I f6u,v)0(x-u,Y-'v)d? lb

.4
Now, from (3) and (5)#
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2343

•." .',~

L22b,2  2

"(Xluuxc , /iy 116 "".

v, .2J •?,2 ., ,

twhere _ _ _ _ :'

and .. -

s - tha •t Cx-ul

*. - ...
I('. 4'. ' o"

(xy) o g(uxy)du (17)

The problem then reduces to evaluating equation~ (17) for a ugridw of 4

points (x~y). The integral ia not simple and requires tedious numerical methods '""":

which will not be explored here. However, a reasonable Gpproximation can , ..

be given briefly. The function g(u,x,y) can-be factored m: .q

glu, x~y) "g 1 (u,x.Y)g2 (u,x~y) i:

where

I .. ...

............................................... .. . ."°.

ki ea

ex:: yii ,
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* . . ')•,

91(, .Y exp~

" ' ~ ~~thpn, by thbe mean value' theorem, there exists u* 00• < u*-.< uMc.} such•:',,

-• l ,. -

,:ty nc2(;.yrv (. x(, y) du

(- (x)

L' i (xjy (uuxx,•,) (i

A
Little further error Is introduced by replacing u(x) by x in equation (19),
and this imakea the calculation of l(x) unnecessary. Thus,

X~~~;hu~ v 7  (20).

where, as before, N Is the normnal probability integral,

S Also,

-o --- . ... .2

0 ( )

L •.: .:- -•i-.:•.: .:. . - .i ,_ , , •: :,:. :i.,• : . • .. . .. . - : : i . ,' . , , . ..
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Hence; akn2~~F : X--"2 ',

*gives f2L.4
,,..." , Ie)O rv • * -.X,-.1

} - n exp -.. 2 _ e..[a
• ~ ~ ~ x Y) .•

71 (22)

where

and .

I 2b

?2) 2(X-u*)A

11 a ci1rcular Impact pattern~ can be assumed then

P-0
' say);

st(-n exX + 2,.'LN'..x'

"[• ~~~() Ž.Zj .LL-f_____ ,:. .

(X u)C- C2 V,~x--;+ 2 b (23)

.1 where

'. iI N(::' L2 W J,
S! 2b

U• ,x , -z . •

.,.2F...
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If a circular impact pattern Is-accepted ai the mow? pacticsl case,
S• . equation (23) is thern6st useful build-up equation so far developed in this

paper. It is Interesting in that it may also be used as a aodel fcr multiple
round. data. The values of x end y are respectively the dowmwind and

* crosswind distances from the impact pattern cenrer.

B. Use of .qgaticn (23) as a Multiple R.lund Model.

It is not entirely out. of place at this time to discuss equauon (23) as
a multiple round model, having five parameters: a, b, C, t0.. Mithe
bomblet positions (xly 1 ). ..... (xn,yn) are measured tma the pattern .
center then a simple estimate of the parameter c7s I

6 Now consider certain functions derived from equation (23). FPLIt, '-.
for a given downwind row, have the "crosswind vwzm
dosage": " .aN(.-.)

CWID(x) - (x,y)dy e N

(Each of these quantities is obviously observable experimentally, for each- 4

downwind sampling row.) The, estimate of makes N(x/o4r) observabi 0as

is (see equation (24)) u*. Then various functions of (26) and (27) may be
plotted agalinst (x-u*) to obtain estimates of bc, and 4. For eample,
consider

A z ( •) ( CWID(x) 2 (iiX.U*f(2

.................... (.. ,.. ..
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so that itf z(x) is plotted agminst x-u* on log log paper a straight line
should result with interceat l log (1/b) and slope T d. The success
"of such techniques will be very much. dependent or, the relitbility of
the dosaiqe dnta. Nothing further will be said on this subject in this
paper, inasmuch as the present problem is not the estimation of para-
meters from multiple round data, but is rather the "building-uP".01 11nl

* round data.

' C. general trcaet Pattern Distributions.

' Suppose that at the time of release of boreblets, the rocket is at 0- .
position (Xo, Yo, 2d and suppose a given bomblet has initial velocity
Yector (Vy,,v z). Then with-the effects of wind tgnored, the velodity. ."... -.

vector of the bomblet at time t after release is

(v 'v ,.v. PAL-

where g is the gravity acceleration constant. The position of the bomb-
"letattime 't is

(x (x0o YOIZo)+ (vx,vyvz - gt)dt

(x +v t' y +V t Z +v tg72) (29) .

The time of ground impact is such that the vertical coordinate is zero.
That is, the Impact time is such that

zo +vt -gt/2 -0

the positive root of which is

v 4\z + 29z, 
- .

t. (30)'

The ground position of the bomblet is therefore

xl%
'~X x0+ = ÷VxtI "

- •(31)
Yl=Yo ytl ' '

. . . . . . ......"."'. •" " " " '" ' "" ' " ". -,.•



t. *eConceivably. a bomblet. pattern, distribution can be deduced from
simple considerations cf equations (30) ad(31atnd ofth stribution of,
xO. y, zQvXvY, andy v Foreexwmple,ifxyadz recndrd

nnýTran~oMx, aya te e.-Ot o Vzis z=! relative to Oth effect of-gravitya
and if v and v are biveantft zcwn3y dtitributed the and y. ar~b.7
blvarlate norma& I&dist1buted. We ame continuing our expt~ton'of this

* problem.

IV. N7TT1MY Hw THE SThC-::X IP07ND DATA. Consider now the problem
*where t toltdA dosage citz~ hý,s b_--n obtairc-d over a setrinplng grid. in a

tv"'Ca of 1ie stecond t'ype - t1e zigle round. If a wind drect~in can be
aszumd znd if the ramplAnij grid is such that itcontairis arws Perpen-
dicular to the wind direction, the model fitting is greatly SIMPtpi~ed'.
Conuider the dosae~j model

D(X*Y) exp(ts-by2/Ad _c(nx

-hw a that If, for a conrtnnt- x, the noegzt~ie of the lgdsg spotd *

aczinst Y , the vqtiarer of the croxsswind diatance, a utruight line with
slope -b/xd should result.-

* q -log D(x, )L
'- 'slope ,/AtV

N''.

if this slope is estimated for each crosswind row and if the set of slope$
is plotted against x on log paper, a straight line with slopmw -

* should result%

log slope____

slope

4
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By this timeans an estimate of CX can be obtained.

!After c Is estimated the estimation of a, b, and c is quite simple.
inesmuch as ordinary least squares techniques can be applied to

- (x, y) a-bI-cm -

where

&E•,~ 
=(X' Y) = / (X, A

in -i•n x '•'/

SThus the least ",•urcs e!3tirnates are .'.'-'

A, ....
A c

" m( - (32)

where . 1 m are the means, respectively of the Z's3, 1'0 and m's
and

z " I(l-I)(z - z.

V(-t)(m - r)sS/" - ~(J)2, etc.

Thure is one difficulty with application of the model to such data.
The model w-scribes diffusion due to wind currents. "Close" to the release
point another mechanism - the munition blast - becomes more important in
cloud travel. Therefore, not all the data is suitable for use in equations • '
(32). Some Judgment about this may possiblI be obtained by observing the
plot uog slope against log x indicated above. For small values of z, 'r.

S. .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +.... . ... -,... .... ..-. ..



the plot rmay show erratic departures from linearity and this is an indication .
-. "'that data from the corresponding crosswind rows is unsuitable for fitting.

* Other ohservable functions can be used for aiding in the fit. For
*=example the crosswind maximum dosage:

CWMD t) - D x,O) - ea/xc

and the cirouwind integrated dosage: .

CWID- 5 (, - 2E 'F e a
bxc"i•"i

so that

Cb MDtx...

A plot of this letter quantity a.goinst x on loglpper at once gives an esti-
rnate oi CL.

The above estimtion procedures depended on having crosswind
sflmplin'j rows perpand lar to the wind direction. In fact, this will.,
seldom be the case. The problem is partially avoided by having circular
sampling arcs, but this still leaves some difficulty. An approximation
suggest3, that a circular arc with large radius will exhibit similar dosage IV,
results to a straight line perpendicular to the wind.

Finally, establishment of a wInd direclion Is not as simple an it
sounds. For the purpose of fitting, it seems better to fit a line through
the maximum dosages on the crosswind sampling arcs and call this the
"virtual wind line", rather than to rely on a wind track obtained by
meteorological observations.

The subject of fitting is lengthy and cannot be effectively discussed
without an actual example. It is hoped that what has been said will serve
as an adequate Introduction to the problem.

4H
..... ,......
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COMMON PITFALLS IN THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXFERIMS

Chairman: G. E. P. Box, The Universit of Wisconsin
P.nel Members: Cuthbert Daniel,* Private Consultant

J. S. Hunter, Mathematics Res•arch Center,

The University of Wisconsin

'- W. J. Youden, National Bureau of Standards

Marvin Zelen, The University of Maryland

Prior to the start of the conference, each Panel Member sent to Dr. .o,

a brief on the Common Pitfalls in .the Design and Analysis of Experim-nts

which he planned to discuss at the Aberdeen meeting. We publish bers

in onttlne form theme briefs.

Cuth-bert Daniel

1. In design, the mistake I make most often, is to start planning exper-
ments with Insufficient understanding of the substantive problem. -.

2. In analysis, the commonest mistake I make is to assume prematurely

that I know what went on. •

3. After these two ane out of the way -- or forgotten -- the commonest

defect in data is the presence of a very small number of very bad values.

The pitfall is to fail to notico. these bad values. By a bad value I mean

one whose observed or recorded magnitude controls or dominaites the In-

terpretation of the whole set of data.

4. In balanced, and especially in factorial. experimentation, defective

randomizaitio'n, usually in the direction of plot-split~ing Is the commonest

error of experimenters and its presence undetected-is then the common

pitfall in trying to interpret the data.

1. S. Hunter

1. Considerable arithmetical dexterity is required to perform the analysis

of variance associated with many txperimental designs and their associated LIP.

*,.. 02nial was unable to atterd the inaetino. lie .telephoned his comnmnts

to Dr. F. E. Grubbs. These were read by Professor G. E. P. Box.

"" .6+'....
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mathematical models. Unfortunately, the experimenter frequently consiws [
his data analyzed once this arithmetic is completed. Methods of data '
analysis used with great profit long before the invention of the ANOVA are n -
thus neglected (graphs, histograms, effects of changes In scale, the search
for abberant observations, trends, etc.). After completing the regular ANrV,
experimenters •alo frequently fail to review the residuals for additional [
signals or to think in terms of alternative mathematical models tOnt might. r
be expressive of the data.

2. There exists an unjustifiable high 'regard'forAhe. Sbility of.regressien
equations to unfold and identify Inforniation within a large accumtulation
"of data. This f!ith in niultiple regression techniques is particularly strong
whnn the data have beon haphazardly collected with little regard for either
randomization or good experimental design. ". 's,

W. 7. Youden• y Rnvorite "pitfall" Is elementary. obvious and yet pretty treacherous.
Let us suppose somo ammunition stored at three temperatures and two

humidities (6 combinations). Every six months samples are taken and fired
and; let us say, shell velocity determined. We have a lovely trap for any- "
one who knows how to do an analysis of variance. Suppose duplicate firings. .

Rel. Temp. Period stored - months
Hum. °G 6 12 18 26

50 20 etc.

40

90 20

40

The error of the "duplicates" may not be applicable to comparing uha".
fired 6 months apart. The error for any one of the time curves a"ft .
apply for ccmparlsons among the six storage conditions. After al,

• , °
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presumably only ge storage chamber was available for each storage
condition. I need riot elaborate further. Overlooking the fact that the
enor of split plot comparisons is usuallt less than that for between plots

* Is all too common.

Marvin Zelen "

Often non-st•aUutical pitfalls may Invalidate an entire experiment or
even dbIse incorrect conclusions tobe made. No amount of good statistlcs .
will be able to rectify a non-statistical blunder. Three kinds of non- • "
statistical pitfalls dizoussed are:

-. Analy9iss of daLa wfthout really understanding how the experiment was
executed may craete an Incorrect analysis.

* 2. When cooperative experiments are being carried out. with groups not in
• * "comp'lete contact w~th one a.nother, the groups will often differ In their ".. .

administration of treatments and evsluation of responses. "

3. Extrapolation of dat~a over a different range of e~perimenthl conditions.

0%

• ~~. *"-

4. j

. ."" . .. °
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0. P. QuesenberrY2 and H. A. David
Virginia Polyteohnic Institute

1. INtD~O.Ti ae s concerned with the problem of detecting
cLutlying o csrvaions when in addition to the ncrsnei sample -xl, xj,, ..

n V
cr' 2Ir ,%vnth~bla. The same situatton haj been conaidered by Nair (1948).

*To tasjt for onf. mitltr ot a spectfied end of the srrale he proposes using
ah itio of the exctrarno deviate frorn the sample "aen to s~. ?rto-i

testirv; the eytt'r~me atbgoJute deviate from the sample mean divided by 5V,
has been proposed by Halperin, et al. (195-5).,

* The tw2 statistics mentioned above d~o not make use of the variance
esti.~r.ate s from thia samipie anid for this re~aeon do not possess certain

*des inible optlmel propet ties. We shall proposv s".atistics with the same
numnerators as those ab~ove but with s.in the denomnaftors replaced by the
pooled estimate ,i.

U* /n8+ V2 (n + V -1 X udo (1363 ie shown

that arnong a swiltably restricted class of tests-these statistics maximize the
probability of rejedting the null hypothesis of homogeneity' of the sample in
the presence of a single outlier. % '

We shall develop a method for computing percentage points of these
statistics and present. the comiputed tables. These tables are also immedi-
ately appli-cable to the problem of slippage of means in normal samples.
Two examples illustrate the procedures.

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS. Lot x1 , x2 . ... x.~ denote the sample In
the order drawn. Then define

This resccarch supported in.part by a National Science Foundation Fellowship
and in~ part by the Office of Ordnance Research, U. S. Army.

2Now at Montana State College.
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Ii. •" pn

i1 , L. ,x &

2 2

i s• is an independent thean-square estimate of variance, a
with -v degrees of freedom,

s2 = (n-1)s2 * S -b 2

bi = (x, - €)/ S ( "12.1)

, - (2.2) A".

b* max Jb (2.3)

' ~ ~Then b and b* are essentially the one-sided and two-sided statistics, . '

respectively, discussed in section 1. It should be noted that S2 ha a not '":''
been divi-ded by its degrees of freedom.

The special case V - 0 has been treated by Pearson and Chandra Skar: .
(1936), Grubbs (19S0) and Borenius (1958).

3. .DI$IBUTDO.&i i L. For the work in later sections the distribution
of 1b, and tho Joint distribution of bL andbi are needed. We shall now

obtain these distributions, taking for definiteness i - I and j o 2. An
extremely complicated derivation of essentially 6he same distributions hasa
been given by Doornbos, Kesten and Prins (1956) in an article concerned .

with slippage tests.

As is well known, (n - 032 may be decomposed into two independent
components

*2 n. (xI _12 + o2 •'•

(n 2)a 2  * .,.q
-X2

whirh are distributed respectively as 0C2 with I and n - 2 degrees ."ma."

. . . .'-,,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
----. *-I - m, - ' .*- ' ,.. . .
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Of freedom. '#lth these notation we have., thereforeL ,q N

2

Then b1 may be written as '1

whe e b - • -2 d n t ak ,+ _a,.. w h n - 2 n 2 (n...Vo

n--o

ilk -1)/2~~

n -n 3 -2 2

where deoet~n + €-e 2) deoesat-vcarate with n + "-v 2 degrees of .... ,,-'.]

freedom. It follows that the density function of bIsi

(n~)1/2 (n4 + -4)

_ _. , I

This giemaralizatlton of a result due to Thompson (1935) has also recently
bee~n pabi-uti out by Anscombe (1960).

, ". . ..

- b , -, , ....
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Continuing the decomposition of (3.1) one-step furtherwe have

1 S2 .n (x i)2 +. n. I (x2 )2 + 0 2

n~~~~I~ -2N +- 3

with
iii.,.

Letb'2  ,, (x-'./' * . 1n 2

Le b1 ,N, .'.'-' -IS.

~~ -.

9.i..

Clearly, the distribution of b' 2 ts of the form (3.2) with n replaced by

2.
n - 1. Moreover, b' 2 is independent of b1. 7a see ths suppose is, to

based on a random sample of size -v + 1. with mean a. taken rom- a
N(Al , c 2) parent. This assumption is unnecessarily restrictive but does

22not essentially affect the orgurnent. Then x-• s and _S2 are complete • •'••

sufficient statistics for jA, g, and cr 2 . Since the distibution of ..

does not involve these parameters, b2 ' Is independent of the Joint dis-

tribution of 7, x and S (Basu, 195_5-. Also b' does not lnvolve Z.

so that it must be independent of b_.

The Joint density function of b and b'2 in tberefcre

1/2 1'n (1/4(• V-
+ 3 2

f. ... , b, b"n b- F 2 v n - I

"( - n b'2) + v -5)/ 2

n - ...
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I . , . .- ,J

11/2 
1/2

(~1/2 1/2

n -

S in c bi 521 , "2 "/"

x - .- b n- - 7 - bJ ' ... °- 2 1/n'2

/ 1/2

f , -j b2) -" 2> " I -/i;r :.

over the ellipse

n n-2 2bI b2 u "-,

•~~ ~~~~ b z+b.( ) ,::• ..

-2 -2 V

a* nd

SicK -•• S 12.'. '

S[3
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.f (b1. b 2)= o, elsewhere. . .

MAoments of b and b*

EMnc. the di.•t-ibuttons ofb and b*.do nmt involve p, 1, and. 2 it

ojI)Wvs as above tnat b arld b* are distributed independently of S. ThT i

reCuit it. well knowr for the specia1 case V = 0 and may indeed be. proved

in a similar f!.zhicn, as was pointed out tp us by.Dr. G. E. P. Box. As a

consr-iuen:.- of th's independence the moments (about zero) of b and b* are

t. I- c•tlcs of tbe monments of their respective numerators an'd denominators.

Thus we have, for example, .,.

r $8 r max

L 
r.

in this case (but ,nct so rea,.ily icf b*) the right hand side can be valuated

nurarlc-lly since, th.o .umulnas of x R are .related to the tabulated

cumulants of the extreme (Ruben, 1954) by equationi which for sL 0 , r - I

become (McKay, 1935) . -

x)Kr(Xm - K x r I, 3, 4, 5,.

K 2 x m x~ kIk 2 (X~a~ - /n.

The distribution of b may therefore be approximated by a Pearson Type curve.

However, for the purpose of obtaining upper percentage points the approach

of the following section, applicable to both b and . i* is preferable.

4. THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES,

(a) One-Sided Case, b

We now consider a procedure for computing significance points of b , '

defined by (2.2). For a given value of/} and -v let D,, be the required

e. significance point of b. By Bonferroni's inequalities (cf. David, 1956)

we have for any D

SIN
- -
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b~ D ) 2 P r( bji> D b 3 ) < P b D ) n r b j )(1 . )

"For s-ufteie-nty large. D the right sidn aetves as a first approximation to -' '
Pr (b >D) and the lelt side as a second approxftatlon. If the first ap-'
proxirmation Is set equal to Z, then the resulting equation, I.e.

Pr (b> D) - O/n 1A

can be solved for a value D1 , which is an upper bound of the value. D•.. "
sought. From (3.2) thia equation can be written as

1k1 where c -,f".]1/2L"~~12 (n• 4 -v -- 4)-""

*X/n C n I n 2,.,.,

The following equivalent equation is more convenient to work with

D1 .n + -fFVr 2 n - 4)/2

2(r 1).. D.i• .4.....
. . . . . . * . *.- d-
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where

Cl

By transposing thesecond term on thb right to'the left of (4.2) the

equotion can be identified with

Dh

so that Newton's iterative formula

I, ihD -I ).

can be us'ed to solve for D. Note also
S. ',.

(D-I h D .

n - I.•-=

The initial value of D1 used to start the iteration procedure was DI, 10  for.

as given above.
While D, is an upper bound for Da , a lower bound by 04.1) satisfies -. " .

Pr (bi > D2 .b, > -) .

A first approdimation Duj to D Is, therefore, given by

A:.-.....

- . ... .. -.... .-. *.- .
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On replacing D1 in (4.3) by I) a second approximation D2  tobob-
- - telan'ed. The process can be continued until D2 t * D, ae

to three decimal places. In the present case D2 ,~ was found to be out-
fiinl acurtei all but a few camses..

*The second term on the right side of equation (4.3) is evaluated by
numeica intgraion.TheJoint dniyfbb)gvnb 33-si

tegra ted over the region for which b, > DA and b2  ' 1 This region io
shaded In Fig. 1. This numerical integration w~s performed on an 1.B.M
650 compu~ter. The numerical miethod used is equivalent to fitting an In-
creasing number of planes to the densi-ty surfaice until the desi red accuracy

is achieved.

th~en the second term on the right side of -(4.3) Is zero. Then dl D2 DM.
is the emc pcrc.entaga point of b.. This is Important in that it allows the
exact calculation of a niumber of porcentage points for lower values of Ml
and.

The lower and upper bounds for the percentage points were found. to agree ~
j* so well for the values of OL considered here (.01, .05) that only one value

had to be tabulated, Tables I and 2 give the I and 5 per cent points,
respectively, for selected values of 3ý and n.

* ~(b) PL~e Two-Sided gas2. b*

Essentially the same procedure is used to obtain the significance points

of b*as for b. The Bonferroni Inequalities in this case give *

From the symmetry of f(b1) we have

Let D*be the dniraWd signifteance p~atnt ci E . t am ugppe boand

'"2
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(Djob

W-7

A.
.............................................
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D can be obtained from (4.2) by Teplacing'A~ by Ot/2 in Bl sAn

solving. A filrt approximation D* to a lower bound .DI on~ DU Is
20

n~ (b 7[I(. (0) PrTbi)D.* 1, IbiPD) (4. 5)*

Asecond approxrM'tion D* can be obtained by replacing. DI 7 :..

I n (4.55), v tc. Tbq so cond term on the rlght of (4. 5) in evaluated this time
by lnteýratlng f~b1. b) over the a-rea in ouch quadrant where I hil ;PD? and 4

I bI.D~ .The bounds on Dkdo not agree aao well as for the one-sided

ca sa. Ta&ble s.3 a nd 4 give bounds f or D* for a - 01 and CC u 05, roe-
pect;HIoly. VWhen theu bounds agree to three places only one value is
tabulated. -

.r

S. T IV n F)I I"' FRO IE. The statistics and k5 are uliefiil in treating
th ~i~goproblem for nora ouOin3 eew have the sample

XXy

We wish to test the hypothesis that the entire array Is from a common normal

parent agiainnt the alternative thot tha i th sample (Xil, x12, .. 60 zi )

* is from a normal parent withT a different mean, where 1 is unspecified.
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"nii

n~ ýe

and s be an Independent mean-square estimate of error with t dqgrees

. of reedom.

An important special case is that of all equal subsample.sizes, i.e. n,
n nn2," .. - n m m m. For this special case the statistics

M ax •______"__" "

A '.

and. ., '

max -(3

where

2 k .-2 2

S j~ (X I j x) + t s

are distributed as b and b', respectively. The significance points of
these statistics are obtained from the tables of b and b*. with the para-
meters nand " of the tables replaced by nink and -V km-I) 4 t.I
These slippage tests possess the same desirable properties as do outlier
tests based on b and b* (see Paulson, 19521.

'.........:"

V. -. *...-..,
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If the sample S.~zes n are n~ot all equal but bre approximately' 8090h~p.
tables of b and -b can be used to obtain approxImAte tests.

k

mx 
.* 

k

*1 n

and

max i Ii..

give approximate tests based on the tables of bL and k* The parameters
D.anid -Vof thetablesare here n -kand-v -N +t - k.

S. EKAMPLES, We now give two examples to illustrate the use of the tables. .,

1V
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'262Demotor of EniuulleaU•", Examnple 1.

,4" Squibs are small devices for Igniting the rocket motors of missiles..

Waterttghtness and shock resistance are important characteristics of Aqulb. K ,
In order to study these characteristics of a large batch a random sample of

size 48 was drawn. The sample was randomly subdividod into 3 equal P, ,..
groups. The first group was used as a control Vnit &nd reccivcd no treat-
ment, the second group was submerced In water and the third group was-
drwFppd from a fixed helqht% Each squib in the entire sample was tested by
havlng a current of 5 amperes passed through it and its time to failure
recorded.

nrom previous experience it is felt that these delay tim es are epproTýPately
normally distributed. It is also known from previous expexrience that ocoas-
tonally C.'-tremely large delay times occur. Because of this an outliers test
was used on each subgroup to guard against such spurious observations.
The variance was assurmed to be constant throughout the experiment. The

.i] cdata are given in Taule 6. 1.

First we test each of the subg.rups for outlying observations. For each
test the variance estimates from the two remaining subgroups are used as an
independent estimate of error. For the control group we have from (2.1) "

* ~.

b 76 - .4438 u

, ~~i.. 4,.-

Table 2 gives the 5 per cent point for n 16 and -v 30 aaa pp. "xi-
. mately b ( .05: 16, 30) - .384, .so the above valui does not attrain

significance.

For the watertightness group

-1.09 - .5188.

.93274 6

and this is compared with the same value, b ( .05; 16, 30 ) - .384, 1 "
before. This is highly significant and the observation 1.09 in rejected.

'.,'...

,,.:: . . .. .. . . . .. ...... * .. .... .... .. . :.:...

:::i " • " ". ..... •....:' " " ••"...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Table~J 6.

.p

1b .45 -.47I. __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _

44•. .57 A
., .2z6 .3, .63 .v,.'

.76 -4 -,,9-

.1.0 .39 ,8-

05, .745 Al7

'" +. ,3T ' .146 ,*

.53 .491

.51 ,74 . .30.. ,.55 .•7. .343.,

.147 ..48

.142 .5 . . ..

S.51 .143 .148,';" "

* (Da~ta furnishJed by Ordmance M4issile LmboratorIes,. A1RNA, AMC,

Redstone Arseeal, Al~bmu*.)

E 7"10 ZZ, 'x2 i8.30,72

St.44, .518 i3

2 I,

)l 2 .331

Ee.'.,n x"ea1.Aita rni,. ) B, '..3,1'02i,

88(1) -P .S(2 .5712 S8(3) .0806 W .. U

-. +.. ... +

. . . . . ,.. . ..
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*Now, since the 1.09 observation in the 2 nd gcoup was unduly In-
R~ating the variance estimate for the first test, we shall recompute that
test with this abeervation omitted from the variance estimate. The test
satitstic becomes

.76~ .4438
b U 4378

15 .n i- toypae ( O :l , 2 ) tends to cleoreet;e the

porcent:,vto point, sothuý above Mrtitstie it, significant. Tba observation
.76 is romittod from the contr~l-group. The sum of sqjuares baued on the
remai.ning 15 obbIerv4ltions Is .1113.

For teontinq the 3 td (shoch) group b - . 2707. This is not significant
at the .05 level. Furth,ýr tests'in the submamples lead to no'more dim-
cardd obu-orvations..

jbThe purpose of the exporiment is to test the significance of the water
and shock trf.,atrnentn. We are intorested in tooting the hypothesis that
elthcr one or both treatments indreased the meon delay time. A two-sided
test is apprt riate here. For the two-sided test will have a probability of
rejection higher than for the null situation unde~r any alternative except

* whe~n one treatment effect Is exactly twice the other (both non-zero).

Since the subsemple sizes are large-and nearly equal, the approximate
tent discussed in section 5 should give accurate results. Here n1 = r&2

* 5an 3 - 16. The weighted means~ are \n lla1. 637, 1/x2. ;2
*1.862, qn 3 ';3  1.822 and ij 1.774. Then (5..6) gives...

.774 -1.637

-0.213
.6442

* This is to ba compared with b (.05: 3e 43) Table 4 gives b (.05:
3, 40 ) =~ 0. 2 3 so the value 0. 213 is not significant at the .05
level. We conclude that the treatments had no effect.
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'xmple 2.

"* ,A sranple of six obs•rvations ,.,yas drawn from a table oI random rornal
numbvrs and a randomly selected observation, was increased by two standard
Sdevintic•ris. The obserations obtained were 265, 223, 291, 105, 43
And 477. A sample of six obseviations was drawn from a table with the . .
sarm. varlance but with a different mean to give an independent esti•ate
of varinice. These obaervations were 171, 111, 185, g71, 68 and 217..
The metan and sum of squares about the mean for the first set of. obterva•ons
are 234 and 11ý,504 r~e!poctively. The sum of squates about the mean
for the swcond set is 26,519. So the oa- sided test statistic La from (2.10

A,

b - 4_77-.;.Z34 -°4°•,.-.•
I b ZZ.~~L -. 643.

"\143, 023

Table 2 gives b (.05; 6. 5) - .638, so that the observatioii 477 In ....

rejected at the .05 level. Toblo 4 gives b* C .05; 6, 5 ) w .681,"so
that the obiervation 477 is not rejected at the .05 level by-the two- ,i
sided test.
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-AEPENDI.

-THE TABUES

Tables 1 and. 2 give the 1 and 5 per cent points, respectively, of
b see (2.1)1. The 1 per cent points are correct to 1 unit in the

fourth place. Only a few values for n. and V large are questionable at .. -
all in the last digit. The five per cent points of h are correct to three..
places except for a few large values of n and X. For n - 20 and ' - 50
the iv'1u, gl•am -may be 6 as cch as 2 ui.¢s W.,;e da th third place. Ma.

".. '..i .
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other values in the 5 per cent table are incorrect by more than one unit in

the third place.'

Tables 3 and 4 give lower and upper bounds for the percentage points

of b* Cr-ee Cý.2)3 . For each combination of parameter values lower and

uppr bounds are given except when these bounds agree to three decimal ",- .. ,:

places and then only one value is given.

The upper 1.% points of (x )/S fc

2 n2 •l.i: ,.:;:S = z +- 12 nd Yl independent of xj.

Table V.

The upper 5% points of (x - WS/ f

n '4
2 2 ;.2

S- ( ( + L and yi Independent Of xj.

Table 3

2 2'. z-. ...

1 11

of max Ix -I/S•fo

1 Table 3,

.....-..... • -- ..".. ... .....- . ....

m".'' .. . , " -' ,;• '. '.;• .'. . .'• "" ' '• • ._•' '•' " '''x ,' ''- '• '. ': ', -'•'-, .' '*. " "* ."".""- '.",- * " -' -'" ",- " . '. 5..... . . . %" "*• '
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Table 1I__

"3Table of 1% points o the distribution ofb

0 0.8165 0.8617 0.8739 0.8695 0.7566 0.7394
1: 0-11 o.-4oe31 0.8478 0.8400o 0.8263 0.81o0:{:::

2Ei 0.7904, 0.81.55 0.81-76 0.8094. 0.7971 .0.7933'":
3.0.7614 0.78W+ 0.7865 0 .7800 0.7698 '0 .7579 •,-•

4 0.7299 0.7532 0.7570 0.7527 0.7444 0.73411

5. 0.699o 0.7238 0.7297 0.7274. 0.7207 0.7120''

6. 0'.6703 0.6968 0.7045 0.7037 0.6987 0.6918

7 0.6442 0.6720 0.6012 0.6819 0,6786 0.6729

8 o.6204 o. 0649l 0.6597 0.6620 o.6599 o.6534

9 0.5986 0.6282 0.6401 0.6436 0.6424 0.6389

*10 0.57858 0.6091 0.6219 0.6263 0.6263 0.6237
12 0.5441 0.5723 0.5895 0.5956 0.5971 0.5962

15 0.5017 0.5333 0.5489 0.5566 0.5600 0.5607

20 0.4462 0.4795 0.4.962 0,5055 0.5106 0.5132

24 0.4158 0.4463 0.4633 0.4732 0.4792 0.-4826

30 0.3779 0.4073 0.4240 0.4346 0.4•12 0.4455

40 0.3328 0.3600 0.3763 0.3869 0.3940 0.3990

50 0.3006 0.ý261 0.)3•6 0.3519 0.3591 0.3642

74,

•.211:•121 i:.;12 : .•:_. ,. ?• • ... -.,... ,.....,.....-............•....,.-..-,.,....-..,..,..........-.•.-....-.........................
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Tabie 1 .

( continued)

I' 9 3.0 12 15 20

0 o.A211 0.8032 0.767 0.7228 0.6614-.

1 0.7942 0.7780 0.7465 0.7048 0o.,683

2 0.7688 0.7541 0.7260 0,6879 0.6356 . ... ',

3 0.7450 0.7320 0o.707 0.6723 0o. 6239

4 0.722n 0.7116 0.6990 0.6576 0.6127

S0,7026 0.6926 0.6724- 0.6438 0.6020 .
6 0.6937 0.6748 0.6548 0i6306 0.5917- "'

7 0.6659 0.6581 0.6422 0.6192 0.5822 "

a o.6495 0.6428 0.626 666 *0. -0-57279 0.6343. 0.6204 0.6156 0.5956 0.5638 '.

1) o,6198 o.614s o.66o 0-o. 53..0-56 :!:i:i

15 0.5597 -0.5376 0-5513 0.5393 0-5183

20 0.5140 0.5136 0.5104 0.5031 0.4880

24 0.4844 0.4850 0.4837 0.4785 0.4668

30 0.4480 0.4496 0.4501 0.4479 04393

40 0o4023 0.4047 0.4071 0.4074 0.4038

0.3681 0.3711 0.3744 0.3766 0.3751

Q- * ... .

i .. . . ... . . .. }-*
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Table 2.

Table of 3 i points of the distribution or b

0 0-8154 0.844 0.836 0J.O15 0.791 J.0-766

1 0.789 0.800 0.789 0.771 0.752 0.733

.2 0.741 0 .752 0.745 0.-732 0.717 .0,701

3 0.692 0.707 04705 0.697 0.696 04673

14 0i. .64~8 0.6W8 0.671 o0.666 o.638 o.648

5 0.610 0.634 0.640 .,0.639 0.633'- o.625

6 0.377 .0.604 .0.613 D.614 o.61o o.60%

7 0.549 0.578 0.589 0 .591 04590 0.586

0 0.524 0.554 .0.567 0.371 0.571 0.569

9 0.302 0.5333 0.541 0.553 0.531+ 05533

10 0.483 0.515 0.530 0.536 0.539 0.538

12 0.430 0-482 0.499 04507 0.511 0.512

15 0811 0.413 0.461 0.471 0.476 0.479

20 0.363 0.395 0.433 0.425 0.431 0.436

24 0.335 0.366 0.384 0.396 0.403 0.408

30 0.303 0.332 0.350 0.362 0.370 0 .3175

40 0.266 0.292 0.309 0.321 0-329 0.-333

50 029 0.264 0.290 0.291 0.299 030 "".0.2.9,30

S•V

Wi•..L,,,J

.. m, ,•*
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9 10 12 15 20

--, 4 al

a 0-746 0.725 o0.69 0.644 O..,86

1 0.714 0.697 0.666 0.626 0.574

2 0.6e6 0.672 .0,64. 0.609 0.362

3 o.66i. o.648 o.625 0.394 o-530
, 0-638 0,627 0.607 0.579 0.340

5 0.617 o.-6o o.0591 o.566 0.530

6 0.39d 0.391 0.573 0.533 0.520

7 0.560 0-574 0.561 0.341 0.5131

. o.0.56, o.5.59 0448 0033q 0.502

"9 0.550 0.546 0.536 0.$20 0.494

10 0.536 0.533 0.524 0.10 0.486

S12 0.511 0.509 0.503 0.492 0.472
15 0.480 0,479 0.476 0.468 0.452

20 0-438 .0.139 -0.439 0.135 0-424.

24, 0-431 0-0,3 0.415 0.413 0.405

30 0.379 o.382 0.365 0.385 0.381
40 0.339 03,42 0.347 0.349 0,349

50 0.310 0.313 0.318 0.322 0.323

!. . . .. . ..
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Table of 1% points of the distribution of b* W61

3 5 6 7 8

-i -0 0. 0.864 0.801- 0.82 0.874 0.860

j1 0.814 0.851 0.862 0.836 0.847 0.833

2 0.800 0.830 -0-837 0.83.1 0.821 0.808 .a

"3 0.778 0.805 0.809 0.605 0.796 0.785

4 0.751 0.777 0.782 0.779 0.772 0.762 :..'

7 04673 0.702 0.711- 0,712 0.709 0-?03

8 0.651 0.680 0.6o0 0.692 0.690 0.663

t 9 0.629 0.659 o.671 o.674 0.673 o.669

10 0.610 0.640 0.653 o.657 0.657 0.654 b. a
12 0,576 0.607 0.621 0.626 0.620 0.626

,-.15 0.533 0.564 0.580 0.587 0.590 0.590.
0.12Q

20 0.478 0.509 0.5;6 0.534 0.539 0.54,1

~~~j).'0 .'..5.

24 0.4104 0.1,15 0.492 0.501 0.507 0.510

30 0.405 0.*43 0.451 0.461 0.468 0.471
0 .7 0. 0.10, 0.569 0._1_].7 .04

&0 0.357 0.385 0.401 0.411 0.41d 0.423
0.35), 0.1•82 -0.399 0.1,10 O o4612 0*• 2•)"". .

50 0.323 0.349 0.365 0-375 0.382 0.38'
0.317 0.3L6. 0.363 0.073 0.381 0,386

• -.
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.- 'Table3

tcontinued)

"0 0.843 0.827 0.794 0.730 0.688
1 '0.819 0.04 773 0.732 0.671.

0-773 7*4

2 0.795 0.761 0.753 0.715 0.662

* 3 0.772 0.759 0.735 0.700 0.651

1, 0.751 0.740 0.717 0.6(! 00.639 *

KJ. 5 0.731 0.721 0.701 0.671 0.628

6 0.713 0.704 0.685 0.658 0.617

'7 ? ' 0.695 0.687 0.671 0.646 0.608

0 0,679 0.672 0.657 0.631.. 0.599"

9 .064 067 064 0.623 0.59

10 0.649 0.644 0.632 0o.612. 0.582

12 0.623 o.619 0.609 0.593 0.565

15 0.588 0.386 0.579 0.566 0.544

20 0,4..2 0..41. 0-537 0.529 0.512
,: ..- ----.- ----. .... .- -.. i::....:..

24 0.511 0.511 0,509 0.503 0.4.90'

30 0.474 0.475 0.475 0-471 0. 62

40 0.1..:•ý 0.• Oý a 0-30 0.M' ~ ••,.,:.-,,'.
c~.QJ7 .j0. -

50 0,390 0.393 0.396 0.:97 0,395
0..3 0.92 .397 0.39.'

0• ..... ..
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Table of 5%3 points of the distribution ofC -b*

3 6 7 ,

0 0*162 0.85 0857 944 0.925 0.t604

1 0.•03 0.8,24 0.820 0.807 0.799 0.771

2 0.769 •0.786 0.782 0.771 0.757 0.741

3 0.729 0.747 0.74,6 0.738 0.727 0.7,14,

4 o0690 0.711 0.713 0.708 0.670 0.689- , . *l l *< -- -- : .'"
0.655 0.678 0.684 0.681 0.675 0.667

7 0.596 0.623 0.633 0.635 0.632 ,0.627
.00 .0.622- --

8 0.571 0.600. 0.611 Q.014 0.613 0.609
-....... 0•63.. Q0.9 8  0,6!0 -- -- -- ,'-.+'

9 0.549 0.579 0.592 0.596 0.596 0.593
- .. 05 -0.576 _0.5901 , 0.52. 0.595 -

10 0.529 0.560 0.573 0.579 0.580 0.579
U6 0. .4•O?8 0. 579 0.570

12 0,4<5 0.526 0.542 0.549 o.551 o.351
0.. ,63 0.522 0.539 0. 57 0,5.50 0.550

15 0.454 -0.486 0.502 0.511 0.51- 0•517
0. 1 0.4o_ o. 99 0.509 o.214 0.51 A

20 0.403 0.0434 0.452 0.462 0.4+68 0.I71__ 0.82 o.,•27 0.447 0. 59 o0+ .+6 •
.0. 0.o o. 0.4 0.66 0.6

24 0.373 0.403 0.421 0.432 0.438 0.4a2
.o.39 o.0395 o.U6 0.1.,28. 0.,,36 o0., 1 -

30 0.339 0.367 0o0 ft 0.395 00403 0.408
09 .32& a ;L-T -0.2221 0-9 0.IDS

40 0.297 0.323 0.340 0.351 0.359 0.364
0.283 00.315 -0,334 0.31,6, o..- .i03!

50 0.267 0.292 0.308 0.319 0.326 0.332
) 0.254- 0.2ý4 0 302 0.314 0.323 0.3281i.2

2 .t;. . . . .~ , . .... . . . .:.*:.

* '. " . ... •-
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- Table* 4

(continued)

09 10 12 15 20

0 0.783 0.763 0.727 0.681 0.621* * .*. ' --- ---. .... :

2. 0.53 0. 36 0.704 0M663 0.608

2 0. 26 o. 11 0.683 0.646 0.596

3 0.701 0.688 0.664 0.630 0.584

4. 0.678 0.667 -0.646 o. 616 0.573
5 0.6158! 0,64 0.629 0.602 0.563

6 0.639 0.630 0.613 0.589 0.5533

"7 0.621 0.614 0.599 0.577 0.544

a8 0.604 0.598 0.586 0.566 0.535

9 00589 0.534 0.573 0.555 0.526

10 0.575 0.571 0.561 0.545 0,518

12 0.550 0.547 0.539 0.526 0.503
0.549 .546 05.29 0.525 Q.502

15 0.517 0.515 0.511 0.501 0.k13
0.516 0.5111 0.510 O_. 00.58,

20 0.473 0.473 0.472 0.466 0.453
. .. 71 0.1,72 0.471 04,65 0.U52

S .:445 0.446 0.446 0.443 0.433

30 0.411 0.413 0.415 0.414 0.1080.40 O.AlI 0- l3,/ -.0.1,13 0.10,7 . .

"40 0.3680.:3 8 0:347 0.376 0.374

50 0,336 0.339 0.344. 0.347 0.347 L __
0.333 0.336 0.341 0.345 0.3214

((- .I
"'" ~.".-i S)'



' •]~fOTE an PREC.ISION Of GRADED VS. -'
;. ~~~~ALL-OR-NONE RESPONSE IN MOBUOYA,-,-.•'

Francis Marion Wadley ' '

U. f. Army Chemical Ccrps Blological aboratories

Per purposes of biological assay, two types of response are generally-
available. The graded response furnishes for each subject a measure of
effect, while the "quantal" or eli-or-none response provides for each subject •,A *i

merely the fact that It did or did not respond. In the latter case, in order
to obtain an arithmetic figure for ansalsis, it It necessary to use a number
of subjects and to record the proportion responding to a given stimulus.
This is the procedure of dosage-mortality studies; a single test involves ,.
determination of proportions responding to several concentrations of the
test material.

The graded response is attractive because It pravide"-e defirite measure
of response for each. subject, and because it has a simple relation-shtp with
basic regression analysis. Since the measure of extent of an effect Is more
precise than the mere statement that it passed or did not pass a. certain point,
a successful graded response obviously gives more information per subject
than an all-or-none response. This added precision, with more efficiency
in expensive experimentation, is of considerable importance to biologists.

It frequently in. true that a good graded response Is not available, or
that the all-or-none response t. the gnly one that will answer the question
at issue. However, it is important to keep both possibilities in mind in
the choice of an experimental program. To be of maximum usefulness, a
graded response must show a consistent and strong relationship with the
concentration of the material tested, and all subjects must respond to some
extent.

A well-established method of treating all-or-none data is the log-probit
method, which has considerable evidence of validity. It assumes a normal
distribution of the logarithms of tolerance or susceptibility among individual
subjects. Finney (1952a) states that the mean of this normal distribution Is , A

estimated by the log of the LDS0or c; the standard deviation by the re-
ciprocal of the probit regression coefficient, l/b.

If it were possible, for the individual subjects in a probit test, to read - A

individual o• tolerances directly, the variance of log tolerances would be -
given by I/bZ;the variance of m, the mean. by .l/b...

(1Vm =t/b a

A:

S S

.-. ........ °.. ... .. . .. .. . . A o. . ..
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A successful graded response must obviously have a high correlation with !yc'
log toleranne; and if the log tolerance would be read directly, it would con-
stitute en excellent graded response with mean and variance as stated. For .L• ..
the probit solution, where x is log concentration and n.w is the probit
weight, the variance of M.is estimated as:

(2) Vm ['I/b / .E nw + (m 2/ nw (X -)2

With good choice of concentrations, the second term in brackets is often ,
negligible when data are well balanced'around 50 per cent.

The two expressions for variance may serve to give a preliminary corn-
Parison of precision in graded and al -or-none response. Foj the probit,
(2) may be simplified to 1 / I nwb to compare with 1/nb . Since

Finruy's uSn" or E.n is equivalent to the "n" of (1), the differing :
fac.tor is % thu average weighting coefficienL used in (2). This w may
average 0.5 in a probit solution with well-spaced concentrations, but is .
more often a little lower. Thus the comparison of I/nb2 with I/nwb2

shows the graded response with a variance a little loss than half the var- . ..[
lance for the all-or-none response. It indicates that a good graded res-
ponse may make about twice as efficient a'use of subjects as a good quantal
reuponse. This relation was brought out by Gaddum (1933). 'C

-To attempt tests of this result with actual data, it is necessary to re- I:
late variances of estimates by the two methods. Hewlett and Plackett
(1956) compare 1/b (all-or-none) with s/bg (graded response), where

b is regression of graded response on concentration and s is the standard ',.

deviation from regression. They tabulate about 50 values of each from
the literature and show that l/b and s/bg have similar means and ranges.

The quantity s/bg is the basis of error calculations with graded response
(Finney 1952b). Hewlett and Plackett cite these sets oi data from verte-

brate subjects; the sets, of course, were unpaired. It may be assumed
that the responses were well adapted or else they, would not have been
published.

In this study, for a more direct comparison, several, sets of graded S
response data were adapted to all-or-none study. A particular level of
rponse was .e~fimed as "crifto*1.* and for each dose level the percentage
of subjects reaching or failing to,reach this Ocriticalm level was determined.
The critical value was defined so as to be near the mean and to provide a

0 I'

S. . .*,.*,.*..A.....-...-. . . *.* Id:.• ;:... :.
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usable sertes of percentages. The variance of log LDS0 , from probit an- -
- alysis of these percenteges, in compered with the variaice of log concen-

tration needed for the critical graded response, as defined by regression.

The first se. of data was taken from an article by the writer tWadley
1949, Table 4). Gunea pigs were the subjects, and diameter of the ir-
ritated are* after tuberculin injection was the response. Three lots of tub-
erculin were tested at each of 3 concentrations at 10-fold intervals. Each
concentration of eech lot was injected into 4 guinea pigs. The 3 lots
were quite simi.ar in potency, and only the various concentrations produced
significant difHerenaes in the level of response. Heance the' 36 observations '
were grouped into 12 t.pberculin reactions in each of 3 concentrations.
The "crit•icl" response level was defined as an irritated area with a diameter
of 12 millimeters. In the 3 groups of animals this level was reached by 8.3
per cent, 66.7 per cent and 100 per cent for the low, medium and high
concentratiorns, respectivell, giving a basis for probit analysis.

The value loend for s/h was 0.41, while li/b was estimated at 0.36,

* a close corresporndeace. The variance of al. was estimated as 0.009 for V.
graded, 0.013 for all-or-none.

4 A second set of data Is from Finney (1952b, Table 9.1) on weight gai.s,
of rats following vitamin doses, with 10 responses at each of 3 concentra-
tions. The critical responso indicated was 36 units, which gave a percent-
age series of 10, 70 and 80 per cent. Two more sots from Fort Detrick
data Involved the exposure of guinea pigs to toxic aerosols. Log of survival
time in hours was the response. The critical response was taken as the - •
mean log (about 2.00); one percentage series was 25, 38, 94; the other. i..
was 7, 12, 31, 69, 100. These were used in analysis as with the tub-
erculin data. Results are brought together in a table below.

Cornrison of All-or-None with Graded Response 0.

Pr'.9t Results Graded Res2onse Ym Reati
Response )/b r s_• V m Probit/GrEded

Tuberculin reaction 0.36 0.013 0.41 0.008 1.62
Weight gain 0.22 0.0031 0.18 0.0012 2.58
Log survivaltime 0.53 0.0297 0.60 0.0120 2.48
Log survival time 0.79 0.0188 0.69 0.0060 3.13

These somoaýmhat arti-ficial but valid comparisons are compatible with
the Idca that precision of rjradod response may be a little more than double

. .* , ,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..... ,..
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that of a quantal response, and that l/b and S/bg tend to be close. Such • ! ',.'

values as 0.53 and 0.60, for instance are Of the same order. The corn-
parisons are undertaken only to give a rough check to the theory of relation *V.
of responses, and are not advised as a procedure for experimenters.

The agreement of closely oorresponding responses, such as those in the K
table, does not indicate agreement of all responses. In the problem repre-
sented in the third row of the table, when-percentage of detths was used
as an all-or-none response, I/b was much above s/bg. In the problem

of the fourth row, l/b for death as a response, was lower than s/bg. The " '
approximate acreement seems to occur when koth-are about equally well
adapted. .I•..i-

At Fort Detrick some study has been given to use of graded response i .

in the h6pe of a gain in precision over thu often difficult all-or-none teats.
Responses studied have Inchtded time to death, time to otsot of symptoms
and weight loss. In some cases the treddd responses have shown some
gjoin over quantal re pvnsvs; in others they have given difficulty-and have
failed to compote with the all-or-none.

Since for equal precision I/b 2 r _ X2 /b 2  and since may be about

O.S or a little less., 2/b 2 may be equated to s 2 /b 2A Solution of this

equalton should give the b required for approximate equivalence to a given
S/lg or vice versa. For example, in a recent test s/bg was estimated at

0.76. Writing 2/b 2  s 2 /b' (or 0.58), and solving, a value of b- 1.,86

is indicated as competitive in precision. Perhaps 2.5 would'be a better .
facter than 2 for this comparison since 0.4 is probably nearer the usual
average weight than 0.5. This procedure has been helpful in the writer's
work, and should prove of value to experinienters.

In making a choice between responses, the first criterion will be the
adaptation of available responses. The equation just above may be of help.
If graded and all-or-none response are equally well adapted, the graded
response may be expected at lcast to double the precision of the all-or-none.

7I
................................................................
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A• COMPARISON OF "ABCUTORY EVALUTION I=D
FIELD WrAR OF WMILIAR FABRICS

*- William S. Cootie

Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command
tNaick, Massachusetts i"..

The Textile, Clothing & Footwear Division of the Quartermapter Research
Enginee~ring Commznand is churged with the resporzs~bility for developmnent

.of new and improvd textile fbkics fcr military garments and other textile
end items such as tentage and personal equipage Ior members of the armed
forces. This paper deals with certain problems which have arisen in the
evaluation of new textiles for clothing Items.

Thi ncrmal pattern of developuwent .for a new textile fabric o military
use is as follows: .f new

1. E_.•IT-,EERI.G OF TFE FABRIC. Zrgtneering design of-now textile fabrics
is accoinyiGhed by textile technologists located in the Textile, Clothing ,
Fooi'ozr Division at Natick, Mass. Dependent upon the functional character-
i.tics desired in the end item for which the fabric to intended, appropriate:
weights, weaves, yam sizes, textures and finishes are decided upon and
tentative specifications are prepared. In many instances the feasibility of
fabrication of an experimental fabric is discussed with the representatives
of the textile industry before these tentative specifications are finalized.

2. PROCUREEMENT OF SAMPI YAR.DAGE. The textile industry is Invited to
bid on contracts for the fabrication of sample yardages of experimerottl fabrics.
Such contracts usually call for the production of from 500 to 1000 yards of
the new fabric. It is customary for one oe the textile technologists involved I,
in each new textile designwto visit the contractor's plant In order to observe
the fabrication process and to discuss. with the contractor any difficulties
which may have arisen during manufacturing operations.

3. IAPIOATORY EVALUATION OF TRE FABIC. When fabrication of the ex-
perimental item has been completed, the cloth is shipped to the Textile
Engineering Laboratory at Natick in order that a complete physical evalu-
ation may be accomplished. The laboratory Is a completely equipped tex-
tile testing facility containing all of the test instruments p;rescribed by the
American Society for Testing Materials as well as research equipment as
required. I

New textile fabrics are checked ter both constructional and physical
requirements contained in the tentative specification. Amongst the former
are weave, weight, yarn size, yarn count, texture (the number of warp and

...... .. ..... ....•-••. . ...................... ,,•..,..-',....,...........,..',..''......%..%. . •.•,'.•, •
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filling yarns per in~ch), thickness-, type of fiber or fibers etc.* Some of the
important physical requ:irements are breaking Strepsgth, tearing strength, ~

K ~bursting strength, resistance to abrasion, porosity, elonretion, water re-
pallency and others. Of course the relative lmportamce of these physical
chaeracteristics is depit sent upon the end Itea use for which the new fabrics-
are candidntes. 7n every in~stance new itemos ame compared to the existing
fabric which they vay replace. For those characteri~tics which may be ex-
pressed In termis of milmerical data (such as breaking strength for example),
diferences between the stand3ard and experimental item are tested statisti-
cally by means of such standard techniques as the *tmt. and r tests, and ther
analysis of variance.

4. FIELD EVAIJ1AVIOV.. Those experimental fabrics which show promnise on
*the basis of Itahoraltory evaluation are fabricated into garments (specifically
trousers) at the clothing factory of Philadelphia Quartermaster Depot. These
trousers ere forwarded to the Field Eva luation Agency of the Quartermaster
Research & Engineering Command which tois *ctea at rt. Lee, va. Hiere they
are Eubjected to accelerated field wear on a~ specially designed foibric wear

*course (Figure I. is plitced at the and of this atucle). Standard trousers for
cohiparizon are worn over the course stmultuneouily. All garmerit are worn
by military test subjects. *

The lfnbric course Is a quarter of a mile long and consists of thirty oh-
stacles. The test subjects climnb a stone embankment, crawl across a
section of railroad track, and slide down a steep cobblestone incline. They
crawl across a single log bridge,, through concrete culv.nrts, across terrain
consisting of cinders, sand, gravel and boulders. They also crawl through
trenches and across rough terrain.

Two traversals of the course constitute one cycle. After each cycle
garments are laundered and a wear score is obtained based on visual exami-
nations by trained military personnel who chart the scores. Frays, holes,
tears and wear arezz are all considered in computation of the total wear
..~core. D~epending upon the severity of each of the3se types of wear, a point
value Is assessed. At the completion of tan cycles, wear scores for both
the experimental and standard garments are totalled. The results are corn-
paredi statistically by the analysis of variance technique and a formal written
report Is prepared and submitted to Headquarters Quartermaster Research &
Engineering CosmmAnd. P
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s. USL I EST U the reqults of field evaluation of an experimental fabric
Indicate significant ir.;provement over the standard fabric, then consideration
Is given to f~abrication of a larqe number of gjarnents containing the now fabict.
If the dicision Is made to do so, thOS-e Lgermente are placed in the hands of
tzc~ps i',cated atvariOU3 miitry in-stallations. The choice of location do-
pendc upogi the specific ;;zrment for vwhich the new fabric In Intended. FCC ,,,

e~w'mple, fallais for coifd wt..ather rclothing mig~ht be tested in Alaskan babes,
and gmrrnents containing lightweight tropical fabrics rni-it be worn in Panama.
A repa=ýt is prepared ci the user' o reaction to the new fa-bric.

action i- taken to finoil!z t~he~.eraporary requlrg.ments fo~r the fabric which

pare overeaie thIhlarge above backgroundt abi mayebia Prosuredyamuchhof new
vebrsitnplifcesthe poreser, sthandorm.tIon ihe prvethided only te fbictrodu n-

thned foriai prbeund item which tis ofainerest tconervied.te te heAm
the WaL oehalir nytoe new rpfabrtoni co iththse w thieh shoeromicse pior the

lIortor asreaie tev tedI theaoe backrod. Hi aterically goo correlatihof han ee
obtaimiine abtweenhwvr the reuls flaormatior ise abroviddonyteting anduwea
theosescibtice ponle-wthe fabich this couerIse Reaonablyrned. creato a

obtainnoed betwleenl tear e reeistance cs deerinhedWpoms In the lbrt
laoator aiee evaluated In ruthe (ief.d1. Hintrially, good correlation has been

found between accellerated field wear 90 the fabric course and actual field

wea 1958 atytriigros.Oe the period of yearn between 1945 to

period dealt with all-cotton garments.

In recent years, due to the increased demands for durability and protec-
tion imposed by modern warfare concepts, *interest In blends of cotton with
synthetic fibers has increased. It is considered from the known physical
properties of nylon for example, that a more durable utility garment could be 1
developed from proper blending of nylon with cotton. As a result, a fabric
was rezently enginceerad from a cotton/nylon blend (approximately 70% cotton
and 30% nylon). When tested In tshe tVtA %kWple of e w ta~ii~c

&AE
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showed from twice to sixe times as much resistance to flex abrasion on con-
vention~l laboratory equipment as did the all-cotton fabric which is currently
used in thsi standard uitility garment. Such differences based on past exper-
lences would Indicate that mark%,dly superior resistance to wear would be
denoncs+ ,rate3d oni the wyear rourse. However, when the two-fabrics were

Mnfactu.-ed into garments~ and~ worn on the wear course in a two phase
evalua~lion no sigrn~fif.!nt difieTWr~e WMS found between the wear scores of
the two iteims. In fict In onte phose of the test the all-cotton fabric appeared
to be slightly more resistant to wear than did the cotton/nylon blend. .

4 oth l-tbotatcry and fa bri c 'course test results were carefully re-evalumted.--

No testing afte:.acts were uncovered which could'in any way account for
the .iind~.ngs. As a result the following actions were taken.

A sen~ior Textile Technologist from the Natick laboratories visited Ft.'
I * mLe tind rarorotily 8ranw the Combat Coursm. Following this experience'

the icn1;itreturned to Natick arid designed a new type of-laboratory
OL-ru,,`Lng irs u-Liesnt which In his opinion inore neirly ruprcduced the type7
of wer"r anounterec1 on the fo~bric course then did wdstirig labo~ratory test
equipment. Thi Sand Abradicer in com~posed of a block of Iron measuring at
the bearing. surficei 2" x 3" to which a 1/2 inch thick wool felt is cemented.
The fabric to be tested in clamped or sewed over the felt covered -aurface.
B~y means of a pivoted orm the block of iron with fabric attached is Pushed
back a rd forth over a coment block at the rate of 88 strokes per minute.
Sand that has paassed through ai M~6 screen is constantly being dropped onto
the cement block. Thi- sand is sifted through a 4#30 screen before being
used again. 'The pressure on the fabric used by the weight of the arm and
iron block is 0. 5 pound per square inch which Is the pressure of a man'@ ..

* ~~thityh when lying prone. (M~ost of the wear on the trousers in the Fabric :-
* Evaluation Course is on the front of the trousers between the knees and

crotch).

Fifteen samples of the two fabrics included in the above fabric course
wear studies have been abrnded for 3000 cycles nn this Instrument. Visual
exammination of the abraided sa'mples by a panel of three textile technologists
roea'led no less wear on the cotton/nylon Items than on the all-cotton
standard. 41Wddtionally, tear strength values were obteined on new samples
of both materiols and on the abraded items. Losses in tear strength fol-
lowing ambrasion wero almost identical in the filling direction of both fabrics
~and only slightly greater in the wa~rp direction of the all-cotton fabric. Thu*,
these prelirirdnry re~sults show much better agreement with the fabric c~ourse
f~Zhn did ýrit :em~ults of convantionai labortn.7 te.stingW.

. , - R A
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These results are considered encouraging insofar as providing a pos-
sihle means of improved correlation.between laboratory, nd accelerated

coure ealutio li Lb ner ftumarebeing similarlyteed

Hiowever,. it Is considered by the textile engineering st4ft of the QM I
and E thaet the solution to (-.-a problem may not lie- In the area of fabric
courge - laboratory correlation. No'knowledge -exists of the behavior of
siri ar blended fabrics in actual field wear.Itmybtathepeiu
correlation between accele~ated wear on the fabric course and actual field
weair which existed on all-totton fabric~s may not be found when pert syni;-I
th;,tic garments are tested. Therefore, in addi -tion. to the development. a
small scale pilot study is presently underway on combat troops. Twelve
members of an artillery battalion are wearing utility ensembles fabricated
frc-m a cotton/nylon blend in maneuvers arnd.during training. These artil-
lery-men have also been Issued new all-cotton uniforms for c~omparison. ~ *~

Admittedly, this is not a controlled or designed experiment. Neithier fabric
or resourfces are-available for a more ambitious effort at'this time. It ins
anticipa~tid, however, that valuable information may be obtained which will

sassist in thea design ofal formal field trial which is planned for the spring
of 1961. At that time a large scale field wear evaluation will be conducted'

£ at Ft. Jackson, S. C. on two full platoons of soldiers wearing experimental
vs. -stundard utility uniforms. Although thisi design in not comtplete at this
time, it is hoped that appropriate statistical techniques will help enable the

* ~Quartermaster Corps to glean the greatest amount of possible information
from this study and will also provide means for assessing new and promising
fabric developments for military garments with the least expense and shortest
lem-d time.

1~RE?4GCE

I. Quartermanter Research and Development La~boratories, Textile
Materials Enigineering Laboratory Report No. [bGA, OA Survey of ~..
Quartermaster Studies of the Wear Resistance of Cotton Fabrics",.
by Oscar Mandel dated March, .1953.
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ft GROUP SCREENING DESIGNS

W. 8. Connor .*.

Research Triangle Institute

1. I= PQJQ Recently, 0. 8. Watson [1J considered a paitle-
ular approaich to the problem of screening a large number of factors of which
only a fevt affect the response variable. The general approach Is Similar to
that of Dorfmnan M2 to the btological problem of the detection of arre de-o

* fect arnong the members of a large population.. Dorfman suggests that pool-
ed blood samples be tested, and that the individual samples which form it
pooled samploi be tested whenever the latter gives a positive result. A 100I J peW cent screening may. be inchieved with substantial saving in the number of
b~ood tests.* The present paper modifies the developmentlin -Cl) so that
orthogonal designs maoy be used.
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effetive maes th folwn ssmtos

(t) all factors have' , inde~pendently,. the Same. prior probability. .:

(q I1. - pof 'beingefcie

(Hi) a factor Is effective If #t produces a non-vero change In the rep-
* sponsed

( III) none of the factors interact,

(iv) the directions of possible effects are known, and

y)tenumber of factors f - qk, where g -the number of groups and
k -h the number per group.

A typical group screening design Is Illustrated by f a 9, Before discus-
sing it, we note that for a single stage design, in the absence of experi-
me&ntal error, ten runs are sufficient to determine which factors are effective.

This paper was Initially issued as Technical Report No. 3, B - 10 of the
Research Triangle Institute.

This work was done under COR Project No. 2579, Contract No. DA-Ol-
009-ORD-816.
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Of course, this design will .not permit ungorrelated estimates of the main of- .

fects. In the group soreeninq design, the nine factors denoted by A. B, .. , -
1, are divided Into g w 3 groups of k - 3 factors each, to form group-fec-
tors rA, B, C) (D, E. F), and (0,H, I), ,,vhich may be denoted respeWely -

by X, Y, and Z. Then, adopting t;e ccilvýntion that the upper and lowe lev--
els of the fMctors A, b, . ). I a .ri incd so thit their effects, if any, are
to live gr er and lesser valur•., to the responwe, so that the main effects,
if ay, are positive, the upp," .nd lower levels of the group-fators *re de- -
fined as follows:"" l

* (2.1) Definitions of I.evol s of Gronr-Factors .

. .Grou•.•=t•! t,.:.-.0'.:'.

Qroup-rhgtors

Levels (A, aC,:X r, r,") Y 4G,H,!):Z 3..

Lowerlevel 60,0,0).i (.0.0):1 10,00):1 ,. ,

Upper level (1l,1,l)x (1,ll)y ([,ll):M ,

The first Stage design is for the group-factors. One may use a 1/2 re-
plicate of a 23 design, as

(2.2) x, Y,. Z# Xyz.

In terms of the factors, these treatment combinations are

(2.3) x:(i, 1, 1, 0',. 0, 0, 0, 0) 0,

y: (0, 0, 0, o , t, 1, 1 , 0, 0)
a : (0D, 0, 0, 0, 0, ,, 1, 1)

xyz: (1,1, , , ,1, , ,1..::.." :

The usual functions of the responses to the treatment combinations an'
Indicated below:-:

-,--,'.,.'.
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(Z. 4) .Treatment

Combine tion ?ain Effect

rr.% Pf aCtorS 2i~aD. IL X. .
,K x 1 .1 -1 -1m•'

.
- -.

;,For our ptirpo~ses, the divisor will be taken an the number of responses.

* in the de.sign, which in thi,,. instance is four. In view of (III), this design
will estimate the main ate.ects of the group-factors, and in view of (iII) and.
(iv), there will be no cajncellinu out of effects within the group-factors.

Every group-factor whic1h contains at least one effective faqtor will it-

self be offlctive and, b.cnuunu of the absence of experimental error, will be

detected. If a fiTst stoge.experiment reveals that one or more group-factors

are effectlve, a second stage experiment will be carried out on the factors

, which comprIse them to.find out which factors are effective. For example, A%

k iU group-factor X i's effective, but group-factors Y and Z are not effective,
th-n thn second stage exporiment will involve factors A, B, and G. If

..toup-factors X. and Y are effective, but not group-factor Z, then the

second etage experiment will involve factors A, B, C, D, E, and F.

rinally, if group-factors X, Y, and Z are effective, then all nine factors

',ill be includ'nd in the second stage experiment. Accordingly, depending

on the outcorLe of the firat stage experiment, there may be no second stage

at all, or there may be a second stage involving 3, 6, or 9 factors.

If h. factors are to be studi~ed at the second stage, then only h runs

are needed at the second stage. This is because one run from the first

stage can.be used in the analysis of.the responses from the second stage.

To illustrate, suppose that only group-factor X is effective from the first

stage. Then factors A, B, and C must be studied in the second stage.

One way that this can be done is by running treatment combinations

-4
*,Acu.aly, it can be demonstrated that if n group-factors are effective,
then only n(k-1) runs are needed at the second stage, not nk u h as stated
bere.

* 1r.

•". . . ..-, . .. ''_.. .. '.". ." .;,< ,;- ', ," ,- . " .' .' ? '' •.... .;'.:":/'.• . .." .. i ..?. ii." "• • '-? . L• '• ' . • I -: . ".? ;i.i•; • •. '•• I i • L '
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(2.5) bc 01, 0O.O.0,O.0,100) .

. ~ & 0' a . 1, 0' D,.0, 0, 0O 0) ..

ab (1.1 0..- 0. 0.00

atthe second sae.Then~, remembering that x* abc..tLhe effecvts of A. B.

and C are deterynined from

(2.6) x ~ -ba, x - aq, and x - aba

respectively.

By assuming some Value for p, it is possible to calculSS tthe probabili-

ties of verious numb~ers of runs at the seooynd stage, and thereby to compare a

the group sareening design with the single attice design. For p w .15, I
fp1. 35, so that it I s oxpocted'tha t one or two of the nine factors will be

effecttve. The probabilities that.a group-facter will costain 0, 1, 2;., or

3 eff~c~tive factors are given below:

(2.7) Probabilities that a Group-Factor Will Contain

Q.1..9. J .Lor 3 Effective Factors.- for P - 15.

Number o
Effective Numerical .

Fato. ormula __alue

*1 a .614

2
I3pq .325

3p q .057

3. .

K3 p .003
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11 there are 1, 2, . r 3 effective factors, the three factors will be run~

in a second stage. The probaibility of this event in *

3 iI..* (2.8) 1-q I -1.614 .386 -- r, say."

There will be no second stage Uf there are no effective factvra. The
prCOL.A11-ity of this event is q9 . The probabilities that the second stage will
require 0, 3, 6, or 9 runs,. and therefore that the two stages together
will require 4. 7. 10, or 13 runs are given below:

(2.9) . Probabilities of Various Numbers a~ Runs
___N_ __ __ __Runs__ _ __ _

* ~~Nu bt-r of~n . -

Sacond K'.Numerical

Stg IoaFIl] gu

0 4. (r).23

'3 7. 3014-)1 
' 44

6 10 .3r (1-0r 027

9 13 r3 .06

T'7
From this table, the expected total number of runs is calculated to be

(2.10) 4xO0.23+ 7 x0.-44+ 10 x0.27 +13x0. 06 7.413,

which i3 an average saving of 2.52 runs from the 10 runs which are required
by a single stage experiment.

The saving is greater for smaller p. For p - .10, the expected number
of runs is 6. 43 and for p ~ 05, It is 5. 29. Of course, the number of runs

-4 cannot drop below 4. For p greater than .15, the saving ts less. For
p - .20, the expected number of runs is 8.39 and for p - ;29, the expected
number of runs is 10, so that for still larger p, the single stage design is
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preferable. These observations illustrate the general principle that, for
fixed f. the expected saving varies inversely with p.

3. THE GROUP SCREENINO DESIGN WHEN THERE IS EXPERIMENTAL
ERROR. For the case when the experimental error is appreciable, oa *. 0,
Watson modified assumption (it) to

(it) effective factors have the game effect, > 0.

This assumption implies that th• effect of a group-factor is one of the Val-
ues 0, A , , ... , k and that if the effectin sA', I(s -. 0,
k.) then the group-factor contains u effective factors end '(k - a) ineffec-
tive factors, Sut, of course. in the real problem, the effect of a group-
factor may be come value other than.A, and effects s & may' be achieved
"by adding effects from a' .4 s factors. Although this assumption is some-'
what arbitrary and unrealistic, it perhaps results in -shedding some light on .

the characteristics of group screening designs. It is akin to the real problem- .
in that the levels of the factors may be chosen In such a way that there is
a common least change in response, say4,, which is worth detecting.

Another assumption made by Watson is that

(vi) the errors of all observations are indeperldently normal with a con-
stant known variance , Y.

The procedure Is further specified by assuming that

(vii) estimated main effects of group-factors are tested at significance
level ox. and if one or more of them is significantly different
from zero, a second-stage experiment Is carried out. Tests of
whether the main effects of the factors are zero are made at sig-
nificance level A8

Because of the nice properties of orthogonal designs, it wilt be assumed
that such designs are used at both stages. Orthogonal fractional factori'a
designs exist having 2 m treatment combinations, which can be used to -V
estimate the main effects of 2" - 1 factors. This is a rather thin series.

However, Plackett and Burman t41 give orthogonal designs having 4t

treatment coni.inations, which will accommodate M. - I factors.
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! F~~~rr the example nu'der discussion, sluppose that the first st~age design...'"

is the one already described above. It there Is unly one group-factor whichIs foun.d to be significant, then three factors are varied In the second ex-.,. ,_,
paymeant, and the ssme design -,on be used. If two group-factors are folund ,•.•-

i' t • to be significant, then eight treat~ment combinations are needed a~t the secondstage. Such a design is given below:

-.. * t c seethe fxamtr olde anderdis atstio. levels that i the lantstg dol ign, Vr
(3.1) oreatment tombtsond slutai Six tac eds

0 00 0 0 0 0
0 1 .1.,,1

. 01 1 0 0 1. 101
S0 1 01 0 '

1 1 0 0 1 0'
1*0 1 0 1 0 0 1 !.0.

Aseventh factor could be 1dded at the l 1vel shown in the last c'l-mn, or
the three remaining factors all could be held constant throughout.

If all three group-factors turn out to be significant, then twelve treat-

ment combinations are required at the second stage. A suitable design Is the
following:

* (3.2) Twelve Treatment Comblidatlons for Nineo Factors
--. Placket and Burman).--

A F GQ ~ L2 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

I 1 0 1 0 0 S 1 1 I 1 0
*0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 .1 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 .1 0..0 0 1

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 g 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 I 1 0 1 i 0 0
0 0. 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ~ 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 S 1 1 0 1

*1 0 0 0 1 I 1. 0 11 0
*0 1 0 0 0a I 1 1 0 1 1

B6 0 0. a '

"S"''''
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Adeslgqn accommocdating two more factors can be obtained by assigning levels
as F-ndicated In the last two columns.

The expected number of' nsn, the excpecte~d number of effective factori
detected, and. the expected n~umber of Ineffective factors wrongly declared
wo be eflf'ctive are quantities which describe the operating characteriutics'of
the method.

The Power of the test of a group-f~ctor depends on its mean. If the mean
is. dA ,the power of the t-test of it will be

* ~where*

is the pacanmeter used in Tabla 10, of- Pearson and Hartley. (3 Thenathe
*probability that a- group-factor will ):,e declared signifteant Is

(3.4) * L

j1 sy.(*ip q k U, 77 1.(.

and that an effective group-factor will be declared significant to

S(k pS.q ku a~ ( 4'*/ qk).

and, of course, the probability that an ineffective group-factor will be do- q
chared significant is ct.
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*10Sb ~~~The Power of the t-teebt of a factcar will be...",',.

;:~~ .. 2.,•,-/.

U' where

* ?" = 0 ior an ineffective factor and I for an effective factor, end and.""
Is the least integer greater than ,1except tat .0 when n 0,.,

Of course, V27 3 ptit.~.J
2I.(tJ

* It can Ld shown that the expected number of effacttwtf4etors to be do- -
clared effective (significant) is .

(36)'m1 r2(. ""~~) " -r . ....
* e

n 0

where P' / 7 and that the expected number of Ineffective

factors to be declared effective is

7r k -, .....I

Also, the expected number of : zns Is i(..2.)1I2q

(3.8) R -4 4 n- •I -•"':'"''''

4 T .,

n=.
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These formulas may be calculated for the example under consideration.

They are as follows:.

VTA/

0.614 C +0'.325 rd 1 (ýI 1 .a) .+0.057 *( 4 O)..

+0.00.3. .Il3 fC

;' 0.844 7'Y('i' at) + 0.148 r1 (24PI cx) .- 0.OS7 6O4ji OIL

) e .2 n.j3_

- -0

- 9. ~p?0.723 (Ar ~x0.15)J 19.4[0~.2.77 WJ'(4.0G~. J

3

R - 4 + Z 4 - 3 1

* From (2.7) it is soon that for p - .15, the probability of two *r more of -

fective factors occurring together in the same group-factor is equal to .06.

* Accordingly, in practice, one would not have -to know the directions of pog-

* sible effects, and two-sided tests would be used. Some calculations for E,

p Eand R have been mnade for two-sided tests. For 'A/C - (ir 2. 3; Ot

0. 01, 0. 05; arnd -0. 01, 0. 05, the results are shown, Inlthe accoUmpany-P

ing table.4
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0.01. 0.05

*07 .. . .

2 16 Ia U2,.3 ' .'2.,30 ,•, ... '

133

I ,.02 .02

U 7.1.. .8.2I. .

AS - . 1.3

w ...- ;

- .0. ,.02

1 .10 .21

1 .0• ..

Iq 13 I



*group-factors being declared significant and, kne eut nmr atr

being tested in the second stage. It therefore increae se the average numbeeNV

of runo, the averrep number of effective factors which are identified, and

1oins markedly, the number of ineffective factors which are declared t6 be'
e aetv. Increasing 6, has no effect on the average number of runs u

does Increase the average- number of effective factors which, are identified

and the avefoge numbier of ineffectivd factors which are declared to be
effective.
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L.: 'Separation of producit and measurement variability.

*5 * U. Acceptance sampling.

J. Edward Jackson
.Eastman Kodak Company .. ~

varatetehniue tosom o th sobir o

This expository paper to concerned with the appi~cation of some muliU-
verat tchnqus o smeofthegrblmsinvolved in evaluation ofmissile h

tastin!; dsuita Ui.rr1;plos Llustrattlg these techniques are drawn from actual I

Nike booster test data.7* .the first part of the paper Is concerned With methods separating the total
varL~bility of test Pasults into mompone~nts representing product end measure-
mentl vtriability. Specific,tecohnique s discus sed are (1) regression analysis,
(2) princivsl componnnts, and (3) the mothods of Grubbs, Kruskul and David
for analyzing related pair. of observations..

The problems of acceptance sampling when more than one variable in In-
volved ere discussed in the second part of the paper. Because of the cost
'of te'sting involved in misesile evaluation, a sequential mulItivarlata type of
Inspection plan is developed. Considerable emphasis Is placed on the pro-
blems involved in incorporating the product speclficdtions into those smom
pling plans. Asecond procedure is developed to sequentially test for excess .,

dispersion within a lot.
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.". , • ]~. Edward Tackson. ,,'
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,, NewYork . . ,a,.,a,,oV? * ,.•'..,

1. SEPARATION OF PRODUCT FROM TESTING ANDt MMRMN VARflIM~f~
1,- . Ir. In the ptnt few years, the techniques a~sociated with
multivariate a,•lysis have begun to come into their own in the field of In-
dustrial statistics. Prior to that time, say World War 1f, most of the avail-
able Literature was devoted to the upe of factor. analysis in education and
psychology or the use of disctriminant analysis in genetics and archeology.
However, by the close of World War 1I, we in the industrial warid began to
discover that control charts and the analysis of variance would not solve all

,.- of our problems and that -one of the reas'ons for this was that sewamal factors
in a productlon problem seemed to vary all at once., but not a completely
random fshion. Starting with Hotelling's bombsight, paper, -the number'
of references in the literoture has grown slowly but steadily and eventually
the generalized T2-statiatic, multivarlate analysts of variance and the'
method of principa I components should become regular members of the kit
of tools of the industrial statistician. There still is a great need for some
fai1ly non-technical literature on multivariate methods and More work in
methodolcgy to "translate" the great.amount, of theoretical work now avail-

4' able into a form readily usable by' the practicing statistician.

Most published works so far have been related either to control. chart
procedures or component and factor analysis. To show that them are other
industrial applications of multivariate techniques, the first part of this paper
will deal with some methodsa used to break the total variability of a system
into components representing product variability and testing and measure-
ment variability. Some of the techniques used are not classical multivariate
techniques as such but all of them are nevertheless multivariate in the sense
that they all take into accounit the relationships among two or more variables.
These techniques will be illustrated with numerical examples dealing with
static tests of Nike boosters carried on by the Hercules Powder Company at
Radford Arsenal, Virginia. It should be pointed out that the purpose of these
examples is to illustrate the various techniques and does not reflect In any
way on the quality assurance policies exercised by the Radford Arsenal.

It will be seen that no one of these techniques can completely separate
product variability from testing and measurement variability and It. would L
seem that an integrated system employing perhaps several of these tecbrilqu
"would be necessary to obtain optimum results.

•7 ... . .
† ††".".. :•' . ,. L •, '. '*. .::• ....-. /". /•' , - . " •:. ",.,'- . -. *-' .. . * **.. *"•: " .** .. ,' -.* .. ,.'. -. . . .' .' .' , '• ,. '% ,,,
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2. RersinAayi While not everyone nay construe the term wregrres-
sin analysis' to be a part of multivariate analysis, it nevrtefl~ess should
be thought of as such since this technique takes Into account the relation-. .x
ship of each of the inde pendent'vati ables9 with each other as well as with
the dependent variable. One of the steps in regression analysis is to ob~-
tain a sum of sqt~iares "due to regressi-on" and from this, break the-total

K ~ variability of a system into components representing explained and unex-
-plained verinbility. In experimental design problems, the factors wh~ch
one generally studies are ones associated with the product and hence the
residual varia~bility of an analysis of this type of data generally represents
expecrimental error. lit the present case, the procedure will be revermed.
rip varirabils to be considered will be ones a~sooiated with the testing
and meastiremont phase of the program so that the major portion of the re-

K~i ~~ualcould bo assumed to rerre~ent. product variability. Nc'telling used
this mnethod to det;.rmlne the residual variability of'bombaights after remov-
ing the effect of guidanice sy'stems, crews and flight and bombing patterns.

K) ~In the pro mrt case, we shall be concerned with the action times of Nike
boostersa as detarmIned from static tests.

*1 ~Tho procedure in static testing consists of conditionfng a round to a-
* specific tempaerature, then placing it in a firing bay with strain gagesI fastened to its nose hi such a way that pressure, thrust and action time 4

I (essentiolly a measure of the titme it taken to burn all of the powder in a
round) can be measured.' The measurements are reccrded either orn an os-.
cillo~scope or an electronic integrator using a fairly complex system of
components. Since this is a complicated procedure, a number of production ~
records are kept on anything which might affect the results. and these be-
come the independent variables in our regression analysis.

The present example wlll dea~l with the variability of the action time
measurements for a production lot with the tested rounds being conditioned
to a tempera ture, of -1o' 'The independent variables por:

F ropellant temperature. (Although the propellant temperature is
supposed to be -100 F, it may actually vary a degree or two from
this.)

X 2 = Length of time propellant -was conditioned*'

X- OMaside 1arwpe-ture. (This cson be sic Mipwmrt looter fir -100F

rounds If It is 90 0 F In the shade.)
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x .. Length of time elapsed from the time the round is ramoedv fro=
Its conditioning box unti1l It i0 fired.

/" x =•.egt o elpsd sefrom the tine the Ignitor Is removed ftsm,'..•-
x-Length of elapsed timefrabthebS1pc15T~GWn

its box until the round in fired. "

• ' •,. ~~~X . Ignitor resistan~ce. ." I '''..'

x, Ignitor delay.

x- 0 if the measurements were obtained on narwument table #1.

I if the measurements were obtained on Instrument table #2.

/ xj x2, ..... xrepresent the different strain gages used to eaase.
pressure. (Action time is defined as. the length of time during
bumring that the chamber pressure in above a certain amount.)'

The crones-poducts o x1. x3 ,'andx were also used.

For a particular production lot studied, these variables explained nearly
60 per cent of the total variability of the. action time measurements. When
the residuals of this analysis were further related to production variablem,
about half of the remaining variability was accounted for.' i. ..-

There is nothing new about using regression analysis but the main reason
i •for discussing it here Is to show that the measurement and testing vedia-

bility can somr-times appear in the .eplained sums of squares as well an
the residual. Another reason for mentioning this technique in to re-echo
some of the warnings "hat have been sounded in the past regarding the misuse
of regression analysis. When regression analysis first appeared on the
scene, it was so overworked that many' examples of Ononsensew correlations
began to appear and this necessitated the development of partial regression
and correlation methods. Aftir that, regression analysis becante a little
more respectable and more reputable results began to appear. I feel that
with the advent of high speed computers (the above problem takes about
a minute on a 700-Series IBM Computer) we are approaching another pro-
blemi era. It is relatively easy to include, large number of independent
variables and this may tempt people to throw in everything but the kitchen p
mink and in every inconceivable combination. Eventually, the Type I error*
can get so large thet erroneous results can ablmoin be guaranteed. Also,
this "kitchen sink" technique Is apt to decrease the number of degrees of

sq

r • ' . , *

I-i ....
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freedom associated with the residual rather rapidly so that high correlations -

can result solely because the number of parameters fitted is nearly as large
as the number of obser•vations. TLhere is no easy way out of this but I feel
that it is well that these problems be mentioned occasionally to prevent
fingers from being pointed, at us oollectively again.

An obvious criticism of this example is that it is essentially PARC
analysis and we are being continually advised that this is not theway to ,...

do things. There are a number of valid reason's why PARC analysis should
not be used, not the least of which is that a particularly important factor
may not very much over the period of time represented by the data aihd con-
sequently may not appear to be very important. However, in ballistic mis-
sile testing, one cannot conduct designod experiments - the present testing

procedure is expensive enou~h - and hence we must make do with what we ,-
have. Fortunately, in this case, the primary goal was to obtain measures
of product and teosting and mensurernent vailability rather than to obtain a
functional relationship amonq the measurement vairiables and the tect data.

3. PrTnch • Ws The zethod of principal components has been
around a long time. _Parl ?.seron - suggested this technique around the turn
of the century. IIotefling3 developed methods for its -use In the mid-thirties
and this technique coupled with factor &nalysis has kept many psychome- .

tricians occupied for some time. Only in the 'last ten years has much. use
bcen made of principal components in industry where it has been used as a
control tool 7 and a method of prediction as well as its primary use, the .
determination of the structure of a system. As somewhat of a by-product
of this technique, vwe may also use it to obtain an approximate method for
separating product from measurement variability. This can be illustrated
by a specific example:.

In the static testing of ballistic missiles such as the Nike booster, for
a characteristic such as total Impulse, four actual measurements are made
on each roundA during a test Wling. E~ach round has two thrust gages attached
to it and each of these gages Is In turn recorded on both an oscilloscope and
an electronic integrator. We can then treat this As a four variable problem.
Since these variables arc highly correlated, one would expect that the first
characteristic vector associated with a covariance matrix of these variables
would represent product variability and the remainder might give some In-
siqht into the measurement errors. Since the sum of the characteristic roots
associated with these vectors equals the trace of the covariance matrix, the
trace ntay be assurned,tol~ ,ae roh m-asuce of the tetalvw~tblity of theI iI•:'••'"~

system. The ratio of each toot to the total may then be considered a measure

If• '

..............
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of the variability expllne -ythat particular principal component. It
shouldd be empbasized that this mpetlod ciar be best employed if the original
vaAbe are all in the a~ams units arA have the some variances although
for pradction purposes, this requirement is not necessary. ~

* A trtlcuila exrnple'using Nikse beaster data ha's been discussed in
Technw-itrics 1?w !Irst vector, as =I 'it be expec~ted, represented, qs-

* asentially, the average of the* four readings and explained 78 per cent of
* the tra-ci. The otLhe three vectors, accounting for 22 per cent of the trace
* . Tree pe~ur..d gage daiffere~ices aid Inegator vs. o~scillos~cope differencel.

One should not Infer #tAt 7P~ per cent of the total1 variaahlU±y was product
variahzUlty alnw) this conpoment actually represents variability common to

I.,. - all lowr m;easiremenits whitch wvuld consist not only of product variability
* but sor&. of the fuctars mentioned in the regression example. One could

fnter hmwevar, that a;pr~a-zrtely 22. ýer cent of the voriability.of Individual.
meastse-Aentu could be attrlbý.,table to inStrumCTntation variability. The .

first tra.7sformed variate could theni be usad as a starting point for other A ,

stud~es. *

4. f~ ?Atho~s c~~ ?u~1vl an Devd*.Quite often in Industrial
work, one obtains two sets of data which ace functionally rel~ated in some
way. Quite often this will involve duplicate measurements onea series of
items. If both measuxements ame made with the same equipment and per-'

* sonnel, the data are commonly analyzed by a one-way analysis of variance,
the abetween" sum of-squares representing the variability among the items
themselves (and changes in level of the equipment it any such exist) and
the Owithin" sum of squares representing measurement variability. On the
other bond, one of each pair of observations can be made with one piece of
equipment and the second observation an another. If these same two pieces

* of equipment are employed for a series of Items, 'then the duplicate var-
iabillity may not nercessarily be entirely random since a bias may exist
between the two pieces of equipment. Data of this sort are commonly ex-
amined by means of a randomized block analysis with the *treatments* being
the Items, the Oblocks" being the pieces. of equipment and the residual
representing the inherent variability. (Actually, the residual is an item x
equipment interaction, but In most cases this can be considered inherent
variability.) These two situations represent the most widely used approaches

These methods were first proposed for ballistic missile static tests by
ar r~m~iwnAlleguwxy iTaJb~lics L~aboratory' 0 .

SA
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in industry to the separation of product and- measurement va riability. The
.J second of these situat~ions deserves -a bit more considelation, however.

Wbe the duplicate meaurements are made on different plsea.. of equip-
mnent or-by different personsj there -is no' guarantee that the inherent varia-

t bility will be the same for both sets of data. This is one of the basic assump-
tions of the~ anbtysls of variance although we are now consoled with the Coh
clusion tha~t the violation of this assumption Is not too Important. Weverthe-
lesz, if 'he Inherent variabllirtles of the two sets of data are different, the

*industrial .statistician rnight want~to know v'hat they are. Two possiblities
arise:

Case 1. Mean values bf Phe two sets 6f data are the saime or differ by a.***.
constant. (Grubbs' method.)'

L* Lt y~j represent the 1-th measurement on the I -th ite m. Thils cah
be expressed In the -following wanner;

Where,,A4- isthe overall mean, x1 is the'deviation, of the L-th Item frow

i thmen61is the bins of the J-th piece of equipment arnd euthe In- '

heirent variability associated with the li-th measurement... and a~ are

*random variables and suggest the following variance component models ftr
the two pieces of equiprment:

2 2 2

a a. + ao~~yi x e

2 - 2 + 2

2 2 S

Un~der the assumpticn thwi e~ a1 nd e1  are uncorrelated, the esti.mtes 4f

these components are obtained is follows:

JI
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"In the atatli testing of ballistic missiles, two st"tn gages em smployed
to mtasuru each of the attributes of pressure and thrust. The lnorm"U'"
"from each of theso gages is then relayed back through an electronic system
with the final rearnlt appearing either on an electronic integrator or an on-
cilloscopa an wo'have alicady mentioned. The present example consists *4

"of the results on thirty-seven pressure measurOmentiof Nike boosters &U,
from one produbtion lot and conditioned at 130° F. Two observations CF.
S .. unita) havo been obtained for each round, one from the Integrat•r,-
lated to each pressure gage so the present method will be employed to
estimate the Inherent variabilities of each measurement system. The Vw-
lance of each set of data and the covariance were found to be:

'606, s2 = 60S and a 580.

" ~ ~~~The "product" variability is then .sx2 =8l=50 h eerms 2,i
The~ ~ yIUU.b I hn " 580. The messuraeawt

variabilities are given by
2.,' 2 2".2

SB2 - 2 - y - 26 and 2 a a 2 3.el = yl IV2 
"0"-Y"-"'•'

me ." . .

* . *. . .. . . . . . .
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Trom this it ca.n be seen that the inherent veriablUties od the two systems
are about the derre. • (Had a difference' existed, a number of reasons could,* ." ",
be suggested such as a difference in the variability of the gages .used,
number of tubes replaced In the system, etc.) Furthermore, It can be con-
cluded that the inherent variablilty is, on the average, about one-sixth ov 4. ,
the total variability. The remainder cannot be considered solely product
variability since it has already been suggested in the eartler examples
that such things as temperature affect the overall results of both gages
and hence s2 might be considered a measure of',product and esttn* var-
lability. As stated in the lntrc.duction, no one of these methods wiU
Iiinglehandcedly resolve the problem of completely separating these var- 4 .
labilities. A comprehensive study would, probably inwoive the use of
several of these techniques.

It should be pointed out that Grubbs has also derived'methods to bandle
triple and quadruple measurements although the mechanics are not as simple
as the ones shown here. ,

Qusoe 11. b4ean values of the two sets of data have a fixed ratio. '
(The method of Kruskal and David'.) ,

This problem must be stated In a slightly different mannar since It.can "

cover a wider range of cases. Again, we have two sjets of tdata but these
nced not be the 'same type of measurements on each item. They may be
duplicate measurementa -or they may be related measurements such as
pressure and thrust. Since they nay be different types of-measurements,
the model now changes to:

AA.

where A& is the mean of the J-th type of' measurement, xUj is the devi- 4
ation of the J-th measurement of the I-th item from Its mean and ea,
is the inherent variability associated with the J-th measurement on t"
i-th item. In relating this case to the model in Case 1, AL. - A 4F,

except that (6 is not necessarily a bias and X,, is not necessarily
(S.

equal to x1 2 as was the case previously. The x.j are random but no

longer independent being restricted by the relationshlip:

A l l 4 X lC'" , - ,

A 2 ,XL

.. . . . . . .. . . . ,. ., . ... ,.. . . .. .
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: where is a fixed and known constant. (known in the sense of any parametar - "

we may still have to estimate it);

For any individual item, any variation of

4: IJU • + x•'+ e•" a•:.
Y12 -02 "'2 1

from then Is due to e and ea and from this it to poussble to obtain
2 2 aswlla 2

estimates of C2 and .o ' w ando These ssti"
2 2,

mates can be obtained from the following .relationships.

,.: : 1  
, V,:.:,• !

""2 - 2 e. •

.2 .22

s - s (i.e. errors are uricorrelated)

1 y 12  . 2

X, 2
Therefore, all of the estimates can be obtained from sa -a "

(as in Case 1) and a knowledge of If -1, we have Case 1. q

Exampl~e:

ThA rA-tWque has hbee'ai. VmVpdrnrd as a trnehod to otbta1n mesures of the
variability for thrust and pressure measurements using the a ,,rmAvorn that

½ . .. . .. .. .......* .* . ,,. , ,,,.. .... ,. :2:2.:.: , .:,,j.-: , :
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the, ratio of the timew-integrals for thrust and pressure is constant -for a given
piroduction lot. From the same ict mentioned in the previous example the
timne int egra is (,vzsr~ged over the two gages) were obtained for ffirist and.
pre~ssre. Since the true ratio of these ",entities varies from lot to lot, it
is nP~cessary. to estimate ý from the data itself. If y1j designlates FdCtL

* ad 2 dsinats jdt, then y1  148182, 32.76, 45.23,

32s 3B5752. 25, s -543.26- and s 4975.66.Frmtis

2 22504.91 52 100.S2 .160703.15 tend* 2 -433.25.

Trom these results, it would appeý_r that rculghly 40 per cent of the total
va8riability of thrutt inpasurenients and -SO p-! cc-at of th-e pressurn vqriabil-
Aty could be attribut~jbl'a to m'"asurtemnt verability.

Two poinits slaculd be mentioned in connection with this example:

L. -Altbouqh the proprirtion of meý,-surnmri~t vor~.bity seems. fairly
h-igh, tl~ .cuc~licients of voiriieition for thie tcal variability of these measure-
ments are of the order of four-tonths to seve~n-tenths of one -e Crent.

2. Thtlre has been considerable evidence to Indicate that the errorW
-in thru'st und pressur-e mea~furcments may be correlated which of course would' d
invalidate the use of this technique to solve problems of this type until it
has been modified to allow for correlated errors. The mtethod Itself is, how-
ever., perfectly valid as long as the model holds.

11. ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING5

1. Introrduc~o-n. Thp motivation !or this part stems from the acceptatice
samijding programs i'sed In the evaluation of production lots of ballistic mis-
siles such as the Honest John and the Nike. T~iese particular missiles are

* operational and have been on a produation basis for some time. They are
currently produced in lots and suibjected to the ordinary acceptance samnpling'
schemnes used in ciaality control. Since the testing of these missiles is very
expensive, judgments on lots should be made with as little inspection an
possible consistent with the prescribed Aisks of accepting poor lots and re-

* jecting good ones. This suggests sequqntlal sampling which has come into
widcsprc-ad use in the past few years aad, in fact. some types o f missiles,4
are na-a inspi~ct~d in that manner.

* . hece are several important. peiarnet,ýsrs to be Inspected on each round in
.nA:.tt'I Ln~~'ur ~f~-w Liu-c,' 1i.uu1ý:t are tLciaon timne., thrust or

impulse, and somne lr.~asure of chamber l.-essure. 'These varia~bles are ~Inter-
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relj~ted and hence the problem Is a muiltivarirlte one4 In present-day oper-
* ~ations, sepairate sequenttnl plans must be set up for each parameter. I1t Is,
* therefore, posalble to get ccnflicting answers about the quality of a lot,

sarnpll;4 rnny terminate rrr cria -charatcteristic before another and there is.
no dpprecltrtlon of tho true scenpling ri-sks Involved In the overall program..M
It is obvious thatt a servaerrtizI in~ultvariate technique should be umied'..

In this article w-P will give sorne multivariate sequential inspection.
schamos for the characteristic averages both for the case where the popula-
tion covarlarice mn~trix A-is known or assiumed to be known (a typical qual- I

ity control situdtitn) and whiare it must be estirmaed from the risinple. When
the co-,.sorince ma~trix is known, we use a sequ,.ntia1 l -test: when the'
covariance m~atrix is estimated from the 6ample, we use a sequential 7 2 -text.

*2. hStcU ttl Unly, naeadMlivartate 'Procedures for.Te etiAIM-ns
An urliva,,1lte situ~tions, test procedures have been constructed to text the

* inull hypothesis

14 oL (or o~-.M -0

against the alternative

1 U~ 0o). U0  96

When these procedures are extended to the sequential case, 1± Is customary

to replace these with more specific hypotheses, vi7.

H ML A~ (or XA-AA -
01 0 l0

For the case where the population variance is known, the sequential proced-
ures have been worked out by Wald and for the case where the variance is rw .

known, by Wald, Rushton and others.

.A*j
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In the multvariate case, these expressions could be replaced by p-var-

,ate vectors. The null hypothesis could be given as

0 -0 0

but it becomhies- vry diff•t~lt .to specify a meanlngful single alternative since

there are, presurnably, infinitely many points in p-space that are of equal

tmpartaic• as alternatives and even a hypothesis of the type

ý"!.
would be. difficult to specify. It is easier to operate with the surfaces of p-
dimensional . ellinsoids. For instance, the statements u - u 0 •end (AJ-
jJ 0 x • I(• )O,=0are iderntical but the quadratic form1 of the "". ':""
latter expression can also be set equal to some scalar quantity viz: . 7,.1

(.(L •-) 0 "re ldef,,.a bo1t h., qu,:,:ic:-rm:

which represents the entire surface of a p-dimensional ellipsoid while the
expression A. - Ul - would represent only one point. Similarly.
the altirn ,ve hyiO-- sks would be of the same form but equal to a larger
scalar value.. Our hypotheses become

H)- (quite often zero)

'....'o" ...

0 . 0 ( 7 2 >X..2 )...:
g A .. 2 .. ,

H A A )

..........................* *. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ... , ::
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3. Test Prooedures. Although the form of the sequential procedures differ
for the case i n-own or E unknown, they are quite similar iu adminis- L*.

probability ratio p/p which is evaluated after each new observation

is traken. Let aeundial pcdrenote the us eldTmIadTp Zams f

af ter populrations havebeene matdix Ms wewn waaetc sq eptia

n . .If

wh nere tha wid a o -enot hvectnorg o nformapienmeani based ton tak aburvs~tionu
osrain an reea th ent~ ir procedure.(cxreretshegealed*

Ifpethepoper unation:cvrac arxI nww ae h eunil

F(c.2 -ts with~ ccx

1n 1 fX )/2 r~ ( /2; n ?I 2  X4JI()2i4 . WX!4

tl P01

w h r i s a 
a .m 

e t r o f s m l e n , b s e n n o s r a i n

'(2

n~~~~ n (X *. U **;F, an F. . (c; * erxt th genralze
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If the population cavllriance matrix Is not known and must'be esti. ted :z:,2i)

from the same sample as the sample means, we have the Sequential 'T -test •••!••

.- ,(X
1

•-.T- (n.i.T)|

"�I 
'.

I. .A ,

S/P F / p , - 1

' where S represents the sample covariance mtrx based on n observations,

T2n " x -s and I la, c; W represents another

generalized hypergeometric function

: '}. • •x~ (a, C; X) + . u + +!__)• + a . • (a + 2x-+.. ." "":•.. .

1a C(C a 1)2) 1(c 4 11' (c 1 2)3

which is more familiarly known as the confluent hypergeometric function. If i .. i

0- , the probability ratio reduces to.

"p/ -" 1
2 / r n/2. p/2;nnX T 2,(n- 2_ I,

in On n U

* .Both of these procedures terminate with probability unity and the risks of In- .

correctly accepting HI and H0 are approximately equal to Ot and rea-

pectively. •

- ) .

• ...
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*rejected when the true means of 611' three characteristics are on standard. It
w Ill fixter be assumed that only a meager amount of informs tiora is available
concerning the variability of these characteristics. From this information, ft., V .

is inferred that ther Individu~l tolerances constitute limits of t_.3e- for in-t :k;
* dividu~al observations about their'standards and that the're Is. no evidence that

the variables are correliated. (The assumption of independence regarding
tolerances to not always valid. In some types of -missiles, total imp~ulse
end action Umne must be negatively correlated to insure a fixed range for theiT
flight.),

Considering- each characteristic separately,. the requirement that 97.5
per cent of the lot must be within tolerzncem implies that the true lot mean
for that charaa.eristic cannot be closer than 2.24o' to either tolerance

r limit; co~wrnforly, the true mean must beiwithin ..76v~ of the standiird since
the tole~arnce~ wero assum~ed to be + 3cr limits. Several pot;sibilities. exist.
One~ possibtlity would Iirvol',e Inscri~bing an ellipsoid l'n~de the rectangular
solid bounded by Al .1 .76o~ 1 - 1, 2, 3. ThIs would be rather resttdc-

tive and-.would be employed In the cave where the specifications were to be
strictly employed. The nonrcentrality parameter under for a given
characteristic would be. 76)ý.a'ndsince the occurance of an oilt-6f-spebiii-

cation condition for any one of the variables is suffteient reason to reject 1
the lot, -2 .5776. Considering the crudeness of the determination of

In the first place, a value of 5 2I- s probably quite adequate.

Our hypotheses have been restated as:

0

H: 2

Since the covariance matrix is unknown, we now employ the sequential
T2 -test. On- the average, we may expect to test 27 rounds if H 0 is trMe

or 24 rounds If H, is true whereas the corresponding fixed -sample -size
re st woiuld require 37 rounds. The fact that so many rounds are required in
the ezsumgle indicates that this procedure is considerably more exacting than
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the cur~ent methods now employed ior conversely that the value o ~fa

*by current procedure: Is considerably larger than S.3

Aere. 6ecounds mthodol re ao dciruoncrider 0 an elpod 10round thde reN 1
anuas coliprreedntn thhafxe-ape speifieatofn1. This hold dcemonservatieqit

t an t e othne ~r meho ndwudrilesultri meqemeneial bigacpe.T~
mehdoquas1 tbe usbedmhe te loite withd sbeacfepgtabe even theall ofithevchar-
vRounedingtavalue Ofs. Ct0,p1blthie pro ettndure woeld hrequire.. =the
avoedrae. 6 roucds toeachnqe hadeso unotdet beend d 1ve roueds. ner

Wscmaed w tth fteeuie'tatp szea wf13 hich shoul~pd deosi rate th it
atiqnamlythed rbo m i ashesprciaed wt pcfing thto~ ufcen infrmtetin
gathered anolysiat ther populAbtion cforiap tattixang u beassue hpthee beX
knvown.. acceptianowue anilgfo vaqurlabl ' .tecnqes. or seuen~tial estimtiudont
thacet tevnles oufsc tehn~iqueevribes weve sot yet then originally

suphored so that the poruaiginl ove ranpe ee argenri than be axue toi beg

gests several possibilities again. One pose ibi lity would be to use the- nat-
ural tolerances of the process and allow to remain at 5 hs r--

cedure is often employed when the acceptance sampling program is also used
to control the process but in the case -of Nike boosters, too much material
of acceptable quality would be rejected and, considering tecost fadctr, i
this m uld not be a recommended procedure.

Other poshibilities would involve inscribing or circumscribing an ellipsoid.
based on the uow known covarionce matrix about the tolerances. When var-
iables are highly correlatqd, circumscribing can lead to acceptance of a fair
amount of unsatisfactory m~terial. Suppose that by inciigan ellipsoid,
we arrive at a value of A.-1.0. A sequential I -test Of this type 4

would require, on the average, 13 rounds under H and 9 rounds under .-.0
H compared with alfixed-sanipls size of 18.
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' 5. Q �"1 6L It would be only fair to state that the &omputationaI re-

'quirements for the sequential T -test are not modest since the sample co-
variance matrix must be inverted for each observation. However, in ballistic
Smissile testing, this cost is still negligible when compared to the actual %
cost of the round itself. The computations for the sequential X 2 -test are
"quite straight -forward requiring only vector by matrix multiplication. r

"S 6. Cernnrlizd _ 2 -statistics. An additioral technique which may be em-
ployed for Case II, the situction where the covariance matrix is known, in-

n4vclves the use of the generalized -A -statistics developed by Hotelling.
This allows us to compare not only the sample menn of' lot with the standard
but also the covariance matrix of the sample with the previously established
covariance matrix. It is, of course, possible for the mean of the lot to be
close to standard but for the variability of Individual rounds to be exces-
sivae enough to imp;ir, the overall quality of the lot anrrhow. Techniques are
now ava!.lable to test sequentially the mean, coverlance matrix, and if op-
propricto, the cverall variability of the lot, although this Last test is not
ao discriminating as the others and by the time this test had rejected a lot
one of the other two would have probably already rejected it. 4

7. Acknowledaumonts. The research for the lart II of thIs paper was spon-
sorecl by the Office .of Naval Rebearctv Department of the Navy: Contract ~Number: NONR-23d2(01), Task Order NR 042-019 with the Virginia Polytechnic

Institute, Ralph A. Bradley, Principal Investigator. An article illustrating
these techniques with numerical examples based on Radford Arsenal data is
in preparation and should appear shortly.
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A TRIAL COMPAJUNG CERTAWU 5I0 Z'rCrTS Of TWO NLrAM s- .
4.1 r ANTIDOTES, USING HUMAN SUBJECTS

:'. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 0 .A. deCandole, MD*.-,.,'-..,:.,:- ..
Defence Research Medical lAbomtorle ,,: s

4 .'- IN~r~~J0T:D owerice O.A Cntario, Canda

B. A. RWchardson
Canadian Army O;erational Reseitrch Establishment

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

,UT This paper describes the experimental deaign-of a trial
pvrformed at Camp tBtrden, Ontario, i~n Feacuary of 1960, with the cooper-
atien of te C~nadlan Forces ?Aeclcal S',rvice, to compare certedn side f-.

Kfacts of tw wrve qgu antiliotes, utsing hux.3n aubjects. It must be made
clear at the outset thut the human subjects used were 4pt expozed to nerve
gas, since interest lay only In the side effects of the drugs tindr test. ;,.,4

Certain p~rtioulars of tho drugs and dovm.e, used in the trial and theN . e• numerical results obtained are e curity clatwnfted. In the [Mznt pper,.•: •~~~~~herefore, referenoe to these topics will he mad~e in coded or qualitative."""..'-'

Sterms.

Theaccepted comm,,.on nerve gas antidote, .trootn , tends to induce
undesirable side effects when used in the rather high dosage levvls recom-
mended. These effects include blurring of vision, nausea, disturbance of .-
the pulse, dizziness, and a tendonr,y to faint on sudden rising to the feetjr
all of which are clearly serious defects from the military point of view.

In Canada, C. A. dfACandole has investigated a treatment that showed
promise cf both enhanced protective action against nerve gas as well as
reduced side effects, when tested in the laboratory on animals and on"a
small number of human volunteers. By 1959 research had reached a point
where a test on humans (for side effects) in a trial on a fairly large scale
seemed worthwhile. In that trial, a modified form of the conventional at-
repine treatment (here called "Treatment Al) was compared with de Candole.a
treatment (here called "Treatment B)).

* Now at Suffield Experimental Station, Ralston, Alberta, Canada.

,. o ,
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A~~~As relatively little was known about Treatment B, it was thought
prudoent first to learn something about the basic Physiological consequences
of its ' u "'n beor atapt to aesess the effects of the two treatments upon
iAr.,UHtary perfo~rnaricf directly. A limited aim was therefore established,

P ~ramely:

"To comparei the VhV tL~o12Re effects of
Treatments A: ki S"..

V? )NSE 14!jAYTERS The Výyslologtcril eff~acts to be recorded were 95
follows. 371,rst, obv.iou~1y, any vlslble reactions; riot only instances of'
fain~ting but also thv leis dr~imatic ef04ct~s, if any appsaerod- -tremnor, rest-

V ~lessre:ss, pn1ic'r, flushinz:, en'd so m,. Ne~xt, sublective sif~fnts --dizziness,'
neta Ma-c~hu, .thlfst,. for ezivmplej. If thes~e were not ravea1od by the

* te.rt subject spcnanecusly,.they waire to be d~stl1osed by direct questioning.

But qu~Aitative a~dsbetive date would not be enough: quantitaitive,.
objct7,tive dUta wai-e nd'v.,,i ur well. Icr*, it bhzppans that some of, the side'
effeomr, Q1 milittrry 1,Tipoi~rnce or'g as*soclated with disturbance of the cardio-

as,ýulor ayrtem--the 1vaert und blood ves-sels. Fainting, for example, a
ocou-. if the puls~e prussure falls too lew. It was therefore ralfivent to re-
cord the blood prsouures and pulse rates, defined as follows: W

a* The By4~ alo rssure is the peaik pressure reached'

* .during th~e contractlon of the heart.

b The Diqtolgjcod I~rsr s the low duigrelaxation

of the heart while It is refilling.

C. The Pulse Prossurei is the difference between the first two.

*d. The ]Pulse R?ýte to the number of systolic peaks per minute.

Three aspects of these four physiological param~eters were of interest.
na me ly:

a. their absolute values;

b. thatr re~g~oinse to the druzgs;. that is; their departure from normal
after treatment;~

C. the diffcreritlal resrnon= that is, the difference between
deica:;2poiase to A and the resiponse toAI
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EQUIPMENT. The phyilcal layout of the facilities provided. for the trial Is

shown in Figure 1: a hospital ward with sufficient equipment for testing 8 .,,
subjects at a time; with one M.D. and .no.eJ assistant at each testing station!.
.to act 3 observers and rec'lers. Three American medical doctors partici- iV,.\.
patod. We are pl.enued at their Intozest in the trtal and grateful for their '

' help. .
4. -..

V.

u,* o.TOF WA.

¶ r .
Figure I

The eight testing stations were arranged four along each wall, with a
screen running down the center aisle so that the test subjects would not
directly face one another. At each end of the room were tables for the use ,
of the Project Officer and his assistants one cf whom acted as timekeeper.

Each testing station was outfitted with a tilt table, for the test subject "
to lie upon. Also (not shown In Figure 1), at the head (outer) end of each
tilt table there was a small table to hold instruments and other equipment;
and at the foot, a drawing board with blank data-recording forms, and an'
over-bed table for other necessary equipment. The tilt table could be laid '
flat or tilted quickly upright to an angle of 85 degrees. The subject was
strapped lightly to the table to keep him from pitching forward on his face ..

on tilting. The purpose of this tilting was to simulate, in a standard fawh- ,.'.. ,
ion, the act of suddenly rising to the feet. L.

.. The pulse rates were recorded by means of the electrocardiograph. The
electrocardiograph is more becurate tha; digital palpation, and it givez a
permanent re.ord that cazm I~tt examined at leisure.. Blood pressures w.,a,

,. -,,.'-.. .- ,.. + , ,....-..-..,.....- ,...... , .. • + .. ......-. ,..... .,...... . . . -.. .*.-* . .. • .. ,.. ...
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measured by the ordinary sphygmomnanomneter, since no satisfactory in- .*
"strument of the recording type was available at Camp Borden.

CONTROL OF.. . ...... OF VARIATION 1M .. SPONE ereAr. .ny p".-
sil~e sources of variation in response, as biological systems can be ex-.*
tremely sensitive to small cha nres in the conditions to which they are
subjccted. The more imnportant disturbing factors in the present Instance
lall into four categories: those dependent on:.-

..a. the drugs used; -

b. the test subject;

* c. the environment;

S-..' . " " " i .

d.' the observational technique.

*. irst the drug factors: there are at least four of these:

.- .'•a. * the route of admini stration; Py

b. the size (volume) of the dose, administered: .

.' e c'. other ingredients in the formulation; o e .

d. the concentration of the active ingredients. n

The effects of these factors were eliminated by restricting the scope of
the trial. Both tretments A and L were administered by the same'.
one route: intramuscular injection. The dose for each treatmnent, that Is,
the quant. v of active Ingredients injected, was kept constant, not varied
In proportion to the subject's body weight. Only one formulation of each
mixture was tcsted. Concentrations were chosen so that the volume In-

1jected Would be the same for both treatments.,

The test subjects introduce personal factors of two types: fixed and
variable. The fixced factors include:

"' a. body weight;

•.. b. height,

C. age;

' 1.
Theeffct' o tesefacor wee limneed y rstictngthescoe f ,,''.':S

..................................... stredby he ame•;.--
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• I dI. normal blood pressures and pulse ets &.

e. medical history;

f. idiosyncrasies.

J.
The variable factors include: ",;.. """"'

- a. time; . I*

b. Rosture; :.. A

c. rate of tilt; ' ,

d. physical state;, -. ,.

e. mental state.

Of the fixed factors, thes effects of body weight, beight, age, and
"normul levels of blood pressure and pulse rate can be reduced by using .
matched pairs, of subjects, giving A to one and -j.to the other. Alter-
nmtivoly, one can use the same subject twtco; but this change.s his med-
ical history and so is an .advantage only if his response characteristiso
(hijidiosyncrasies) remain unaffected. A "used" man might conceivably
give a worse comparison of the two treatments than would be obtained
using a second, "fresh" one. So to get the advantage etther way, matched
pairs were used and each man was exposed twice, alternating the treat-
ments.

The total number of test subjects was 56. Th6 personal character- '.i 4
istics of this group were relatively homogeneous, except with regard to
body weight. Body weight was thus the major differevice among the re-
suiting 28 pairs.

Time, posture and rate of tilt are the factors whose effects were under
examination, and so these were varied deliberately.

The effects of hunger, fatigue and other physical and physiological
states were minimized by restricting the free-time actlvlties of the sub-

Sjacts: special meal schedules, no heavy exercise, no'alcohol, early to
bed. To control mental and psychological factors, the subjects were given

* *, a thorough briefing in advance to reduce possible apprehension and fear.
Excitement was reduced by maintaining an atmosphere of calm and relax-
aLtin in the testing ward.

. , " . . .. . '. . ". ,, '-. . .'. .-. ... ,-." " .." .." .".. '.. " ..-.... •.. .. .-.. .. .... . . . . . . . .. . . ... . ". . ... . i. .:. . . . ,.."". .- "mi
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Three environmental factors can be identified:.

a. the climate of the ward;
b. the location of-the testing station;

c. Incidents cccurring du,,-.n ths.course of a test that might
affect neighboring subjects.

These factors were min1mized by testing the su.bJects in groups of 8 .. 1

(that is. 4 pairs). The effects of any ahan-e in the general climdte' oif
ihe waird, temperate., numidity a-d noise ".evel and soon, would thus-
show up in the variation, between groupý. To controi difxererce; betwveen
stations the subjects were aes.gned at randon; but thiy were-tested a.t
the sa&:e station on both test occasions;. Spoi-,dic events cccutring

* durlng the triat might affect response but they would surel7 be dist.ibuted
at random.

The obcervin~g teams were asfItjned to stntidonS at random,- at the be-..
ginning of the trial, but rotated two positions for the seccnd round of"
tests so that they would not handle the same2 subject twice. To eliminate
pcrsonal bias !n the physiclans--reading blood pressure is still more an
art than a science--they were drilled in a standard technique and required
to use it regardless of their own incllmrtions. In addition, neither they
nor anyone but the Project Officer knew the identity of the treatment given t.

S~In any instance. 
i

The instruments were calibrated before the trial. Their residual var-
lation is regarded as negligible.

PRCCEDURE. During the course of the triai the subjects underwent a
series of posture changes as illustrated In Figure 2: horizontal, vert-
ical, horizontal, vertical, horizontal. Such a series of changes will
be called a sequence. Blood pressures and pulse rate were recorded at
a set of intervals within each sequence. The readings and posture changes
were made simultaneously at all 8 stztions, on signal from the timekeeper.
The same schedule was used for all sequences.

V.

' V

Best Available Copy !

p"
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Ia.

Tilt Tilt

H.• V H V H
Stot Finish

Time

POSTU!RE SEOQUENCE

7 Figure 2

Etch subject undenr,-ern two sequences in irmmedliate scce.ssion.. The
dvý were lnjý,cted at te., end of the first or ccntil se:enze, thus marking
-the s..-t of the second, or d- • ecquence. The pair of sequences together
ce.3itute a session.

The 55 .test subJezts req.ul-red 7 sessions in all. Every subject was
tested on two occa~ioni se.Lra~ed by an interval of 2 days. The brder of
ta!:lng was the seie o-a both occasions. The two members of each pair or

, were always tested together in.the same session. One received
Tzeat...nt A and the other Treatment B on each occasion, with the treat-
ments reversed for tbe second. The mates, therefore, f:ll into two classes
accoeding to the order of treatment: the A-firsts, or AB1s, and the B-flirsts
or FA's.

TRV'!, DlGN. The. shap-. of the trial.design is illustrated In Figure 3. The
basIc structure consists of 28 Latin Squares of order 2 aranged in seven
blocks of 4. 'One such block is shown here. Each latin Square represents
one p.3!r of subjects. Rows repreaent occasions, columns are mates, and the
trc:Z-.,ents occupy the diagonals. In the third dimension, the four quadrants
rep..2ent the sessions. The quadrants could be shown as split in this di-
mens!on, representing the control and drug sequences, but if we confine our -

attention to Iesponse, -- that is, Drug minus Control -- the split aspect
disappears and the picture is as shown here.

#g

Best Available CoPY
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Block!I
(-Session 1)

ftir 4
1. Al BI ?ir

Occasion __Pair 2
* - 2 B2 A2 pir1

AD~ BA ,..., K
M late.

Figure 3.

To vieutlize the entire trial, the other six blocks can bo-iniagined as re-
ceding into the backciround behind Block L. The points In time might be
z.elpresente-d by rows of blocks irr suc;cession left to right, and the four pare-

meters thougjht of as stack-ed one on top of another.

number sufferod reactions to Treatment B severe enough to make their with-
dlrawal from the trial advisable. As a result, many readings were lost--so
many that use of a mi1iing-values routine was out of the question. Analysis'f
was therolore confined to pairs of subjects for whom complete sets of readings
were available, each reading timc being considered Independently.J

As an example of the kind of results ob~tained, the responses for each ofj
the four physiological parameters at the time Qf maximum effect--just before
and just after the occond tilt to vertical--are shown in Tables I and 2.
These repres..Žnt the period of greatest interest; a presentation of the complete
rpesults would be out of place here. The tabular entries are the results of E
tests of the rnean and of each of the four main factor effects, using the resid-
ual variance as error. The symbols have the conventional meanings. For uig-

6nificant. means, the direction of the response is also given, plus and minus
siignifying increase and decline, respectively. Simnilaily, for each sign~ificant

* ~fuctor effect, the level showing the greatest responze in the samt' direction
asa Lhe miean is indicated. is the number of (complete) pairs available in
each case.
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.7 TABLEAI

ELsit ea eTi e ft Inum RtsPODUL Subjects 119ri~pr~a

. - . Physiological parameter

BP BF (Ni*22) (N-21)

Mean (vs zero) .~+

Trtatment (A vs B) (B)B *(B) NS
Occasion~ (1st vs- Znd) NS NS 'NS NS-
rderCAB vs EA NB. NS, NS NS

ýBetween pairs **2~ NS *

TAB72 2

EffeAts at Time. of Maxc1imum Response: Subjuto. Vertiq~

Physiological parameter

Contrast -Systolic Dia stolic Pulse Press. Pulse Rate
BP BP (Nm14) (N-22)

* I ~~~~~Mean (vs zero) (.) *(g *()*()
ii Treatment (A vs B) ~ () *(B) *(A)

Occasion (tat vs 2nd) NS NS NS 1
Order (ABvs BA) NS NS r NS NS
Between puirs NS NS NS

CONCLUSIONS,, We are not here concerned with a specific physiological -
N interprc'-tation of the results; it-is sufficient to note that the results were

unequivocal. Tbe maiin conclusions werar as follows:
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a. Both treatments produce definite responses in 4ubjects
in either posture, horizontal or vertical. .

b~. The two treatments distinctly differ In magnitude of response.

except in that of pulse rate in horizontal, subjects. v

c . Tr.,atmcnt B offectively maintains the palse pressure on
chancle of postuife fromi horizontal to vertical, as Intended,

* but at an unacceptable price In new and unforeseen side
effects.-

* j - -d. Day -to-dly differences a~d order of administration of the
treatments can probably be safety disregarded in any futureI
txiLals of Treatment B3 or modificatioha of it.

e, There was significant variation among PAirs of subjects.
Now, this diffoten~e represents the combined effects of all,

personal factors plus any variation between sessions.. Body.

body weights should Qccount for most of the difference oh-
served. This portion of the data would no doubt repay fur- j

ther analysis.

SU RA!Y. This paperA has described a trial performed on human subjects to
compare the physiological side effects produced by two nerve gas antidotes,
"*Treatment A" and "Treatment B". Treatment B was deligned to avoid cer-
tawin side effects that tend to accompany Treatment A, these side effects
being undesirable from the military point of view.,

The trial clearly showed Treatment B to be superior to Treatment A in the
one respect of spacial interest, but revealed that it introduced newr and un-
foreseen side affects that were themselves undesirable. The trial thus 11-
lustrates the need to proceed with caution in complex circumstances, and to
examine fundamentals before attacking even more complex problems such as

the evaluation of military performance.

mental design and analysis of variance in an area whers it is not yet regularly
applied. We hopeý its s~uccess in producing some clear-cut answers in the
presence of many complicating factors will help spread awareness of these
va lueable techniques.



DESIGN OF AN EXPERIMENT FOR THE MOST EFT=CZENT
-CONDUCT OF SAFETY. REUABILIIY AND PERFORMANCE TESTS

OF FUZES IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT STAGES

* • Gertrude Weirarub .

Missile Warhead and Spectal Projecto LAboratory, Picatinny Arranul

,.PROBLEM., To design an experiment for the efficient conduct of tests Lo de-
tertnine the operational and safety ch cteristios of fuzes being deveiled

*..for a missile warhead.

§X' S a.T_ T OF P OBI.M. Fuzes are designed to aur-complish a particular
. -. . mission in the successful operation of ordnance arnunitlon such as mne..,

warheads and missiles.

Before they are used in their ultimate mission, they are subjected tovar-
ious: environmentaIl treatments such as vibration and waterproofness tests to
insure their proper functioning and safety for use. During the conduct of ,.

. thes. ttots, yes-no responses as well as quantitative measurements ase oh-
" * talnrble. Moreover', tests.are generally conducted using rather small size

samples to determine the functioning and safety characteristics of the fuze at,
the de3ign level. •kised upon the results of these tests, performance and re-
lia'bility estimates are made. In addition, engineering judgment and previous
experience are also usually involved In -making reliability cetimates. The

* . fuze is then Judgcd to funrction properly and to be safe-for use.

a. Fuze Desialn Characteristics

Fuzes are generally composed~pf several major components whose -
co-functioning affects the overall fuze performance. Also, -incorporated in the

* fuze design are various safety characteristics.

b. 'tapes of Environmental Treatments.

Tho various types of environmental treatments to which fuzes are
likely to be exposed include the following:

(1) Transportation Vibration

(2) Rough Handling . .

"" (3) Aircraft Vibration

"(4) Temperature'and Humidity

* * ...
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()Vac'uum-St'am Pressure

(6) Salt Spray.

(7) Waterproofness

"8) Weathering (Exposed)
-. ,IL,, .,

j(9) Jolt ,nd Jumble ..

(10) Lew Drop

"(11) Detonnato Safety

C. EV.__.I Ur Te st.

These meiasure the functioning and safety of the fuzes after they
have been- exposed to the. environmenrtal tents. They inclhde the following:

(-) Inspection

(2) S•1f-Destru•tlon '" "

(3) 40 Ft. Drop

(4) Functioning

PROPOSqED STATISTIC.C%•,L PROCRANI TOP! PPL _•.•ENTED The following types

of statistical programs are currently bting used at Picatinny Arsenal in the
development of fuzes. The first it' a factorial experliment designed to detect ..

design arnd matertal differences in various components. The second plan :.

makes use of increased severity testing to reduce the required sampte sizes

to allowable limits. *.

a. For Component Testin,

Before testing the overall fuze performance for functioning and .

safety, it is mandatory that each of the major components of the fuze be qual-

ity controlled to Insure against defective moterial. Also, in the event of the

possible application of alternate muerials for particul-;r components, each of

the altern~te materials should be subjected to test In order to Insure that the

buqt material (the one which yields the highest degree of functIonWng reliability
0 - " .

* 6 . ,
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* ~ ~ o -cduracy) is selected. A factorially. designed experiment incorporating the ..

various eiternate mrrterials together with the various environmental treatments "

6an be set up. Test results would indicate. the particular environm~ental treat-
mient cr treaetnw-rts which show significant failure rate due to the effect of
such trec~tmernts. Als~o obtair.able therefrom wtll be the failure rate for each
t) r6-he taltcrn~te typer, of materials for -the component. After these are oIeter-
m~ined, ancg1nrerir.g Ju~lgment can be invoked to determine causes for failure
and. moKd'.0cations c,%n be macde to remedy such causes. Also, the material
yieliintg the lowzest failure rate ca n be isolated and further design effort con-Lcentratod on th.-3t type of material which yields the high-est degree of function- 4
i-ng reliability. After the vnijcr components have been pre-tested and -"bugs"M
virl~draiwn, they can be incorporated into the overall fuze design.

'b. ror Corýpletg1'iizes

Fuzes will be subj.octed to a series of environmental treatments
in setnience in a mi-~imer slrrnjlating that in which th-ey Are normally. expected'L
to wccur. Increove-1 severity lowels of these environmental treatmerts will ..

be v _Pacted on. the ~basis of wnjinecring judgment as being those which appear
to 1,e rno3t likely to caius flilurns during use. The statistical tent plan en-
ccinpasses fra-ctional factorial dosigned experiments which would bubject a
minimum of fuze sariples to environmental treatments in sequence. Each
enivironmentail treatmont would consi'st of two levels, the absence of the par-
ticular treatment and the presence of the particular tr-eatment. M oreover, two
types of response dnta could be elicited therefrom. One, namiely, attribute
data and the- other, variable data which measures a continuous function like
arming time, self-destruction time, sustainer switch functioning time, etc.
The statistical tost plan philc~ophy proividos for the deliberate inducing -of
increased severity levols* of each of the environmental treatments. These

* levels wil1l In'clude the following:

High Level -- -- -- --- ---- Where a high proportion of failures to
Intrmeiat Leel - - -expected.

Intemedite evel- - Where a moderate proportion of failures
is expected.

Low Level- -- -- ---- ---- Where a small proportion of failures is
expected.r

*The selection of levels will be baged on engineering judgment.

4.7

"Am
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The test plan wlU genbrate information of-the failure rate in the absence and I'
In the presence of a particular environmental treatment. Also, it will produce
variable type response data in the absence and in the presence of a particular
environmental treatment which later can be translated to probability of success- :
ful bnctioning. Failure rate distribution curves will be obtainable for in- .

dividlual environmental treatments. These curves will show failure rate as a
function of level'of severity of an Individual environmental treatment and of
multiple environmental treatments. The following types of curves will be
obtainable:

4 4

z..

FA!LURE RATE AS A FUNCTIcON 'OF LEVEL Oc ENVtRON•ENTAL TREATMENT
(ATTRIBUTE DATA)

1.0 .-

"I .I'. .

Lo-

DESIGN L 1 N
LEVEL

E .LEVEL OF ENVIRONMENT

B.1
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4. -

VARIABLE MEASUREMENT AS A FUNCTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL TREATMENT

*'-

ow

DESIGN L H

LEVEL
LEVEL OF ENVIRONMENT

- , L xLOW LEVEL T UPPER CONFSDENCE LIMIT

: s INTERN•CIATE LEVEL AVERAGE
" H aHIGH LEVEL LOWER CONFIDENCE LIIT

Curve I will be obtainable for each of the environmental treatments

and 2-factor Interactions for the attribute response.
a

Curve II will be obtainable for each of the environmental treatments
and 2-factorinteractions for each of variable responses. Also, It is ex-

pected that Curve Hr can be translated to a curve of probability of success-

ful functioning as a function of level of environmental treatment.

The aforementioned plan is presented as an alternate approach to

testing a prohibitively large number of samples at the design level in order

to insure reliable functioning. This approach proposes to accomplish the

same objective with a small number of samples by obtaining failure rate
distributions over the range of increased severity levels for each of the
environmental treatments Imposed upon the fuzes. Also, actual measure-
ment data of specific fuze functions wili be obtainable over the range of

tt
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! ' lncreassed severity levels of each of th•e environmental treatments, These

' data can then be trAnslated to probability of functioning. For example, It "

we define the probability of a suc:cessful function as the probability of the

continuous variable, e.g., uming time, being greater than a given crItdcal

arti.lng timie or lying within a given acceptable region, the probability of
success or the reliabiljty can be computed from Curve II data. Thus the
probability of arming time being greater than a minimum arming time, t
critical. is as follows: :

A T (t > t f (t)dt
. . • tcrcritic-a.)

t1

Iscntmlae. ta suc, p.tsar eniel osil. Hoersne1

II

, tI CRITICAL
t IARMING TIME , t

!IIt should be noted that the aforementioned proposed program represents

I the approach currently, being implemented since it appears to be the best
Sapproach to date to our reliability prozblem. Although the program does no'.,

i ~encompass the correlation aspects for the case of multilpe rerponses, It"

Is contemplated that such aspects are entirely possible. However, since
i co-relationship may exist among -several attribute responses, amnong several.

variable responses, and also among attribute and variable responses, the
• • manner In which these multiple responses can be handled still remains to

i ~be investigated..!
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